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The purpose of James City County’s Comprehensive Plan is to articulate the long-range vision, goals and strategies that
will guide future growth and development and the overall quality of life in the County. The Comprehensive Plan guides
future land use decisions and capital investments by landowners, developers, businesses, citizens, and County officials.
By considering the types and locations of development and services needed or desired for the future, decision makers
are better able to evaluate individual proposals in the context of long-term goals.
Engage 2045 is the planning process to update James City County’s currently adopted Comprehensive Plan, Toward 2035:
Leading the Way. It combines ideas generated by community residents with technical findings explored during the process
to create a comprehensive and implementable plan for the future.
The Comprehensive Plan is the broadest of many planning tools used by James City County. It identifies goals, strategies,
and actions for the next 25 years and will be implemented by various other County plans and programs, including the
Strategic Plan, Capital Improvement Plan, and Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances.
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Introduction and Overview
of Round 3
Planning Process
From its inception, a driving focus of the update of James City County’s Comprehensive Plan has been to engage the
citizens of James City County and ensure their ideas, opinions and concerns are incorporated. The update process has
been branded Engage 2045, reflecting the importance of engaging residents and others with local interests in imagining
and planning for the next 25 years.
The update to the County’s Comprehensive Plan began in 2019 and will proceed through 2021 in a series of phases that
provide citizens with ongoing opportunities to learn about community planning and to provide input and comments.
These engagement opportunities have and will include:
•

2019 Citizen Survey: conducting a statistically valid survey of the James City County community on key comprehensive
planning topics to inform development of the Engage 2045 public input priorities and the plan’s GSAs.

•

Round 1: Listening/Envisioning – learning about the plan and process, and providing input into the County’s longrange vision for the future at the Summit for the Future held in November 2019 and related online engagement
activities.

•

Round 2: Exploring/Testing – exploring various alternative scenarios for the County’s future growth and change, and
evaluating current Comprehensive Plan goals through the Exploring Our Future Alternatives Assembly and subsequent
online questionnaires conducted in August -September 2020.

•

Round 3: Deciding/Affirming – evaluating support for specific policy directions and actions to include within the Plan
through a series of online questionnaires supported by Community Chats held in January - February 2021.

•

Round 4: Planning/Implementing – building the elements of the comprehensive plan based on the vision and the
preferred future direction, with adoption of the final Plan to occur in spring/summer 2021.

In addition to the signature events in each round, there have been multiple public engagement opportunities throughout
the process, including public meetings, website comments, and other outreach events. The process as a whole is designed
to live up to its name and to actively engage the County’s citizens in planning for their future.
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USING THE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT RESULTS
The results of public engagement activities are being used throughout the creation of Comprehensive Plan elements,
including:
•

Scenario and Model Building

A major effort of the 2045 Comprehensive Plan involved the construction of economic, transportation, and land use
models of future growth and development in James City County to understand the costs, benefits, and impacts of change.
Information gathered through public engagement polling was used in this process to set priorities among competing
needs for preservation, housing, and traffic control, among others.
•

Alternative Futures

With models of future economic, transportation, and land use impacts constructed, planners tested the results of public
engagement mapping exercises to help establish the location of potential areas for growth or for preservation, while the
results of public polling and Visual Preference Surveying helped to establish the type of potential future growth, including
housing characteristics and densities.
•

Affirming the Direction

The Comprehensive Plan will set the vision and local policies that can deliver James City County to its desired future. The
results of public polling and the public’s “Big Ideas” will help to establish the goals and desired objectives as the County
works toward a shared future.

Public Engagement Objectives
At its inaugural meeting, the County’s Community Participation Team (CPT) worked to define what successful public
engagement would look like in the Engage 2045 planning process. Using the CPT’s input the Planning team created
the following public engagement objectives to guide outreach efforts throughout the process and to evaluate public
engagement success.
•

Community members will be given the choice and access to engage in the planning process through multiple activities.

•

Educational opportunities will advance the community’s understanding of critical planning issues.

•

Public engagement efforts will seek to engage a diversity of residents that is representative of the community.

•

Participants’ opinions will be respected, well documented, and will help inform policy direction in the Plan.

•

Public engagement efforts will seek to inspire trust and continued interest and involvement in the process.

•

Clear documentation, project publicity, and engagement activities will articulate how public inputs have been used
to help inform policy direction throughout the process.

•

Community engagement will be record breaking and surpass statistics of past planning efforts.
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Roles and Responsibilities in the Process

Round 3: Deciding and Affirming

The process of updating the Comprehensive Plan involves teams of policy makers, planners and citizens working together
on a variety of activities and elements. The lead decision making role, of course, is played by the County’s Board of
Supervisors, advised by the County Planning Commission. A sub-committee of the Planning Commission, the Planning
Commission Working Group (PCWG), which consists of the Planning Commissioners and the chair of the Community
Participation Team, is working in greater detail on the plan and specifically guiding the plan update.

PURPOSE OF ROUND 3 ENGAGEMENT & ACTIVITIES

The Community Participation Team (CPT) is a citizen group appointed by the County Board and dedicated to promoting
public engagement in this planning effort. The CPT is responsible for encouraging, facilitating and reporting citizen
participation throughout the Comprehensive Plan process. The team primarily works in partnership with staff and the
Planning Commission in the coordination of publicity efforts, educating the public, sponsoring public meetings and other
input opportunities, and encouraging fellow residents and business members to participate in the planning process. The
CPT generally meets twice monthly, with its first meeting taking place on August 19, 2019.
County staff from key departments involved with the planning process have formed an informal technical advisory group
and help guide the technical aspects of the scenario planning and development of the plan. Finally, the County planning
staff is taking a lead role in supporting the process, assisted by a consultant team including EPR, P.C., Clarion Associates,
TischlerBise and Michael Baker International.
The County staff, consultants, CPT, and the County’s Planning Commission are collectively the project team for this
important Comprehensive Plan effort.

Engage 2045 has progressed to Round 3 of engagement - Deciding and Affirming. This builds on Round 1, in which citizens
affirmed five planning priorities for James City County, and Round 2, in which citizens evaluated options for future growth
and preservation, and expressed their opinions about the goals the County should aim to achieve. In Round 3, the County
project team solicited input on policy directions the County should pursue and actions it should take to enable citizens’
vision for the future of our community to be realized. Round 3 consisted of three questionnaires, complemented by a
series of virtual Community Chats designed to assist citizens in completing the questionnaires. The first questionnaire -Policies and Actions -- asked for opinions on steps the County might take to implement citizens’ vision for the future, and
was conducted January 11-February 21. The second questionnaire -- Community Character Design Guidelines -- sought
views on the appearance of structures that might be built in the future and the surrounding lands, and was conducted
January 25-February 21. The third questionnaire asked for opinions on 27 Land Use proposals and how those relate to
future expectations for development, and was conducted January 25-February 21.

QUESTIONNAIRES
The Round 3 questionnaires were the sole mechanism for collecting public inputs. The three questionnaires were organized by the five public input priorities established in Round #1 and the addition of the Future Land Use Plan. Respondents
had the choice to self select the questionnaires and specific questions they preferred to complete. The questionnaires
were provided on the project website and in paper at six public locations throughout the County. The questionnaires are
included in the Appendices of this report.
Through the Policies and Actions Questionnaire, the County sought community input regarding policies and actions that,
if implemented, would shape the future of James City County for years to come. The questionnaire contained 14 questions that address four of the five planning priorities for the County: Nature; Economic Development; Quality of Life; and
Affordable/Workforce Housing.
The Character Design Guidelines questionnaire was a visual preference survey that sought opinions on preferences for
the future design of neighborhoods, commercial and employment areas, and rural areas and open spaces in James City
County. Questionnaire respondents were asked to rank photos of different types of development and open spaces in
these contexts.
The Future Land Use Map Questionnaire sought community input on specific applications for land use designation changes. The County’s Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission Working Group (PCWG), and staff are reviewing this community feedback, as well as feedback from previous rounds, as they consider these applications for Land Use designation
changes. Land Use designations are used to determine what kind of growth will occur in the County and where. They are
policy designations that help guide changes to, and implementation of, development regulations. They also help the
County make long-term decisions about infrastructure, road improvements, and public facility locations. Land Use designations are also used when the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors consider certain kinds of development
proposals, such as rezonings and special use permits. Planning staff are currently reviewing 27 applications for land use
designation changes. Of these 27, three were initiated by property owners and the remaining 24 were initiated by the
County.

POLICIES & ACTIONS
QUESTIONNAIRE

CHARACTER DESIGN
GUIDELINES QUESTIONNAIRE

FUTURE LAND USE MAP
QUESTIONNAIRE

14 PAPER + 263 ONLINE =

8 PAPER + 188 ONLINE =

20 PAPER + 89 ONLINE =

277

196

109

TOTAL RESPONSES
4
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5

COMMUNITY CHATS
The Community Chats were a series of three virtual community conversations that corresponded with the questionnaire
topics. The Chats were held virtually due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic on January 14, 28, and February 4, 2021. The
purpose of these Chats was to provide an overview of the planning process, the three questionnaires, and provide an
opportunity for participants to ask questions of project team members. The Chats were intended to spark dialogue and
answer questions, but were not intended to be a mechanism for capturing inputs.

Round 3 Publicity and
Outreach

ENGAGE 2045 WEB PAGE
County planning staff has established a central resource for the Engage 2045 project on the County’s website. This site
(jamescityCountyva.gov/engage2045) contains background information on the role of the Comprehensive Plan, an archive
of supporting documents, a calendar of meetings and events, and opportunities to give direct input to the planning team
through comment cards and polling questions. At its launch, County staff promoted the web page through social media
including Facebook and Twitter. The site has been continually updated throughout the project with the results of public
input and drafts of plan elements.
During public engagement Rounds 1-3 of the Engage 2045 planning process, the project website provided two opportunities for comment: 1) an online survey form that requested respondents to select the top three planning topics of most
interest to them and provide an explanation of why those topics were of most interest, and 2) a Share Your Thoughts
comment form where respondents could write in comments they would like to share with the Project Team. During each
round of engagement, the comments collected were reviewed. The comments generally aligned with the outcomes of the
milestone public engagement activities in Rounds 1-3. The complete list of comments for both opportunities are documented in the final report Appendix.

For this third round of community engagement, publicity efforts included multiple advertisements in print and online
news sites such as WYDaily and Virginia Gazette, ads on WATA buses, flyers, handouts, cross-promotion with Parks &
Recreation and Office of Economic Development, and social media messages on Facebook, Twitter, and Nextdoor. Newsletters recipients included the County’s listservs for News Releases, Community Development, Workforce Housing Task
Force, and Engage 2045 signups. Focused emails were sent to 86 organizations, 44 religious institutions, homeowner’s
associations, and County commissions and boards. Additional efforts included a televised video, a front page article in
the Virginia Gazette, a podcast, op-ed articles, and prize-drawings. Outreach also included direct mailing to property
owners whose properties were being considered for land use changes, and an insert in a real estate billing mailing to
over 20,000 households.

ADDITIONAL MEDIA
This phase of the Engage 2045 effort also featured a promotional video that served as a review of previous engagement
rounds and an overview of what to expect in Round 3 of engagement. The video emphasized that this will be the last “big
chance” for community members to participate in the planning process. The video was available on the project website
along with a featured podcast called On This Week in James City County, in which Renee Dallman interviewed Engage 2045
consultants about the Community Chats & Questionnaires. In addition, Round 3 was publicized through a newspaper
article in the Virginia Gazette and a subsequent op-ed authored by Ginny Wertman who serves on the CPT and the PCWG.
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To offer a more personal interactive way for citizens to get information and ask questions, the Planning Team held three
virtual Community Chat meetings. Staff were on hand to answer questions on specific topics, and the meetings were
recorded and posted online so additional citizens could access them later. Special consideration was given to the circumstances of the pandemic, and the Round 3 engagement process was extended a number of weeks versus previous rounds.
In addition to online outreach and mailings, paper questionnaires were distributed to seven initial locations and then
expanded to 11 ultimate locations geographically distributed throughout the County. These locations were publicized;
printouts and posters were set up to provide information for people filling out paper questionnaires. In addition, staff
helped people over the phone with their questionnaires.

Figure 1. Social media post, example 1.

Figure 3. WATA Bus Ad

Summary of Public
Engagement Findings
Introduction

While this report is focused on documenting the findings from the Round 3 engagement effort, it is important to consider
these findings in relation to the previous public inputs provided during this process. The public engagement strategy has
been purposefully designed to be cumulative in nature so that findings from one round of engagement set the stage for
the questions that should be posed in the next round, and the new round provides an opportunity to reinforce or distinguish prior engagement findings. This section provides a summary of these cumulative inputs organized by the five public
input priorities: Nature, Community Character, Affordable Workforce Housing, Economic Development, and Quality of Life.

Nature

There continues to be consistent public support to prioritize the protection of natural lands and open spaces in the
County. This was the most highly ranked and supported objective across all three rounds of engagement. For Round 3,
respondents support new development restrictions and public land acquisition to limit development impacts on natural lands and to address impacts of climate change and sea level rise, with a strong focus on protecting water resources. Round 3 respondents also indicated strong support for protecting a wide variety of natural lands.

Figure 2. Social media post, example 2.

Figure 4. Paper questionnaire and information kiosk, Bldg. F, County Government
Center.

Community Character
Throughout the planning process, there has been consistent public support to prioritize protection of the County’s unique
community character, particularly the character of rural lands and communities in the County. In Round 3, there was
strong support for styles of development that reduce development intensity supported through the expression of values
for natural beauty, agricultural conservation, privacy, walkability, historical architecture, and community. Round 3 participants’ primary community character concern was preserving the existing rural and low-density development patterns in
James City County. Participants believed that rural residential development must be planned with farmland preservation
in mind, but participant comments revealed disagreements in how to achieve this. Participants generally associated
high-density development with increased traffic and a lower quality of life. However, there was evidence that middle
density land uses could be supported with County-compatible designs and the incorporation of nature and green spaces.
Respondents expressed support for higher densities within mixed use and employment contexts that provided walkability and opportunities for interaction.
The Character Design Guidelines questionnaire inputs will be leveraged to update the County’s Character Design Guidelines. The findings from this engagement reinforce and reaffirm the direction of design standards and the preexisting
standards that the County was following. Resident feedback regarding density, scale, and character in many ways echoed
the feedback collected in Rounds 1 and 2, and reflected the County’s ongoing efforts to encourage that any new growth
be contextually appropriate and contribute to local heritage and character. This feedback can also guide priorities and
preferences in the Design Guidelines.
8
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Quality of Life
There was consistent support for enhancing quality of life amenities in James City County, with a strong emphasis on
walking and biking facilities -- especially in locations that increase connectivity between neighborhoods and shopping,
schools, employment areas, and greenways.

Affordable Workforce Housing
There has also been consistent public support to provide more opportunities for affordable workforce housing during
the planning process. However, Round 3 revealed less support for prioritizing resources to support this objective when
compared to the other public input priorities. Round 3 respondents identified adaptive reuse and redevelopment of
existing commercial and employment locations and transit corridors as the best locations for new affordable workforce
housing. Strategies to improve homes in existing residential neighborhoods and stabilize and enhance mobile home
parks were also strongly supported.

Preferences on Allocation of Potential
Future Resources
Economic Development
While there has been consistent public support to diversify the local economy, with a focus on development of higher wage employment, Round 3 revealed less support for allocating resources to this endeavor. Round 3 respondents
expressed mixed support for the County investing in infrastructure to serve economic development sites within the PSA.
For development of complete communities that can support future economic growth, there was a preference for more
mixed-use centers with employment and adding more middle density housing to existing employment areas.
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Question #14 in the Policies and Actions Questionnaire conducted in Round 3 asked respondents to consider the five
public input priorities and to distribute hypothetical County resources up to 100% among the five priorities or not at all.
Nearly 98% of respondents supported allocating resources to support initiatives aimed at achieving the five public input
priorities with fairly even support for protecting sensitive environmental resources (22.7%), protecting and preserving
the rural aspects of the County’s community character (21.9%), and expanding existing and creating new quality of life
amenities (21.6%). Respondents allocated relatively fewer resources to making our community more economically resilient (17.6%) and supporting the development of affordable workforce housing (13.9%).

Engage 2045 Round 3 Public Input Summary
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Round 3 Engagement
Questionnaire Responses
Participation Across Questionnaires
In the tables below you will see comparative data for participation between the Policies & Actions Questionnaire and
the Design Guidelines Survey. When applicable, this data is compared to 2019 American Community Survey Data for
James City County.
						
			
- demographics that we hit well, within 5% of census category population
			
- demographics we did not hit well, within 5% of census category population not reached
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Policies & Actions Questionnaire Responses
INTRODUCTION
The Policies and Actions Questionnaire was conducted from January 11 – February 21, 2021. The County offered this survey
via an online survey platform and through paper versions of the same survey placed in key public locations. The survey
collected 277 responses over a six week period.

1. Through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 Round #1 Public Engagement effort, residents have shown strong
support for providing more housing opportunities that are affordable to the local workforce. The recent work of the James
City County Workforce Housing Task Force resulted in several recommendations for expanding the supply of workforce
housing. Please rank below your preference for strategies to increase the availability of workforce housing in the County
or choose one of the final two options. (Rank 1 is the highest level of support and 9 is the lowest level of support.)

DEMOGRAPHICS OF RESPONDENTS
The seven demographic questions posed in this questionnaire revealed the following information about the questionnaire respondents. The tables on the previous pages provide a comparison of these demographic responses.
• WATA bus advertising, the James City County Facebook page, and outreach by word of mouth were the primary ways that
respondents learned about the Engage 2045 public engagement effort. 72% of respondents learned about the initiative
through one of these three methods. Respondents could select all methods applicable for hearing about the effort, and
often chose multiple responses. 41% chose “other” indicating there were other outreach channels reaching a significant
proportion of respondents.
• Respondents are somewhat evenly dispersed in terms of the duration of tenure in the County: 20% at 1-5 years, 19% at
6-10 years, 23% at 11-20 years, and 30% at more than 20 years.
• The racial profile of respondents was similar to the profile of respondents in Rounds 1 and 2 engagement efforts with
a lower percentage of persons identifying as Black/African American, Asian, and Other Race/Two or More Races when
compared with U.S. Census statistics for the County. Complicating this is the fat that 16% of respondents selected “I prefer
not to answer.” Similarly, for ethnicity, 13% of respondents preferred not to answer and those that did respond to the
question resulted in a lower percentage of Hispanic/Latino/Spanish origin representation when compared to U.S. Census
statistics for the County.
• Younger age cohorts were underrepresented in the questionnaire responses, particularly for 18-34 year olds. The 55-64
age cohort were slightly overrepresented, and the other age cohorts were approximately representative of the County.

SUBSTANTIVE QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
The questionnaire included 14 substantive questions on potential future policy direction and implementation action
choices organized by four of the five public input priorities identified in Round 1: Affordable/Workforce Housing, Nature,
Quality of Life, and Economic Development. Question #14 was a culminating question that asked respondents to identify
among the five public input priorities the amount of future County resources (i.e., staff time, public funding, or other
resources) that should be allocated to initiatives to support the five input priorities. The following tables and charts
document the responses to these questions.
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Weighted
Ranking

Number of Times Ranked

James City County

STRATEGY
Incentivize and guide the repurposing of older, vacant, and/or
underutilized commercial buildings for workforce housing,
specifically focusing on old motels and outdated shopping areas.
Dedicate more County resources and seek more state/federal
funding to rehabilitate existing single-family homes in the County that
are in serious disrepair.
Change regulations to allow for a wider range of housing types and
sizes in areas already designated for multi-family uses, particularly
near job centers and transit corridors.
Dedicate County resources, seek state/federal funding, and work
with the owners of mobile home parks to prevent further deterioration
of these parks and explore redevelopment opportunities.
Create a local Housing Trust Fund aimed at supporting development
of workforce housing by dedicating local funding and seeking access
to state and federal funding sources.
Allow more flexibility for development of attached and detached
accessory apartments on individual single-family lots.
Incentivize the construction of workforce housing by private
developers by establishing a voluntary program that provides density
bonuses (i.e., additional housing units), an expedited review process,
and/or development fee waivers.
Promote existing and adopt new property tax abatement programs
(i.e., programs that reduce future property taxes) to support
construction of workforce housing.
Partner with private sector housing developers by allowing the
construction of workforce housing on some County-owned lands.
TOTAL
I don’t support any of these approaches.
Not sure, I need to know more.
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

59

40

39

22

11

17

7

13

9

63

31

24

20

20

13

17

13

17

Highest
3.4
3.8

23

26

38

37

31

20

14

19

8
4.3

16

36

35

27

25

22

20

15

20
4.6

19

15

18

17

25

29

24

17

42
5.6

11

19

16

22

31

27

18

27

37

16

18

13

21

19

20

37

33

27

5.7

5.7
8

18

15

14

32

28

38

34

18
5.7

6

15

17

30

221
37
23

218
13%
8%

215

210

15

32

27

34

29

Lowest 5.8

209 208 202 205 207
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2. Workforce housing comes in many forms, including single family homes, townhomes, apartments, and other multi-family dwellings, such as duplexes or triplexes. Please select from the choices below the areas where new workforce housing
of a compatible character should be located in James City County. (Circle all that apply from i-vi, or choose vii and viii as
applicable.) Overall # of responses: 264

3. Protecting natural lands and open spaces in the County was one of the most highly supported community objectives
identified through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 Round #1 Public Engagement effort. Which types of protection measures do you support? (Circle all that apply from 1-iv, or choose v and vi as applicable.) Overall # of responses:
260

Question #2 Responses

Question #3 Responses

3%

Not sure

Somewhere else in James City County.

3%

5%

Not sure, need more information.

I do not support

5%

16%

Within existing single-family neighborhoods.
Required clustering

17%

I do not support the development of more
workforce housing in James City County.
In new mixed-income residential developments
(mix of market rate and workforce housing units)
with access to multimodal transportation.

42%

Within existing mixed-residential neighborhoods
(these include more than one type of housing, such
as townhomes, duplexes, etc.)

30%

Conservation easement/Purchase of Development
Rights

58%

44%

Public Lands Acquisition

50%

65%

Along major transportation corridors.
Near employment and shopping centers with
access to multimodal transportation (i.e., access to
transit, biking, and walking.)

69%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Question #2 Summary Responses

Support workforce housing

16

20%

40%

60%

80%

5%

Support protecting natural lands and
open spaces using one of these
methods

20%

40%

60%

100%

3%

I do not support any of these methods
to protect natural lands and open
spaces.

5%

0%

0%

Unsure

17%

Unsure

85%

Question #3 Summary Responses

78%

Do not support workforce housing

Development restrictions

80%

0%

100%

James City County

92%
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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4. Which types of natural lands, undeveloped lands and open spaces do you support protecting? (Circle all that apply
from i-viii, or choose ix and x as applicable.) Overall # of responses: 267

5. Which of the following should the County do more of to protect our important land, water, and air resources? (Circle
your top five choices.) Overall # of responses: 267

Question #4 Responses

Question #5 Responses

Agriculture

Support community-scale composting

74%

Forested lands

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions

80%

Historic and archaeologically significant
properties

80%

Floodplains and flooding resilience areas

81%

Outdoor recreation

30%

Increase planning for sea level rise and recurring
flooding

36%

Increase green building practices

36%

Increase water conservation

38%

Increase recycling

84%

Scenic areas

18%

41%

Support alternative energy
(wind/solar/geothermal)

85%

48%

Protect stream buffers and other open spaces
Water quality improvement area

85%

Natural habitat and ecosystem diversity areas

Finalize plan for future drinking water supply

88%

60%

80%

100%

Unsure

I do not support protecting natural
lands and open spaces.

1%

I don’t support any of these
choices

Support protecting natural lands and
open spaces

99%
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60%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Question #5 Summary Responses

0%

40%

64%
0%

Unsure

20%

62%

Increase water quality protection

Question #4 Summary Responses

0%

60%

80%

3%

Support these ways to protect
important land, water, and air
resources

97%

0%

100%

James City County

0%
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6. Which of the following actions do you support to increase resilience to sea level rise/recurring flooding? (Circle all
that apply from i-iii, or choose iv or v as applicable.) Overall # of responses: 266

7. What are your greatest concerns related to the quality of the County’s waterways and water sources? (Circle all that
apply from i-iv, or choose v or vi as applicable.) Overall # of responses: 277.

Question #6 Responses

Question #7 Responses
Not sure, I need to know more

3%

Not sure, I need to know more

I do not support implementation of actions to increase
resilience to sea level rise

I am not concerned about the quality of water
in the County’s waterways and water sources

7%

Establish a program to retrofit existing infrastructure
(well and septic systems, roads and bridges, etc.)

Purchase key lands and protect them from future
development

40%

60%

80%

100%

Support one of these actions to
increase resilience against sea
level rise/recurring flooding

20

40%

60%

40%

60%

80%

80%

4%

Concerned about one of these
impacts to the quality of the
County's waterways and water
sources

89%

20%

20%

0%

I am not concerned

7%

0%

0%

Unsure

3%

I do not support
implementation of actions to
increase resilience to sea level
rise

73%

Question #7 Summary Responses

Question #6 Summary Responses

Unsure

61%

New development that creates more hard
surfaces and increases stormwater runoff and
water pollution

77%

20%

58%

The availability of drinking water

65%

Restrict development on vulnerable properties

44%

Impacts to water quality created during the
construction phase of new development

57%

Identify vulnerable areas susceptible to sea level rise
and prepare planning guidelines to minimize damage
or loss of property

4%

Increasing water temperatures

55%

0%

0%

95%

0%

100%

James City County
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60%

80%

100%
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8. During the Engage 2045 process, residents have voiced strong support for protecting rural lands as a cornerstone of the
County’s valued rural character. The County currently allows one residential unit per three acres on rural lands outside
the Primary Service Area (PSA) – the County’s growth area -- and focuses on providing water and sewer to areas inside the
PSA and not to rural lands. Please select below any of the policies for expanding and protecting the rural lands that you
would support. (Circle all that apply.) Overall # of responses: 263.

24%

Reduce the allowable residential development
potential outside the PSA without increasing it
inside the PSA

26%

Reduce the PSA in some important
environmental or scenic areas and expand the
PSA in less important areas

29%

Reduce the allowable development potential
outside the PSA and also inside the PSA

Weighted
Ranking

Number of Times Ranked
STRATEGY
Walking and biking facilities that connect neighborhoods to schools and
parks
Walking and biking facilities that connect neighborhoods to employment
or shopping centers
Walking and biking facilities that connect neighborhoods to major trails
and greenways
Walking and biking facilities that offer an alternative to driving along
major road corridors
Walking and biking facilities that connect adjacent neighborhoods
Walking and biking facilities that connect adjacent employment or
shopping areas
Extending the Capital Trail from Jamestown to the rest of Hampton
Roads
TOTAL

Question #8 Responses
Reduce the allowable residential development
potential outside the PSA and increase
allowable residential development potential
inside the PSA

9. During the Engage 2045 process, there has been strong support for more walking and biking options within the community. To help understand what types of facilities can best support residents, please rank in order of preference the types
of facilities (e.g., paths, trails, greenways, sidewalks) in which you would like the County to invest.
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3
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53

48
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5

3.2

42

35
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5

3.4

37

41

35

32

46

34
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3.7

39

23
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47

26

4.1

10

23

20

25

36

80

39

4.9

39

7

15

15

15

17

135

Lowest 5.3

248

248

241

240

236

226

I do not believe the County should invest in any of these

37

247
12%

Not sure, I need to know more

23

7%

10. To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, please rank below all methods of transportation in which you believe the County should invest.

30%

Weighted
Ranking

Number of Times Ranked

Reduce the PSA in some areas that have
important environmental or scenic attributes

48%
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Question #8 Summary Responses

STRATEGY
Biking networks (e.g., paths, trails, greenways)

1
89

2
46

3
28

4
24

5
21

6
14

7
5

8
8

Highest 2.8

More sidewalks and walking networks
Electric charging stations in parking lots to support alternative vehicle
usage
Transit stops and shelters in developments

49

67
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29
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11

11

4

3

33

37

31
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32

20

20

15

3.9

20

28

42
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30

31

20

10

4.2

Regional commuter rail service funded in partnership with other localities

30

27

36

24

22

23

16

35

4.4

Designated rideshare (e.g., Uber, Lyft) drop-off sites within developments
Golf cart usage on certain roads and parking in public parking lots, if
legally permissible
E-scooters on certain walking and biking facilities, if legally permissible
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5.1
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233

221

213

204
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TOTAL

I do not support any of these
methods for protecting rural
land

I do not believe the County should invest in any of these

6%

Unsure

Not sure, I need to know more

6

2%

15%

Support one of these methods
for protecting rural land
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11. Through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 Round #1 Public Engagement effort, residents have shown strong
support for doing more to attract higher paying jobs to the County. Currently, infrastructure extensions and improvements
to support new developments are constructed as part of the development process and funded by private developers.
Examples include extensions of public water and sewer lines and stormwater infrastructure, and roadway or other transportation improvements. As a mechanism to attract businesses to the County, some of which may provide higher paying
jobs, do you support using County tax dollars to proactively fund infrastructure to sites within the Primary Service Area
-- the County’s growth area -- that are planned for future business development? Overall # of responses: 260

12. Employee preferences for mixed-use and walkable communities are increasingly driving the business site selection
process for many industries. These “complete communities” provide options for employees to shop, dine, recreate, and
live close to work – like New Town. In Round #2 of the Engage 2045 process, this type of mixed-use community received
more support than the current trend of neighborhoods with single family homes on relatively large lots. Please check all
the choices below that you support to create complete communities in the County. Overall # of responses: 261

Question #11 Responses

Question #12 Responses
Allow taller buildings within new mixed-use
centers

26.2%

Maybe, I need to know more.

25%

Allow for commercial and office uses within
existing moderate-density residential areas

No, I do not support using County tax
dollars to proactively fund infrastructure to
business development sites.

31%

36.5%

Allow for the development of more mixeduse centers in areas designated for
employment uses

Yes, I support using County tax dollars to
proactively fund infrastructure to business
development sites.

37.3%
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Allow for residential uses such as townhomes
or multifamily dwellings (e.g., triplex,
quadplex, condominium or apartment) to be
mixed into existing commercial areas
50%

62%
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Question #12 Summary Responses

Unsure

4%

I do not support any of these
mixed-use community options

18%

Support one of these types of
mixed-use community
development option

78%

0%
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13. Recent economic trends, emphasized through the pandemic, have resulted in more workers in the County working
from home. More small business owners are choosing to base their operations out of their home for safety, productivity,
and cost reasons. If the County relaxed restrictions on home-based businesses, which of the following are of potential
concern to you? Overall # of responses: 268

Question #13 Responses
Hours of operation

14. Through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 public inputs, citizens have identified five priorities they want the
County to pursue. However, County resources are constrained, which means that these priorities must compete for limited
resources (whether they be staff time to develop policies, County funds to support initiatives, or the use of outside funding). Assuming the County has resources to invest in these initiatives, please identify the percentage of those resources
you would support allocating to each. The total of the percentage must add up to 100%. If you prefer to not invest in these
initiatives, please mark 100% in the last choice.
Overall # of responses: 220

Question # 14 Responses

36%

Number of employees on-site

2.3%

46%

Odors

Protecting sensitive environmental
features

51%

Equipment and inventory storage

22.7%

21.6%

53%

Presence of signage

60%

Noise and vibration

61%

Number of customers visiting the business at-a-time

Supporting the development of
affordable workforce housing

17.6%

62%

Number of business-related vehicles parked at the
residence

21.9%

13.9%
66%
0%
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Making our community more
economically resilient
Expanding existing and creating new
quality of life amenities

63%

Number of employee parked vehicles at the
residence

Protecting and preserving the rural
aspects of the County’s community
character

Prefer to not invest in these initiatives.

80%

Question #13 Summary Responses

Unsure

2%

No concerns about home-based
businesses

20%

Have some concern about homebased businesses
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Character Design Guidelines
Questionnaire Responses
INTRODUCTION
The public had access to the James City County Design Guidelines Survey from January 25, 2021 to February 21, 2021. The
County offered this survey via the Metroquest online survey platform and through paper versions of the same questionniare placed in key public locations. The questionnaire collected 197 responses over a one-month period. The questionnaire provided several photographs of different types of development grouped into the categories of neighborhoods,
commercial, and rural and other. Participants were asked to rank each image from one to five stars, with five as the highest ranking, and were given the opportunity to comment on each image. A total of 987 comments were collected and are
included in an Appendix to this report. This report draws on the participant comments for insights on the questionnaire
score results.

Low Density | 836 Votes and 132 Comments
Participants strongly preferred wooded suburban development to traditional gridded suburban and modern suburban
development. Most of the comments made on the wooded suburbs image indicated a community desire to live in natural
surroundings with an abundance of mature trees. Some comments noted that the larger lots and houses inherent to this
form of development would result in more expensive houses. For traditional suburbs, participant comments noted that
this form could foster community interactions and offer a more walkable environment, but some felt the grid would be
too urban for the county. Participant comments for modern suburbs noted the lack of privacy and the clearcutting that
often leaves these developments devoid of mature trees.

Weighted Average
Score

2.5

Questionnaire participants’ primary concern was preserving the existing rural and low-density development patterns
in James City County. Participants had a strong preference for images that depicted neocolonial architecture. Participants generally associated high-density development with increased traffic and a lower quality of life. Image ratings and
comments showed a strong preference for pedestrian-oriented shopping areas. Participants believed that rural residential development must be planned with farmland preservation in mind, but participant comments revealed disagreements in how to achieve this.

3.5

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
The survey collected six key data points to help identify the demographic makeup of the survey participants. The results
are displayed in the charts listed on pages 10-11. The majority of participants had lived in the county for over 11 years,
nearly half were 55-years-old or older, over three-quarters were white, most were not Hispanic or Latinx, the majority
were women, and most had not participated in the planning process prior to this survey. A comparison of the Character
Design Guidelines Questionnaire and the Policies and Actions Questionnaire revealed two differences in respondents.
First, 5% more respondents aged 25-34 completed the Character and Design Guidelines Questionnaire than the Policies
and Actions Questionnaire. Secondly, 5% more respondents in the 35-44 age cohort completed the Character and Design
Guidelines Questionnaire than the Policies and Actions Questionnaire.

4.5

Low Density

SUBSTANTIVE QUESTION RESPONSES
The charts on pages 27-47 show the survey results for each of the three types of development -- Neighborhoods, Commercial, and Rural and Other. Respondents were asked to provide opinions on several types of development within each
category. For example, the Neighborhood category was divided into low density, medium density, high density, and neighborhood commercial. For each of these subcategories, respondents were presented with several images that depicted
alternative styles of development, and were asked to rate each image from 1 (least preferred) to 5 (most preferred). The
charts show the number of times respondents selected each rating for each image. This is helpful in portraying consensus
of opinion (most votes in one or two rating categories), no strong opinion (votes more or less evenly distributed among
the rating categories), or strongly opposing opinions (high number of votes at the extremes). Each image shows the
weighted average of respondents preferences.”

Neighborhood
Participant Values for Neighborhood: Privacy; Natural Surroundings; Historical Architecture; Community
Respondents were asked to evaluate the images in four subcategories: Low Density; Medium Density; High Density; and
Neighborhood Commercial. Questionnaire participants generally desired lower-density development, natural surroundings, and colonial-inspired architecture. Although lower density housing was preferred, survey participants strongly
favored development types that were walkable. A common belief among participants who commented was that walkable
neighborhoods would foster community. Participant comments on medium and high density housing show a preference for buildings that are articulated into smaller sections and an aversion to large buildings with less articulation.
Many participant comments indicated a belief that higher density development would result in lower quality of life and
increased traffic. Participants made 470 comments on the images in the neighborhood category.
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Medium Density | 836 Votes and 132 Comments
Setback houses and row houses scored the highest in the medium density subcategory. The majority of participants
disliked duplexes, traditional courts, and mansion apartments. Participant comments on setback houses support the
established desire for more natural, green surroundings. Some participants reacted negatively to setback houses noting
the higher density of development as a barrier to privacy. For row houses, participants noted the community feel but
cited a discomfort in the density. For the three images that the participants disliked, common concerns were aesthetics,
density, and lack of green areas.
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High Density | 817 Votes and 128 Comments.
None of the images of high-density development received a majority of positive scores. The highest-scoring image was of
vertical articulation. A small number of participants noted that higher density development would create walkable areas
with access to shops and jobs. Most comments maintained the themes in the medium density subcategory – that the
aesthetics, density, and lack of green areas were not representative of the county.
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Neighborhood Commercial | 658 Votes and 87 Comments
The majority of participants rated neighborhood anchors, integrated shops, and community hubs positively and generally rejected corporate styles. Comments on neighborhood anchors – the highest rated image in this category – noted
how these sorts of businesses foster community interactions and encourage tourism. The image depicted Lamplighter, a
coffee shop in the Fan District of Richmond, Virginia. The participants also cited having outdoor dining and reusing older
buildings as a community benefit. Other positive comments on the top three development types noted walkability, ease
of access, and aesthetics. Participants rated corporate styles low, with comments focused on the distaste in inviting architecture to the county that does not fit existing community character.
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Commercial
Participant Values for Commercial Areas: Pedestrian-orientation; Separation from Vehicles; Outdoor Dining and Gathering
Respondents were asked to evaluate images in four subcatorgies: Local Commercial; Regional Commercial; Commercial/
Residential; and Commercial/ Industrial. Respondents indicated a preference for commercial areas separate from parking lots where shoppers can walk, and that have integrated greenspaces and tree cover. Most of the negative comments
showed that areas where shoppers can walk separate from parking lots are ideal. Commenters also continued the trend
of preferring integrated greenspaces and tree cover. Most negative comments focused on architectural style and building age. Participants who commented generally associated development patterns with particular eras of construction
and often dismissed the idea that these development types are possible today. Participants made 309 comments on the
images in the commercial category. Average scores are less varied in the commercial category than the neighborhood
category.

Local Commercial | 491 Votes and 71 Comments

Local Commercial
100

95

90

85

80

Participants strongly preferred pedestrian malls and commercial corridors to strip malls. Comments showed a desire to
separate parking from commercial areas. Parking was the primary reason strip malls received a low score, with participant comments indicating a lack of walkability in automobile-oriented shopping areas. Commenters also indicated that
pedestrian malls and commercial corridors could create a community center and foster community interaction. A few
participants questioned whether additional pedestrian malls would detract from Williamsburg’s own pedestrian mall:
Duke of Gloucester Street.
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Regional Commercial | 645 Votes and 95 Comments
While participants indicated a clear dislike for traditional malls, they did not indicate a strong preference among the other
forms of regional commercial development. Comments noted town centers as having walkable features and community-oriented architecture, but many commenters felt that high vacancies in the New Town development are indicative
that this form of development might not be appropriate to construct in the future. Participants also somewhat preferred
modern mall development, noting the presence of open space as a plus. However, commenters made the same statements regarding New Town’s perceived vacancy rate as a reason to halt new commercial development. Traditional malls
and strip clusters had the largest share of negative ratings. Participants commented that traditional malls were outdated
and inconsistent with the community character of the County. Comments showed that participants did not favor strip
clusters due to increased congestion and the presence of this form of development already in the area.
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Commercial/Residential Mixed Use | 639 Votes and 69 Comment
Participants strongly preferred Virginia Main Street 1, which depicts Downtown Fredericksburg, Virginia. Comments on this
development style show the established preference for traditional architectural styles and the perceived separation of
parking lots but indicate that participants generally did not believe this form of development could exist as new construction. Virginia Main Street 2 was the second highest-rated form of development, depicting Main Street in the Fan District of
Richmond, Virginia. Participants commented that the aesthetics were appropriate but questioned the mix of uses and the
construction of additional commercial in the County. Planned Town 1 scored the second lowest in this section. Planned
Town 1 depicts a neocolonial-style development in Henrico County called Libbie Mill. Participants’ comments described
the architectural styles of these buildings as plain or unattractive. This appears to contradict the majority of comments
about aesthetics which tout the use of colonial design elements in contemporary architecture. Planned Town 2, which
depicts New Town in James City County, scored the lowest. Commenters felt that this style was too monotonous and too
dense for placement in the county.
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Commercial/Industrial Mixed Use | 632 Votes and 74 Comments
Participants preferred the craft cluster and craft core types to flexible strip and industrial mix development. Some
commenters felt craft clusters and craft cores would fit well in the county, but others felt these areas would be too dense.
Participants mostly scored flexible strip and industrial mix low for aesthetic reasons.

Commercial/Industrial
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Rural and Other
Participant Values for Rural and Other: Farm Conservation; Scenic Preservation; Privacy; Natural Surroundings
This category offered participants the opportunity to provide ratings and comments on significant remaining design
elements and development types in three subcatorgies: Rural Residential; Recreation Open Space; and Screening. The
results in this category aligned with the trends participants already established in the residential and commercial categories. Participants were generally concerned about preserving farmland and open space, though many of the commenters
differed on how to achieve that. Many commenters voiced an opinion against any new development in rural areas. For
recreational amenities and screening, the participants preferred more natural treatments and settings. Participants made
208 comments on the images in the rural and other category.

Rural Residential | 479 Votes and 64 Comments
Participants strongly preferred large lots to rural clusters and three acre lots. Participants who commented associated the
idea of preserving farmland with developing large lot residential. Rural clusters and three acre lots had more even distributions of scoring with a preference for rural clusters. Participants generally expressed a desire to preserve agricultural
land. Participants who commented on large lots noted that this form of development could be used to preserve farmland
and offer a more traditional form of rural housing. One negative comment noted this form of development would result
in a lack of neighborhood community. Participants who commented on rural clusters noted that this form of development
could preserve farmland and offer housing surrounded by attractive rural landscapes. Other commenters noted that this
could be a form of suburban sprawl, that it would take up too much farmland, and that these clusters would be too close
to active farms. Many commenters felt that three acre lots would result in a great loss of farmland. Some commented that
these sorts of developments are constructed in an unwanted cookie-cutter, McMansion style. One commenter noted the
increased cost of infrastructure to serve a small number of residents. Commenters in favor of this form of development
noted the appropriate density, the ability to balance farmland and three acre zoning, and the beauty of rural surroundings.
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Rural and Open Space | 800 Votes and 78 Comments
Participants strongly preferred passive recreation. Comments for this development type noted the desire for increased
options to walk and hike in the county. Recreational pockets and active recreation also scored high. Commenters were split
on recreational pockets, with some voicing the need to have more greenspace wherever possible and others expressing a
concern that people from outside of the adjacent neighborhood would use these parks. Commenters in support of active
recreation noted the community health benefit of these sorts of parks while commenters opposed to active recreation
felt that there were already enough of these sorts of recreational areas in the county. The participants who commented
on the central green recreation type were generally in favor but questioned where it would be placed. The participants
who commented on the fitness course – the lowest rated recreation type – mostly felt these would be unused, though
some saw an opportunity to improve public health.
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Screening | 799 Votes and 66 Comments
Participants strongly preferred wooded screening. This was in keeping with the overall trend of survey participants
preferring natural areas and mature trees. The second highest-rated screening type, native species, was highly approved
with commenters noting the environmental benefit. Landscaping scored third highest with participant comments noting
maintenance concerns as a negative. Hardscape and walls – the two lowest-scoring screening types – had mixed opinions
in the comments. Commenters felt that hardscape could pose an environmental concern by reflecting heat or creating
impervious surfaces. Commenters felt that walls could be attractive if placed appropriately and in a colonial style.
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Future Land Use Map Questionnaire
Responses
INTRODUCTION
Building off the preferences for place types and future land patterns from prior rounds of engagement, the Future Land
Use Map Questionnaire sought public input on specific applications for Land Use designation changes. The County’s
Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission Working Group (PCWG), and staff are reviewing this community feedback, as
well as feedback from previous rounds, as they consider these applications for Land Use designation changes.
Land Use designations are used to determine what kind of growth will occur in the County and where. They are policy
designations that help guide changes to, and implementation of, development regulations. They also help the County
make long-term decisions about infrastructure, road improvements, and public facility locations. Land Use designations
are also used when the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors consider certain kinds of development proposals,
such as rezonings and special use permits.
Through Engage 2045, the County is reviewing 27 applications for land use designation changes. Of these 27, three were
initiated by property owners and the remaining 24 were initiated by the County (either by staff or by the PCWG).
Questionnaire respondents were asked to review the 27 proposed changes to the Future Land Use Map (FLUM) and
respond to the following question for individual applications: “Do you think this application is in keeping with your
vision for the County?” Three answers were allowed: Yes, No, and Maybe. Respondents were also given the opportunity to
provide general comments on the land use application.

The table below shows proposed FLUM updates that include a decrease in allowed development intensity or density. The
only proposed decrease in density that received majority opposition was LU-20-0018 (Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond Rd Intersection, which received the most votes and second-most comments of any project. Of the 46 comments in
opposition, 16 stated that the change would allow the landowner no reasonable use of the property and would amount
to an inappropriate taking of property by the government; another 16 believed development of the permitted scale (the
land is designed Low Density Residential) would be necessary to help revitalize the Toano community.

There were 1,638 votes submitted, and 623 comments were written. A “vote” is a Yes/No/Maybe response to one land-use
application; therefore, if one person submitted votes on all 27 proposed changes, that person would account for 27 votes.
The largest number of votes for any one proposed change was 109 (LU-20-0018, Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond); the
smallest was 43 (LU-20-0020, Parcels adjacent to Colonial Heritage on Richmond Rd). The proposal that received the most
comments was LU-20-0023 (Parcel on News Rd), which received 67 comments (101 votes); the proposal that received the
fewest comments was LU-20-0012 (Grove Convenience Center) which received 5 comments (46 votes).
Overall there was more support for proposals that reduced intensity/density than for those that increased density. Of
the 11 projects for which a decrease in intensity/density was proposed, nine were strongly supported. By contrast, the
majority of respondents opposed all eight of the projects for which an increase in intensity/density was proposed, with
six receiving very strong opposition (more than 70% opposing).
The tables below list each project with the intensity/density impact, number of responses and comments received, and
the vote share for all voters and for voters who also wrote comments. The table omits the voters and comments made by
persons who voted “maybe,” so many vote shares do not add up to 100%. In addition, the comments and the votes are not
always entirely consistent – for example, a voter may state they oppose a project, but the comment they provided may be
more mixed or perhaps even supportive.
The comments generally supported reductions in intensity or density. In particular, there were no proposals for a intensity or density increase where the commenter opposed the change because they said that the proposed increase was
insufficient. In other words, every comment in opposition to a proposed increase in intensity or density stated that there
should be no increase at all or a lesser increase, not that there should be a greater increase. Likewise, there were several
proposals for a decrease in intensity or density where the commenter opposed and stated there should be an even larger
decrease. For example, project LU-20-0017 (Parcels Across from Windsor Meade) proposes a decrease in allowed intensity
by changing the FLUM designation from Neighborhood Commercial to Open Space/Recreation/Low Density Residential.
Of the 56 votes, 40 supported the change and 13 were opposed. Of the 10 comments in opposition, five opposed it on the
grounds that there was too much development in the area. The percentage of all voters who stated the proposal was in
keeping (Y) or not in keeping (N) with their vision is listed in the Vote Y % and Vote N % columns. Similar data about the
votes of people who also wrote comments is listed in the Cmt Y% and Cmt N% columns. Opponents to increased density
(or intensity) were more likely to write comments. For example, in LU 20-0003, 56% of the 63 voters opposed the proposed
increase in density. However, 79% of the 25 commenters opposed it.
The table on the next page shows proposed FLUM updates that include an increase in allowed development intensity or
density.
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#1. LU-20-0001 | Property-owner Initiated | Marston Parcels

#3. LU-20-0003 | Property-owner Initiated | Eastern State- Mixed Use Community

282 Bush Springs Rd, 290 Bush Springs Rd, 291 Bush Springs Rd & 308 Bush Springs Rd

4601 Ironbound Rd

Acreage: 57.11 Current Zoning: Limited Residential R1

LU 20-0001

Current Land Use Designation: Rural Lands, Outside PSA
Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential, Inside PSA
# of responses: 83

LU 20-0003

Acreage: 540.65 Current Zoning: Public Lands PL

5, 8%

Current Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land

23, 36%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use
# of responses: 63

9, 11%
26, 31%

# of comments: 48

35, 56%

# of comments: 23

48, 58%

Yes

No

Yes

Maybe

LU 20-0004

No

Maybe

#4. LU-20-0004 | County-Initiated | 7341 Richmond Road Inconsistency
7341 Richmond Rd

6, 11%

=

Acreage: .33 Current Zoning: General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land

11, 20%

LU 20-0002

#2. LU-20-0002 | Property-owner initiated | Eastern StateNew Town Addition
4601 Ironbound Rd

6, 8%

37, 69%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

												

# of responses: 54

												

# of comments: 10

Acreage: 540.65 Current Zoning: Public Lands PL

32, 44%

Current Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land

Yes

No

Maybe

Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

35, 48%

							

# of responses: 73

							

# of comments: 34

LU 20-0005
2, 3%
#5. LU-20-0005 | County-Initiated | Stonehouse Tract
9800 Six Mt. Zion Rd

Yes

No

Maybe

Acreage: 3031 Current Zoning: Planned Unit Development Residential PUDR

13, 19%

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential, Inside PSA
Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands, Outside PSA

54, 78%

# of responses: 69
# of comments: 24

Yes
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Maybe
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#6. LU-20-0006 | County-Initiated | PSA Adjustment

LU 20-0006

PSA Adjustment (Removing York River Estates Parcel & Other Parcels From PSA)
Acreage: 300+ Current Zoning: Agricultural A-1
Current Land Use Designation: Rural Lands & Low Density Residential, Inside PSA

#9. LU-20-0009 | County-Initiated | JCSA Tewning Rd. Office & Convenience Center
Acreage: 19.62 Current Zoning: Public Lands/Limited Industry

4, 7%

Current Land Use Designation: Mixed Use New Town/Federal State and County

10, 20%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Federal State and County

8, 15%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands/ Outside PSA

# of responses: 49

# of responses: 54

42, 78%

# of comments: 15

Yes

LU 20-0007

No

4, 8%

# of comments: 5

35, 72%

Yes

Maybe

#7. LU-20-0007 | County-Initiated | Mainland Farm
2881 Greensprings Rd

4, 6%

LU 20-0010

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density

No

Maybe

#10. LU-20-0010 | County-Initiated | Brickyard Parcels
990 & 1006 Brickyard Rd

5, 8%

Acreage: 214.05 Current Zoning: Public Land PL

8, 11%

LU 20-0009

Acreage: 119.33 Current Zoning: Public Lands PL & General Agricultural A1

7, 12%

Current Land Use Designation: Rural Lands

Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space or Recreation

Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space or Recreation

												

# of responses: 69

												
47, 80%

# of responses: 59

												

# of comments: 28

												

# of comments: 15

57, 83%

Yes

No

Yes

Maybe
LU 20-0008

#8. LU-20-0008 | County-Initiated | Powhatan Creek Wetlands

2, 3%4, 6%

No

Maybe

#11. LU-20-0011 | County-Initiated | Winston Terrace Stream Restoration
Winston Terrace Stream Restoration

Marina Adjacent Parcels

Acreage: 2.41 Current Zoning: General Business B1

Acreage: 64 Current Zoning: General Business B1

Current Land Use Designation: Community Commercial

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space or Recreation

# of responses: 47

57, 91%

# of responses: 63

LU 20-0011
4, 9%

11, 23%
32, 68%

# of comments: 6

# of comments: 17

Yes
54

No

Maybe
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No

Maybe
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#12. LU-20-0012 | County-Initiated | Grove Convenience Center

LU 20-0012

8451 Pocahontas Trail

3400 Westport, 3401 Westport

4, 9%

Acreage: 2.03 Current Zoning: Limited Industrial M1
Current Land Use Designation: Limited Industry

#15. LU-20-0015 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels between Westport Subdivision and Centerville

LU 20-0015

Acreage: 44.97 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1

1, 2%

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

6, 13%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land

9, 17%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands/Outside PSA

# of responses: 46

36, 78%

# of comments: 5

Yes

No

# of responses: 52
# of comments: 17

42, 81%

Maybe

Yes
LU 20-0013

#13. LU-20-0013 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel(s) between
Oakland Farms & Richmond Rd

5, 8%

7607 Richmond Rd

LU 20-0016

38, 62%

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential/
Moderate Density Residential

5, 11%

Acreage: 636.79
Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1/General Business B1/
Limited Business Industrial M1/ Multi-Family Residential R5

# of responses: 61

												

# of comments: 24

Yes

No

12, 27%

Current Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

28, 62%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

												

LU 20-0014
#14. LU-20-0014 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel near the NW side of the Croaker
3820 Cokes Lane

												

No

Maybe

#17. LU-20-0017 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels Across from
WindsorMeade Marketplace

Acreage: 3.74

29, 55%

17, 32%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Current Zoning: Rural Residential R8

Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space/Recreation/
Low Density Residential

# of comments: 19

# of responses: 56

56

LU 20-0017
3, 5%

No

Maybe
James City County

13, 23%

Current Land Use Designation: Neighborhood Commercial

# of responses: 53

Yes

# of comments: 12

4744 Old News Rd, 3897 Ironbound Rd, 3905 Ironbound Rd, 3927 Ironbound Rd.

7, 13%

Acreage: 30.29 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential/Mixed Use

Proposed Land Use Designation: Revised Mixed Use/
Redesignate the Conservation Parcels
# of responses: 45

Yes

Maybe

Maybe

#16. LU-20-0016 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Croaker Interchange

Acreage: 95.02 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1

18, 30%

No

# of comments: 14
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40, 72%

Yes

No

Maybe
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#18. LU-20-0018 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond Rd Intersection
4744 Old News Rd, 3897 Ironbound Rd, 3905 Ironbound Rd, 3927 Ironbound Rd.

#21. LU-20-0021 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel adjacent to
Longhill Rd and Centerville near Warhill Sports Complex

LU 20-0018

Acreage: 56.76

LU 20-0021

6226 Centerville Rd, 3900 Longhill Rd, 4050 Longhill Rd

6, 6%

5, 8%

Acreage: 77.89

Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1

14, 21%

Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1/Rural Residential R8

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

44, 40%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands/Outside PSA

Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

59, 54%

# of responses: 109

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

# of responses: 65

# of comments: 59

46, 71%

# of comments: 30

Yes
Yes

LU 20-0019

No

LU 20-0022

#22. LU-20-0022 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels on Olde Towne Rd
approximately across from The Colonies at Williamsburg

3251 Rochambeau Dr, 8450 Richmond Rd, 3303 Rochambeau Dr,
8399 Richmond Rd, 8251 Richmond Rd
Acreage: 67.03

19, 35%

5405 Olde Towne Rd, 5427 Olde Towne Rd
Acreage: 27.92

7, 13%

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential/General Industry
Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

												

# of responses: 54

												
Yes
No
Maybe

# of comments: 15

LU 20-0020

Current Zoning: General Residential R2

15, 29%

Current Zoning: General Business B1/General Agriculture A1

26, 48%

Maybe

Maybe

#19. LU-20-0019 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Anderson Corner Parcels
adjacent to existing Mixed Use/ Economic Opportunity

9, 17%

No

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

												
30, 58%

# of responses: 52

												

# of comments: 17

Yes

No

Maybe

LU 20-0023
5, 5%

#20. LU-20-0020 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels adjacent to
Colonial Heritage on Richmond Rd

#23. LU-20-0023 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel on News Rd

9, 21%

6925 Richmond Rd, 7101 Richmond Rd
Acreage: 32.33 Current Zoning: General Business B1
Current Land Use Designation: Community Commercial

3889 News Rd

24, 56%

10, 23%

Acreage: 179.2

Current Zoning: Residential Planned Community R4

Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

# of responses: 43

# of responses: 101

# of comments: 8
58

13, 13%

Yes

No

Maybe
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# of comments: 66
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83, 82%

Yes

No

Maybe
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#24. LU-20-0024 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels across from
Recreation Center on Longhill Rd

#27. LU-20-0027 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels near Colonial Heritage on Richmond Rd

LU 20-0024
2, 4%

5232 Longhill Rd, 5252 Longhill Rd, 5298 Longhill Rd
Acreage: 28.87

17, 31%

Current Zoning: Multi-Family Residential R5/General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

6667 Richmond Rd, 6693 Richmond Rd

LU 20-0027

Acreage: 27.75

3, 6%

Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

16, 32%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

35, 65%

# of responses: 50

# of responses: 54

31, 62%

# of comments: 17

# of comments: 20

Yes

No

Maybe
Yes

LU 20-0025

No

Maybe

#25. LU-20-0025 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Lake Powell Rd Parcel
140 Waltrip Lane

4, 6%

Acreage: 16.99

12, 18%

Current Zoning: Rural Residential R8
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

50, 76%

												

# of responses: 66

												

# of comments: 33

Yes

No

Maybe

#26. LU-20-0026 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels on Ron Springs Drive

LU 20-0026

7, 15%

200 Ron Springs Dr, 150 Ron Springs Dr

14, 29%

Acreage: 31.03
Current Zoning: General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

27, 56%

Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential
# of responses: 48
# of comments: 14
60

Yes

No

Maybe
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO FLUM INITIATIVES
The table below organizes all 27 Future Land Use Map applications from the highest percentage of positive responses to
the lowest percentage of positive responses.

Project
LU-20-0008
LU-20-0007
LU-20-0015
LU-20-0010
LU-20-0005
LU-20-0012
LU-20-0006
LU-20-0009
LU-20-0017
LU-20-0004
LU-20-0011
LU-20-0013
LU-20-0016
LU-20-0020
LU-20-0014
LU-20-0002
LU-20-0018
LU-20-0003
LU-20-0019
LU-20-0027
LU-20-0024
LU-20-0001
LU-20-0026
LU-20-0022
LU-20-0021
LU-20-0025
LU-20-0023

Responses Yes %
63
90%
69
83%
52
81%
59
80%
69
78%
46
78%
54
78%
49
71%
56
71%
54
69%
47
68%
61
62%
45
62%
43
56%
53
55%
73
45%
109
40%
63
37%
54
35%
50
32%
54
31%
83
31%
48
29%
52
29%
65
22%
66
18%
101
13%

No %
3%
12%
17%
12%
19%
13%
15%
8%
23%
20%
23%
30%
27%
23%
32%
49%
54%
56%
48%
62%
65%
58%
56%
58%
71%
76%
82%

Maybe %
6%
6%
2%
8%
3%
9%
7%
20%
5%
11%
9%
8%
11%
21%
13%
6%
6%
8%
17%
6%
4%
11%
15%
13%
8%
6%
5%

Appendices
POLICIES & ACTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
Policies & Actions Questionnaire:
Nature, Economic Development,
Quality of Life, Affordable/Workforce
Housing
This is the last big opportunity for you to help shape the draft Plan for our County’s future.
Please mark your calendars to participate in these important events! Return this questionnaire by Feb. 21
to a designated collection box or to JCC Planning Division. Details on final page.

Policies & Actions Questionnaire Instructions
Through this Policies and Actions Questionnaire, the County is seeking your
input regarding policies and actions that, if implemented, will shape the
future of James City County for years to come. The questionnaire contains
14 questions that address four of the five planning priorities for the County:
Nature; Economic Development; Quality of Life; and Affordable/
Workforce Housing.
Do you need more information or background before completing the
Questionnaire? Consider watching presentations on these topics at
https://www.jamescitycountyva.gov/3809 or attending a Community
Chat. The County is hosting virtual Community Chats that offer citizens the
opportunity to interact with members of the Planning Team and each other
to discuss these policies and actions. The first Community Chat will be held
on January 14, 2021 at 12 noon; the second will be on January 21, 2021 at
6:30pm. Register at jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045. If you are not able
to participate live, you may view recordings of the chats through February 21,
2021 at jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045.

CHECK HERE
TO ENTER OUR PRIZE
DRAWINGS! (optional)
Throughout the Round
3 engagement period
(January 11-February
21, 2021), the County
will holding drawings to
award a limited number
of prizes to citizens
who submit completed
questionnaires or
participate in one of our
four Community Chats.
To enter the drawing,
please enter your name,
phone number, and email
address below so that
staff can contact you if
you are selected:
Name:
Phone:

There are three types of questions featured in this survey:

Email:

Multiple choice

A

Ranking
2

Allocation
50%
+

B

3

50%

C

1

100%

=

You will see one of the three icons next to each question. If you are ready to
complete the Policies and Actions Questionnaire now, please review each
of the questions below and select the answer choices that best reflect your
opinions.
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Please check back
for the next two
questionnaires on
Character Design
Guidelines and Future
Land Use Map. These
will be available on
January 25. We want to
hear from you on these
topics too!
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Affordable/Workforce Housing
1. Through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 Round #1 Public
Engagement effort, residents have shown strong support for providing more
housing opportunities that are affordable to the local workforce. The recent
work of the James City County Workforce Housing Task Force resulted in several
recommendations for expanding the supply of workforce housing. Please rank below
your preference for strategies to increase the availability of workforce housing in the County,
or choose one of the final two options. (Rank 1 is the highest level of support and 9 is the
lowest level of support.)

2. Workforce housing comes in many forms, including single family homes,
townhomes, apartments, and other multi-family dwellings, such as duplexes or
triplexes. Please select from the choices below the areas where new workforce
housing of a compatible character should be located in James City County. (Circle all
that apply from i-vi, or choose vii and viii as applicable.)
i. Along major transportation corridors.
ii. Near employment and shopping centers with access to multimodal transportation (i.e., access to
transit, biking, and walking.)
iii. In new mixed-income residential developments (mix of market rate and workforce housing units)
with access to multimodal transportation.

Ranked
Choice

iv. Within existing mixed-residential neighborhoods (these include more than one type of housing,
such as townhomes, duplexes, etc.)

#__ Dedicate more County resources and seek more state/federal funding to rehabilitate existing singlefamily homes in the County that are in serious disrepair.

v. Within existing single-family neighborhoods.

#__ Dedicate County resources, seek state/federal funding, and work with the owners of mobile home
parks to prevent further deterioration of these parks and explore redevelopment opportunities.

vi. Somewhere else in James City County.
vii. I do not support the development of more workforce housing in James City County.

#__ Change regulations to allow for a wider range of housing types and sizes in areas already designated
for multi-family uses, particularly near job centers and transit corridors.

viii. Not sure, need more information.

#__ Incentivize and guide the repurposing of older, vacant, and/or underutilized commercial buildings for
workforce housing, specifically focusing on old motels and outdated shopping areas.
#__ Allow more flexibility for development of attached and detached accessory apartments on individual
single-family lots.
#__ Partner with private sector housing developers by allowing the construction of workforce housing on
some County-owned lands.
#__ Incentivize the construction of workforce housing by private developers by establishing a voluntary
program that provides density bonuses (i.e., additional housing units), an expedited review process,
and/or development fee waivers.
#__ Promote existing and adopt new property tax abatement programs (i.e., programs that reduce future
property taxes) to support construction of workforce housing.
#__ Create a local Housing Trust Fund aimed at supporting development of workforce housing by
dedicating local funding and seeking access to state and federal funding sources.
#__ I don’t support any of these approaches.

2

#__ Not sure, I need to know more.

3

A
B

1

1
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4. Which types of natural lands, undeveloped lands and open spaces do you support
protecting? (Circle all that apply from i-viii, or choose ix and x as applicable.)

Nature

i. Agriculture - active farmland or horticultural land uses, soils supportive of farming.

3. Protecting natural lands and open spaces in the County was one of the most
highly supported community objectives identified through the 2019 Citizen
Survey and the Engage 2045 Round #1 Public Engagement effort. Which types of
protection measures do you support? (Circle all that apply from 1-iv, or choose v and vi
as applicable.)

ii. Natural habitat and ecosystem diversity areas – significant ecological cores and
corridors, habitat areas for rare plant and animal species, streams supporting native fish.
iii. Forested lands - active forestry operations, conditions supportive of forestry.
iv. Water quality improvement area – buffers for impaired waterways, local watershed
conservation areas.

i. Public Lands Acquisition: Property owner voluntarily sells natural lands and open spaces to the
County. (County would own land and property owner would receive compensation.)

v. Floodplains and flooding resilience areas – lands that reduce flooding hazards and protect
ecosystems.

ii. Conservation easement/Purchase of Development Rights: Property owner
voluntarily sells to the County development rights or other rights to all or portions
of the owner’s property that include natural lands or open spaces (property owner would continue to
own land with new development restrictions on property and would receive compensation for selling
development rights or buffers.)

vi. Historic and archaeologically significant properties - unprotected historic landmarks,
battlefields or eligible sites; significant archaeological or historic sites as identified in a study; sites
within an archaeological/historic district.
vii. Outdoor recreation – lands that increase public access to outdoor recreation at the local and
regional levels; development of greenways and trails.

iii. Development restrictions: County enacts new restrictions limiting development on natural
lands and open spaces resulting in less development than allowed currently (property owner would
continue to own land with new development restrictions on property.)

viii. Scenic areas - greenways and trails adjacent to a scenic byway or river; lands that protect a
significant County viewshed; buffers around a protected landscape such as a state park.

iv. Required clustering: County enacts new restrictions that limits development
on natural lands/open space portion of a property and shifts that development to another portion of
the same property (for example, through smaller lot sizes) (property owner would continue to own
land with new development restrictions on property.)

ix. I do not support protection of natural lands and open spaces.
x. Not sure, I need to know more.

v. I do not support any of these methods to protect natural lands and open spaces.
vi. Not sure, I need to know more.

A

A

B

B

C

3
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5. Which of the following should the County do more of to protect our important
land, water, and air resources? (Circle your top five choices.)

7. What are your greatest concerns related to the quality of the County’s
waterways and water sources? (Circle all that apply from i-iv, or choose v or vi as
applicable.)

i. Increase water quality protection.

i. The availability of drinking water.

ii. Increase water conservation.

ii. Impacts to water quality created during the construction phase of new development, such as
increased sedimentation and erosion.

iii. Finalize plan for future drinking water supply.
iv. Increase green building practices.

iii. New development that creates more hard surfaces and increases stormwater runoff and water
pollution.

v. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

iv. Increasing water temperatures that affect water ecosystems, generate more intense
precipitation and runoff, and cause more frequent and severe extreme weather events.

vi. Protect stream buffers and other open spaces.
vii. Increase planning for sea level rise and recurring flooding.

v. I am not concerned about the quality of water in the County’s waterways
and water sources.

viii. Increase recycling.

vi. Not sure, I need to know more.

ix. Support community-scale composting.
x. Support alternative energy (wind/solar/geothermal.)
xi. I don’t support any of these choices.
xii. Not sure, I need to know more.

6. Which of the following actions do you support to increase resilience to sea level
rise/recurring flooding? (Circle all that apply from i-iii, or choose iv or v as applicable.)
i. Identify vulnerable areas susceptible to sea level rise and prepare planning guidelines to minimize
damage or loss of property.
i. Restrict development on vulnerable properties.
ii. Purchase key lands and protect them from future development.
iii. Establish a program to retrofit existing infrastructure (well and septic systems, roads and bridges,
etc.)
iv. I do not support implementation of actions to increase resilience to sea level rise.
v. Not sure, I need to know more.

A

A

B

B

C

C

5
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Quality of Life
8. During the Engage 2045 process, residents have voiced strong support for
protecting rural lands as a cornerstone of the County’s valued rural character. The
County currently allows one residential unit per three acres on rural lands outside the
Primary Service Area (PSA) – the County’s growth area -- and focuses on providing
water and sewer to areas inside the PSA and not to rural lands. Please select below
any of the policies for expanding and protecting the rural lands that you would
support. (Circle all that apply from i-v, or choose vi or vii as applicable.)

9. During the Engage 2045 process, there has been strong support for more walking
and biking options within the community. To help understand what types of facilities
can best support residents, please rank in order of preference the types of facilities
(e.g., paths, trails, greenways, sidewalks) in which you would like the County to
invest. (Rank 1 is the highest level of support and 7 is the lowest level of support. Please
choose one ranking per answer, or choose one of the final two options.)
Ranked
Choice

#__ Walking and biking facilities that connect adjacent neighborhoods.
#__ Walking and biking facilities that connect neighborhoods to employment or shopping centers.
#__ Walking and biking facilities that connect neighborhoods to schools and parks.

i. Reduce the PSA in some areas that have important environmental or scenic attributes to protect
more rural areas from intense development. This would reduce the overall PSA in the County.

#__ Walking and biking facilities that connect neighborhoods to major trails and greenways.

ii. Reduce the PSA in some important environmental or scenic areas and expand the PSA in less
important areas so there is no net loss of PSA in the County.

#__ Walking and biking facilities that offer an alternative to driving along major road corridors.
#__ Walking and biking facilities that connect adjacent employment or shopping areas.

iii. Reduce the allowable residential development potential outside the PSA and increase allowable
residential development potential inside the PSA to offset the reduced growth potential in the area
outside the PSA (i.e., the rural lands).

#__ Extending the Capital Trail from Jamestown to the rest of Hampton Roads.
#__ I do not believe the County should invest in any of these.

iv. Reduce the allowable residential development potential outside the PSA without increasing it
inside the PSA.

#__ Not sure, I need to know more.

v. Reduce the allowable development potential outside the PSA and also inside the PSA.
vi. I do not support any of these choices.
vii. Not sure, I need to know more.

A

2

B

3

C

1

7
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10. To reduce greenhouse gas emissions, please rank below all methods of
transportation in which you believe the County should invest. (Rank 1 is the highest
level of support and 8 is the lowest level of support. Please choose one ranking per
answer, or choose one of the final two options.)

Economic Development
11. Through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 Round #1 Public
Engagement effort, residents have shown strong support for doing more to
attract higher paying jobs to the County. Currently, infrastructure extensions
and improvements to support new developments are constructed as part of
the development process and funded by private developers. Examples include
extensions of public water and sewer lines and stormwater infrastructure, and
roadway or other transportation improvements. As a mechanism to attract
businesses to the County, some of which may provide higher paying jobs, do you
support using County tax dollars to proactively fund infrastructure to sites within
the Primary Service Area -- the County’s growth area -- that are planned for future
business development? (Please circle one answer below.)

Ranked
Choice

#__ Biking networks (e.g., paths, trails, greenways.)
#__ Electric charging stations in parking lots to support alternative vehicle usage.
#__ Designated rideshare (e.g., Uber, Lyft) drop-off sites within developments.
#__ Golf cart usage on certain roads and parking in public parking lots, if legally permissible.
#__ E-scooters on certain walking and biking facilities, if legally permissible.
#__ Transit stops and shelters in developments.
#__ More sidewalks and walking networks.

i. Yes, I support using County tax dollars to proactively fund infrastructure to business development
sites.

#__ Regional commuter rail service funded in partnership with other localities.

ii. Maybe, I need to know more.

#__ I do not believe the County should invest in any of these.

iii. No, I do not support using County tax dollars to proactively fund infrastructure to business
development sites.

#__ Not sure, I need to know more.

2

A

3

B

1

C

10
8

9
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12. Employee preferences for mixed-use and walkable communities are increasingly
driving the business site selection process for many industries. These “complete
communities” provide options for employees to shop, dine, recreate, and live
close to work – like New Town. In Round #2 of the Engage 2045 process, this
type of mixed-use community received more support than the current trend of
neighborhoods with single family homes on relatively large lots. (Please circle all the
choices below that you support to create complete communities in the County, or choose v
or vi as applicable.)

13. Recent economic trends, emphasized through the pandemic, have resulted in
more workers in the County working from home. More small business owners are
choosing to base their operations out of their home for safety, productivity, and cost
reasons. If the County relaxed restrictions on home-based businesses, which of the
following are of potential concern to you? (Circle all that apply. If you are not concerned
about these considerations, select “I do not have concerns about home-based businesses.”)
i. Hours of operation

i. Allow for the development of more mixed-use centers in areas designated for employment uses.

ii. Presence of signage

ii. Allow for residential uses such as townhomes or multifamily dwellings (e.g., triplex, quadplex,
condominium or apartment) to be mixed into existing commercial areas.

iii. Number of employees on-site
iv. Number of employee parked vehicles at the residence

iii. Allow for commercial and office uses within existing moderate-density residential areas (which
could include single-family detached, single-family attached, condominium or apartments).

v. Number of customers visiting the business at-a-time
vi. Equipment and inventory storage

iv. Allow taller buildings within new mixed-use centers (5-6 stories compared to current maximum of 4
stories).

vii. Noise and vibration

v. I do not support any of these choices.

viii. Odors

vi. Not sure, I need to know more.

ix. Number of business-related vehicles parked at the residence
x. I do not have concerns about home-based businesses
xi. Not sure, I need to know more.

A

A

B

B

C
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Setting Priorities

About You

14. Through the 2019 Citizen Survey and the Engage 2045 public inputs, citizens
have identified five priorities they want the County to pursue. However, County
resources are constrained, which means that these priorities must compete for
limited resources (whether they be staff time to develop policies, County funds to
support initiatives, or the use of outside funding). Assuming the County has resources
to invest in these initiatives, please identify the percentage of those resources you would
support allocating to each. The total of the percentage must add up to 100%. If you prefer
to not invest in these initiatives, please mark 100% in the last choice. (Please note that
specific funding plans will be developed as part of the update to the County’s 2035 Strategic
Plan and annual budgets.)

Please answer a few optional questions. This helps us understand your input better
and helps us work toward an inclusive process. Your private information will be kept
private. (Circle one answer per question.)

___% Protecting sensitive environmental features such as wetlands, forests and waterways; becoming
more resilient to systemic risks due to sea level rise, availability of drinking water, and water quality;
and creating opportunities for residents to enjoy and interact with preserved natural areas within their
community.

15.

i. James City County Facebook page, Instagram, or Twitter
ii. Virginia Gazette
iii. WYDaily.com
iv. Williamsburg Families social media site
v. WATA bus advertisement
vi. Word of mouth (friend or colleague told me)
vii. Other ________________

16.

How long have you lived in James City County?
i. Less than one year
ii. 1-5 years
iii. 6-10 years
iv. 11-20 years
v. More than 20 years
vi. I do not live in James City County or prefer not to answer

+ ___% Protecting and preserving the rural aspects of the County’s community character, including
the unique identity of rural communities like Toano, as well as large tracts of open agricultural land
away from the County’s Primary Service Area (PSA), and taking steps to direct any new development
within the PSA and away from rural lands.
+ ___% Supporting the development of affordable workforce housing that fits within the County’s
unique community character and ensures that residential growth is balanced in a way that provides
housing opportunities for people at all income levels.

How did you hear about this effort?

17.

What is your age?
i. Under 18
ii. 18-24
iii. 25-34
iv. 35-44
v. 45-54
vi. 55-64
vii. 65+
viii. I prefer not to answer

+ ___% Making our community more economically resilient and appealing to younger professionals by
recruiting businesses that are not associated with tourism and offer higher paying, professional jobs.
+ ___% Expanding existing and creating new quality of life amenities, including parks, public water
access, expanded recreational facilities, trails for walking and bicycling, and transit connections.
+ ___% Prefer to not invest in these initiatives.
=100%

A

50%
+

B

50%
=
100%

C
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18.

Which U.S. Census category is closest to how you identify your race?

Thank you for completing the Policies & Actions
Questionnaire!

i. American Indian or Alaskan Native
ii. Asian
iii. Black or African American
iv. Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
v. White or Caucasian
vi. Other Race/Two or More Races
vii. I prefer not to answer

19.

Engage 2045 has progressed to Round 3 of engagement - Deciding and Affirming. This builds on Round
1, in which citizens affirmed five planning priorities for James City County, and Round 2, in which citizens
evaluated options for future growth and preservation, and expressed their opinions about the goals the
County should aim to achieve.
In Round 3, the County Planning Team needs your input on policy directions the County should pursue
and actions it should take to enable citizens’ vision for the future of our community to be realized. Round
3 consists of three questionnaires, complemented by a series of virtual Community Chats designed to
assist citizens in completing the questionnaires. The first questionnaire -- Policies and Actions -- asks for
your opinions on steps the County might take to implement citizens’ vision for the future. The second
questionnaire -- Community Character Design -- seeks your views on the appearance of structures that
might be built in the future and the surrounding lands. The third questionnaire asks for your opinions about
Land Use.

The U.S. Census separates ethnicity from race. Do you identify as Hispanic,
Latino, or of Spanish origin?
i. Yes
ii. No
iii. I prefer not to answer

20.

What is your gender?

The County is hosting virtual Community Chats that offer citizens the opportunity to interact with members
of the Planning Team and each other to discuss these policies and actions. The first Community Chat will
be held on January 14, 2021 at 12 noon; the second will be on January 21, 2021 at 6:30pm. Register
at jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045. If you are not able to participate live, you may view recordings of
the chats through February 21, 2021 at jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045.

i. Female
ii. Male
iii. I prefer another description or prefer not to answer

21.

Have you participated in one of the County’s planning processes before?

This is the last big opportunity for you to help shape the draft Plan for our County’s future.
Please mark your calendars to participate in these important events! Return this questionnaire by
Feb. 21 to a designated collection box or to JCC Planning Division:

i. Yes
ii. No
iii. I do not remember

101 Mounts Bay Road
Building A
Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-253-6685
planning@jamescitycountyva.gov

A
B
C
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CHARACTER DESIGN GUIDELINES
QUESTIONNAIRE

Medium Density - Predominantly row houses, duplexes, and apartments

Medium density neighborhoods are closer to the community core and are typically pedestrian-oriented. These
neighborhoods have more active street life and more available amenities. Greenspaces come in the form of small front
and back yards.

Character Design Guidelines Questionnaire
This is the last big opportunity for you to help shape the draft Plan for
our County’s future. Please mark your calendars to participate in
these important events! Return this questionnaire by Feb. 21 to a
designated collection box or to JCC Planning Division. Details on
final page.

Character Design Guidelines Questionnaire Instructions

How would you like James City County to look in the future? Please express your preferences for the future design of
neighborhoods, open spaces, and commercial areas in our community by taking this 15-20 minute survey.
The following images represent a few of the many ways one element of our community may be developed in the future.
Rate the following photos based on how well you believe it would represent the qualities of the community by circling
the appropriate star on the 5-star scale. Each photo has a small descriptor explaining the key features.

Neighborhoods
Low Density - Predominantly single family detached housing

Low density neighborhoods are typically distant from the community core and are automobile-dependent. Many low
density neighborhoods offer pedestrian and community amenities in their own centers. Greenspaces come in the form
of yards.

80
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High Density - Predominantly large apartment buildings

High density neighborhoods are at the core of a community. These are typically apartment buildings but may also be a
mix of dwelling types. High density neighborhoods have the most nearby amenities. Greenspaces come in the form of
parks.

82
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Neighborhood Commercial - Small shops and restaurants for the neighborhood

Neighborhood commercial areas typically offer community amenities that serve the immediate surrounding
population.
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Regional Commercial - Large shopping destinations

Commercial
Local Commercial - Medium-sized shopping destinations

Local commercial areas have a large community draw. These are typically a mix of small businesses and smaller chain
stores. Local commercial areas usually occur in several areas across a jurisdiction.

84
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Regional commercial areas have a draw greater than their own jurisdictions. These sites are much larger than local
commercial areas and usually host national chain businesses.
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Commercial/Residential Mixed Use - Areas where people live above or beside businesses

Commercial and residential mixed use areas traditionally have shops on the ground floor and dwellings on the upper
floors of a building. Some areas may have residential on the ground floor as well.

86
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Commercial/Industrial Mixed Use - Areas where businesses make and sell goods

Commercial and industrial mixed use areas provide a unique development opportunity. These areas typically offer
small-scale industrial spaces for craft and artisanal businesses. Common tenants are breweries, designers, and small
manufacturers.
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Recreation and Open Space - Open land in the public realm

Rural and Other
Rural Residential - Homes built in rural areas

Homes built on subdivided farms and forests are considered rural residential. The ways in which these properties are
sized and developed has a strong visual impact on the rural landscape.
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Recreational areas are often the heart of a community. They can manifest in several different ways from more active to
more passive.
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Screening - Methods to protect scenic character

Different types of screening may provide methods to enable development while preserving viewsheds in the
surrounding area. This is especially applicable to parking areas.

Tell us about yourself

Please answer a few optional questions. This helps us understand your input better and helps us work toward an
inclusive process. Your private information will be kept private. (Circle one answer per question.)
1. How long have you lived in James City County?
a. Less than one year
b. 1-5 years
c. 6-10 years
d. 11-20 years
e. More than 20 years
f. I do not live in James City County
2. What is your age?
a. Under 18
b. 18-24
c. 25-34
d. 35-44
e. 45-54
f. 55-64
g. 65+
h. I prefer not to answer
3. Which best describes your race?
a. American Indian/Alaskan Native alone
b. Asian alone
c. Black/African-American alone
d. Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander
e. White/Caucasian alone
f. Other race/Two or more races
g. I prefer not to answer
4. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish Origin?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I prefer not to answer
5. What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
c. I prefer another description/prefer not to answer
6. Have you participated in one of the County’s planning processes before?
a. Yes
b. No
c. I do not remember

Thank you for completing the Character Design Guidelines
Questionnaire!
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FUTURE LAND USE MAP QUESTIONNAIRE

CHECK HERE TO ENTER OUR PRIZE DRAWINGS! ___
Throughout the Round 3 engagement period (January 11-February 21, 2021), the County will holding drawings to
award a limited number of donated prizes to citizens who submit completed questionnaires or participate in one of our
four Community Chats. To enter the drawing, please enter your name, phone number, and email address below so that
staff can contact you if you are selected:

Future Land Use Map Questionnaire
This is the last big opportunity for you to help shape the draft Plan for our
County’s future. Please mark your calendars to participate in these important
events! Return this questionnaire by Feb. 21 to a designated collection box or
to JCC Planning Division. Details on final page.

Name: ____________________________________

Future Land Use Map Questionnaire Instructions

Phone Number: ____________________________
Email: ____________________________________

This questionnaire – Future Land Use Map – asks for your opinions on
future land use map changes that are being considered as part of this
planning update. This questionnaire builds on input provided in previous
rounds of public engagement in this process.

This is the last big opportunity for you to help shape the draft Plan for our County’s future.
Please mark your calendars to participate in these important events! Return this
questionnaire by Feb. 21 to a designated collection box or to JCC Planning Division:

Round 1 – asked participants to provide input on how different “place
types” should look and feel. Participant input on these place types was used
to build two alternate future land use scenarios for Round 2.
Round 2 – asked participants to provide input on updates to Comprehensive
Plan goals and to look at the land use patterns for each of the two future
scenarios and select their preferences.

101 Mounts Bay Road
Building A
Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-253-6685
planning@jamescitycountyva.gov

This Round – building off the preferences for place types and future land
patterns from prior rounds, this Future Land Use Map Questionnaire seeks
your input on specific applications for Land Use Designation changes.
The County’s Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission Working Group
(PCWG), and staff are reviewing this community feedback, as well as
feedback from previous rounds, as they consider these applications for Land
Use designation changes.
Land Use designations are used to determine what kind of growth will
occur in the County and where. They are policy designations that help
guide changes to, and implementation of, development regulations. They
also help the County make long-term decisions about infrastructure, road
improvements, and public facility locations. Land Use designations are also
used when the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors consider
certain kinds of development proposals, such as rezonings and special use
permits.
Planning staff are currently reviewing 27 applications for land use
designation changes. Of these 27, three were initiated by property owners
and the remaining 24 were initiated by the County (either by staff or by
the PCWG). Please use the map at this station or the map at https://
jamescitycountyva.gov/3756/ to locate each application for your
comments below.
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CHECK HERE
TO ENTER OUR PRIZE
DRAWINGS! (optional)
Throughout the Round
3 engagement period
(January 11-February
21, 2021), the County
will holding drawings to
award a limited number
of prizes to citizens
who submit completed
questionnaires or
participate in one of our
four Community Chats.
To enter the drawing,
please enter your name,
phone number, and email
address below so that
staff can contact you if
you are selected:
Name:
Phone:
Email:

There are two
additional
questionnaires: 1)
Policies and Actions,
and 2) Character
Design Guidelines.
These are available
in print or through
https://www.
jamescitycountyva.
gov/engage2045.
We want to hear from
you on these topics
too!
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Requested Future Land
Use Map Changes

#3. LU-20-0003 | Property-owner Initiated | Eastern State- Mixed Use Community
Acreage: 540.65 Current Zoning: Public Lands PL
Current Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land
Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

Please use the map at this station or the map at https://jamescitycountyva.gov/3756/ to locate
each application for your comments below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

#1. LU-20-0001 | Property-owner Initiated | Marston Parcels

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

Acreage: 57.11 Current Zoning: Limited Residential R1
Current Land Use Designation: Rural Lands, Outside PSA
Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential, Inside PSA
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

#4. LU-20-0004 | County-Initiated | 7341 Richmond Road Inconsistency

Maybe

Acreage: .33 Current Zoning: General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land
Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

#2. LU-20-0002 | Property-owner initiated | Eastern State- New Town Addition

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

Acreage: 540.65 Current Zoning: Public Lands PL
Current Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land
Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

Maybe

#5. LU-20-0005 | County-Initiated | Stonehouse Tract

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

Acreage: 3031 Current Zoning: Planned Unit Development Residential PUDR
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential, Inside PSA
Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands, Outside PSA
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

2

1
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#6. LU-20-0006 | County-Initiated | PSA Adjustment

#9. LU-20-0009 | County-Initiated | JCSA Tewnin Rd. Office & Convenience Center

Acreage: 300+ Current Zoning: Agricultural A-1
Current Land Use Designation: Rural Lands & Low Density Residential, Inside PSA
Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands/ Outside PSA

Acreage: 19.62 Current Zoning: Public Lands/Limited Industry
Current Land Use Designation: Mixed Use New Town/Federal State and County
Proposed Land Use Designation: Federal State and County

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#7. LU-20-0007 | County-Initiated | Mainland Farm

#10. LU-20-0010 | County-Initiated | Brickyard Parcels

Acreage: 214.05 Current Zoning: Public Land PL
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density
Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space or Recreation

Acreage: 119.33 Current Zoning: Public Lands PL & General Agricultural A1
Current Land Use Designation: Rural Lands
Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space or Recreation

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#8. LU-20-0008 | County-Initiated | Powhatan Creek Wetlands

#11. LU-20-0011 | County-Initiated | Winston Terrace Stream Restoration

Acreage: 64 Current Zoning: General Business B1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space or Recreation

Acreage: 2.41 Current Zoning: General Business B1
Current Land Use Designation: Community Commercial
Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

3
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#12. LU-20-0012 | County-Initiated | Grove Convenience Center

#15. LU-20-0015 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels between Westport
Subdivision and Centerville

Acreage: 2.03 Current Zoning: Limited Industrial M1
Current Land Use Designation: Limited Industry
Proposed Land Use Designation: Federal, State and County Land
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

Acreage: 44.97 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands/Outside PSA
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Maybe

Yes

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#13. LU-20-0013 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel(s) between Oakland Farms &
Richmond Rd.

#16. LU-20-0016 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Croaker Interchange

Acreage: 95.02 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential/Moderate Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Acreage: 636.79 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1/General Business B1/Limited Business Industrial
M1/ Multi-Family Residential R5
Current Land Use Designation: Mixed Use
Proposed Land Use Designation: Revised Mixed Use/Redesignate the Conservation Parcels

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#14. LU-20-0014 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel near the NW side of the
Croaker

#17. LU-20-0017 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels Across from WindsorMeade
Marketplace

Acreage: 30.29 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential/Mixed Use
Proposed Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential

Acreage: 3.74 Current Zoning: Rural Residential R8
Current Land Use Designation: Neighborhood Commercial
Proposed Land Use Designation: Open Space/Recreation/Low Density Residential

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.
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#18. LU-20-0018 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond
Rd Intersection

#21. LU-20-0021 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel adjacent to Longhill Rd and
Centerville near Warhill Sports Complex

Acreage: 56.76 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Rural Lands/Outside PSA

Acreage: 77.89 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1/Rural Residential R8
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#19. LU-20-0019 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Anderson Corner Parcels adjacent to
existing Mixed Use/ Economic Opportunity

#22. LU-20-0022 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels on Olde Towne Rd
approximately across from The Colonies at Williamsburg

Acreage: 67.03 Current Zoning: General Business B1/General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential/General Industry
Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

Acreage: 27.92 Current Zoning: General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#20. LU-20-0020 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels adjacent to Colonial Heritage
on Richmond Rd

#23. LU-20-0023 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcel on News Rd

Acreage: 32.33 Current Zoning: General Business B1
Current Land Use Designation: Community Commercial
Proposed Land Use Designation: Mixed Use

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

Acreage: 179.2 Current Zoning: Residential Planned Community R4
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

Maybe

Yes

No

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.
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#24. LU-20-0024 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels across from Recreation
Center on Longhill Rd

#27. LU-20-0027 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels near Colonial Heritage on
Richmond Rd

Acreage: 28.87 Current Zoning: Multi-Family Residential R5/General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

Acreage: 27.75 Current Zoning: General Agriculture A1
Current Land Use Designation: Mixed Use
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.

Yes

Yes

No

Maybe

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

#25. LU-20-0025 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Lake Powell Rd Parcel

Thank you for completing the Future Land Use
Map Questionnaire!

Acreage: 16.99 Current Zoning: Rural Residential R8
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

The County is hosting virtual Community Chats that offer citizens the opportunity to interact with members
of the Planning Team and each other to discuss these policies and actions. The third Community Chat
will be held on January 28, 2021 at 12noon; the fourth will be on February 4 at 6:30pm. Register at
jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045. If you are not able to participate live, you may view recordings of
the chats through February 21, 2021 at jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045.

#26. LU-20-0026 | County-Initiated: PCWG | Parcels on Ron Springs Drive
Acreage: 31.03 Current Zoning: General Residential R2
Current Land Use Designation: Low Density Residential
Proposed Land Use Designation: Moderate/High Density Residential
Do you think this application is in keeping with your vision for the County? Circle an answer below.
Yes

No

Engage 2045 has progressed to Round 3 of engagement - Deciding and Affirming. This builds on Round
1, in which citizens affirmed five planning priorities for James City County, and Round 2, in which citizens
evaluated options for future growth and preservation, and expressed their opinions about the goals the
County should aim to achieve.
In Round 3, the County Planning Team needs your input on policy directions the County should pursue
and actions it should take to enable citizens’ vision for the future of our community to be realized. Round
3 consists of three questionnaires, complemented by a series of virtual Community Chats designed to
assist citizens in completing the questionnaires. The first questionnaire -- Policies and Actions -- asks for
your opinions on steps the County might take to implement citizens’ vision for the future. The second
questionnaire -- Community Character Design -- seeks your views on the appearance of structures that
might be built in the future and the surrounding lands. This third questionnaire asks for your opinions
about Land Use.

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.

Maybe

In the space below, please provide any general comments on this land use application.
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This is the last big opportunity for you to help shape the draft Plan for our County’s future.
Please mark your calendars to participate in these important events! Return this questionnaire by
Feb. 21 to a designated collection box or to JCC Planning Division:
101 Mounts Bay Road
Building A
Williamsburg, VA 23185
757-253-6685
planning@jamescitycountyva.gov
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FUTURE LAND USE MAP QUESTIONNAIRE
COMMENTS

LU-20-0001: Marston Parcels
Support

From Rural Lands, Outside PSA to LD Residential, Inside PSA
Y = 26 (31%); N = 48 (58%); M = 9 (11%)
Comments

No

A large portion is outside the PSA. If the county permits this application as filed, it
should trade water and sewer for open space on what would have been the septic fields,
smaller lawns, and wider RPA buffers.

No

Approving this change in LU would be in conflict with the County's LU-20-=0006. Again,
it is imperative to retain the rural character of the upper county, expecailly since these
parcels are near a community character corridor.

No

DO NOT EXPAND THE PSA, especially in this area of sensitive water quality resources.
This parcel should stay RURAL. It is NOT APPROPRIATE for more dense residential
sprawl.

No

Doesn't appear to be affordable housing.

No

I believe that already designated rural lands should be protected. I do not believe we
should ADD TOO the number of rural lands. However, I do believe the property rights
of this landowner are being regulated and the landowner should be compensated.

No

i don't think high density is apprioate use for this rual land, the man who bought it
knew what it was when he bought it and the county should not change its policies
at their own disgresion , fees or not

No

I object to the re-designaton of this application. the uppper county is our last pportunity
to preserve our RLs for their economic and historic value.

No

Is this in the watershed of the reservoir? If so, then zoning should remain the same.
Efforts should be maintained to protect forested lands.

No

It is not desirable to begin chipping away at the rural areas that are outside the PSA. It
could set a bad precedent that would unravel rural preservation objectives.

From Rural Lands, Outside PSA to LD Residential, Inside PSA
Y = 26 (31%); N = 48 (58%); M = 9 (11%)
Comments

No

It is outside of the PSA. It borders wetlands. Construction will affect the creek. There are
uncommon plants and other wildlife that will be affected.

No

It should not be moved into the PSA.

Yes

limit one house per acre

No

Yes

Low density inside or outside is good as long as later request for medium denisty is not
made once PSA inclusion is approved. Landowners intent should be stated upfront as to
future building density, i.e. single family or higher density.

Make this public accessor park land used for hunting. Not enough deer hunting areas in
county.

No

no building on green space, it should be protected

Yes

Low density is appropriate for this area.

No

No extensions of the PSA!

Yes

low density, protecting watershed

No

No more residential areas. Do not over populate the area.

Yes

Please keep as current designation

No

Yes

No parcel should be included in the PSA without requiring cluster development with a
MINIMUM of 70% OPEN SPACE

Property owner initiated

No

Yes

This is a good location for Low density residential. Fronts on 4 lane Richmond Road.
Close to interstate exit. This would support Community Commercial designation at
intersection of Croaker and Richmond Road

not in walking distance to Toano Village, continue rural land designation outside of PSA,
does not meet development criterion

No

Outside PSA. No easy access to parcel; will require roads.

Yes

We need a lot more housing in James City County

No

Yes

Will provide additional housing opportunities.

Please preserve the rural character of Upper JCC! There are already too many
developments here!

Round 3 Public Engagement: Future Land Use
Map Questionnaire Results & Comments
Building off the preferences for place types and future land patterns from prior rounds of engagement, the Future
Land Use Map Questionnaire sought public input on specific applications for Land Use designation changes. The
County’s Board of Supervisors, Planning Commission Working Group (PCWG), and staff are reviewing this
community feedback, as well as feedback from previous rounds, as they consider these applications for Land Use
designation changes. Through Engage 2045, the County is reviewing 27 applications for land use designation
changes. Of these 27, three were initiated by property owners and the remaining 24 were initiated by the County
(either by staff or by the PCWG).
Questionnaire respondents were asked to review the 27 proposed changes to the Future Land Use Map (FLUM) and
respond to the following question for individual applications: “Do you think this application is in keeping with your
vision for the County?” Three answers were allowed: Yes, No, and Maybe. Respondents were also given the
opportunity to provide general comments on the land use application.
The following tables include those results and comments provided by respondents completing the Future Land Use
Map questionnaire. Questionnaire respondents indicated their support for FLUM changes (Yes/No/Maybe) and also
provided comments. These comments are provided verbatim and have not been edited. For each table, the statistics
represent all who responded to the survey. Not all respondents provided a written comment, so for each table there
are fewer comments than the total number of votes. The table only includes responses and comments received as
part of the questionnaire before February 21, 2021.

LU-20-0001: Marston Parcels
Support

2
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Support

LU-20-0001: Marston Parcels

LU-20-0002: Eastern State- New Town Addition

From Rural Lands, Outside PSA to LD Residential, Inside PSA
Y = 26 (31%); N = 48 (58%); M = 9 (11%)
Comments

From Federal, State and County Land to Mixed Use
Y = 32 (44%); N = 35 (48%); M = 4 (8%)
Comments

Support

No

Prefer no residential or business. Stay undeveloped

Yes

Excellent location and opportunity for further development/redevelopment

No

retain as is

Yes

Gives JCC a good location to focus growth within the PSA

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Inside PSA. Not pristine or valuable ecological value

No

The goal is to keep the lands outside of the PSA rural. The goal is to keep lands even in
the PSA from becoming another Denbigh. If another goal is to provide low income
housing, then look closer to the retail outlets, New Town, High Street, etc.

Yes

Mixed Use makes good sense across from JCC recreation center and located on Longhill
corridor.

Yes

This application makes sense to me. It is on a higher density corridor, near the current
NewTown. It has easy access to the rest of the county through 199-Longhill Road.

Yes

This is a logical extension of New Town into an area that is otherwise landlocked.
190,000 sf of commercial development seems a bit high.

Yes

This parcel is appropriate for development due to its proximity to transportation
networks and utilities.

Yes

This property has tremendous potential for community betterment

No

a pretty area to keep green

No

Enough housing and commercial. Stop the overgrowth

No

How will this improve community life? Do we need more stores in such close proximity?

No

I am very concerned about adding still more mixed use land in this area, which already has
too much mixed use development and is suffering from serious traffic problems. I
question whether the demand is there in the long term for this kind of development

No

I definitely cannot support a further expansion of New Town. It's entirely too congested
around that area now.

No

I would appreciate more affordable housing. However, in destroying green space to do it
it also goes against my desire for a more environmentally friendly community.

No

There are already too many developments in Upper JCC

No

There is no public benefit to allowing additional land in this area to be converted to
residential development. Furthermore, the watershed of Yarmouth Creek is already
stressed with the impacts of already approved developments such as Colonial Heritagee

No

These parcels' location adjacent to the edge of the PSA would inevitably expect the PSA
to be expanded to include these parcels when developed into a neighborhood. The
Candle Station, nearly adjacent, was enough new residential in this area.

No

This area should be kept rural. Traffic is already to high in this area and there are other
places more suitable for apartments.

No

This land is outside the PSA, near the 130 Crescent parcel that the county purchased to
protect the Chicahominy watershed. So why would the county allow this parcel to be
developed as low-density residential inside the PSA.

No

This parcel is too far away from proper infrastructure to make it viable for development
at this time. Road access would need to be improved to accomadate developement.

No

This type of use on that property has been objected to in the past. That area is already
over developed and this will make it worse and it's proposed use is most unwelcome.
You invite input, such as this, and then, typically, you ignore it.

No

Toano should remain as rural lands and not close to services.

No

K eep as greenspace.

No

We have something special in this part of James City County that should be
preserved...not exploited!

No

Maintain as open or recreational area

No

Make it park land. Create more recreational trails and park land.

No

No more commercial space in this area! I would like to preserve the green space on 199.
We already have so many issues with deer on the highway.

No

Overpopulation and loss of a green belt off route 199 would destroy the small town and
historical feel of the greater James City County/Williamsburg area. Bot this location and
eastern state being used for mixed residential/commercial should be limited.

No

Please retain as current land designation

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

Stay as public lands

No

There is a significant number of under utilized developments that can meet future
demands

Maybe

Are schools and emergency services able to absorb this furture increase in population?

Maybe

As a resident of Upper JCC and for what it's worth, this proposal would create more
traffic, schools, county services & public transportation. Higher taxes; more congestion
and urbanization. Developer friend's profits before your community's future.

Maybe

Low density should be linked to sewage and water capability, or will become a long term
and unsustainable liability.

Maybe

my concern is for supporting infrastructure and roads to/from this location for the
number of units potentially impacting other residents in this area
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LU-20-0002: Eastern State- New Town Addition

LU-20-0003: Eastern State- Mixed Use Community

From Federal, State and County Land to Mixed Use
Y = 32 (44%); N = 35 (48%); M = 4 (8%)
Comments

From Federal, State and County Land to Mixed Use
Y = 23 (37%); N = 35 (56%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

Support

No

This area is already crowded and developed. If anything, add new recreation space here.

Yes

this would be a wonderful park and outdoor recreation area

No

This has always been a county gem, I should be a green space to enhance the
development all around it

No

Access to this land is limited, without harsh impact on surrounding neighborhoods and
traffic on Longhill Rd. We need the trees, and the natural habitats for wildlife.

No

This is a lot of land having the potential for too large of a development. We already have
too much growth in JCC & it will be too much for what's already nearby in Newtown.

No

Access to this parcel is problematic and it also contains wetlands. It should be left
undeveloped.

No

This risks squeezing Eastern State and hampers their ability to grow along with the
population of Virginia.

No

Do not over develop the area. K eep as is. People come to the area for limited
population and limited traffic, etc. Don't ruin this!

No

This seems to add beyond what the current land can handle in terms of stormwater run
off - an issue that already significantly impact residents in these areas... It does not seem
that there is a place for additional runoff and related sewage/water-use

No

No

We absolutely do not need any more commercial space in this area. New Town is already
half empty. This would also increase traffic on that road which isn't ideal.

Get it right... Overpopulation and more NEWTOWN means empty retail space and
crowded/over packed residential space. Who wants to have blocks of cookie cutter
condos/townhomes with empty retail? This area should be reserved and amended as
green space.

No

K eep as greenspace.

No

We could use more public, county resources and not more commercial space. new town
has so many empty stores.

No

Maintain a large undeveloped area along Humelsine Pkwy

No

Mixed use in that area seems strange and I would like to preserve the green space on
199. We already have so many issues with deer on the highway.

No

Mixed use that includes retail is not appropriate for this setting. We already have
Mainstreet and Settlers Market which are underutilized. "Luxury" Townhouses with green
space would be more preferable similar to New Town's SF and TH developments nearby.

No

Rte 199 is not able to handle the increase traffic requirements.

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

Stay as public lands

No

The scope of this development is too large for the vehicle access points to accommodate
successfully, and the sewer/water needs of this development will have an impact on
existing resources.

No

This area is already crowded and overdeveloped

No

This is a lot of land having the potential for too large of a development. We already have
too much growth in JCC & it will be too much for what's already nearby in Newtown.

No

This parcel should be kept as undeveloped buffer along Rt. 199

No

This random wedge on the other side of 199 does not make sense to try to develop
similarly or as part of New Town, and again, too much congestion around there already.

No

This would add significant density to an area already seemingly 'overflowing' - particularly
related to stormwater runoff and related sewage/water usage without adequate resources
to absorb such impacts

No

Too close to existing neighborhood. Limited space to put mixed use into. Disruption to
natural wildlife areas.

No

We do not need additional mixed use if that includes retail big box stores, convenience
stores, or like Mainstreet Newtown or Settlers Market. The current commercial spaces
are mostly empty and have yet to be reimagined.

Maybe

Affordable supported permanent housing for behavioral health clients

Maybe

The roads and traffic would be my first worry - in changing from a rather low traffic to
potentially high traffic - the current road system surrounding the Eastern State property
is awkward at best, debilitating if there is an emergency (rescue/evacuation

Maybe

Traffic congestion in the area and the large number of commercial businesses that have
left New Town and created long-term vacancies suggests more consideration be given to
the scope of expansion in this area.

Maybe

What are they going to build?

LU-20-0003: Eastern State- Mixed Use Community
Support

From Federal, State and County Land to Mixed Use
Y = 23 (37%); N = 35 (56%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

Yes

Excellent opportunity for development/redevelopment

Yes

I believe this property has tremendous utility for community services such as parks and
recs

Yes

Inside PSA; would want assurances for protection of the water body shown if it is not a B
MP.

Yes

This makes sense for this area.
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No

Support

LU-20-0003: Eastern State- Mixed Use Community

LU-20-0005: Stonehouse Tract

From Federal, State and County Land to Mixed Use
Y = 23 (37%); N = 35 (56%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

From LD Residential inside PSA to Rural Lands/Outside PSA
Y = 54 (78%); N = 13 (19%); M = 2 (3%)
Comments

Support

wonderful scenic area that should be maximum for citizen use, bike paths, walking trails
and park, so close for people to walk to, preserve this green space

Yes

I'm answering yes because I *think* this is removing that area from potential development
which is great

Yes

LU-20-0004: 7341 Richmond Road Inconsistency

low density with ample common green spaces would be attractive to families and inline
with JCC rural image in the north county

Yes

Moving from residential to rural

From Federal, State and County Land to LD Residential
Y = 37 (69%); N = 11 (20%); M = 6 (11%)
Comments

Yes

seems a done deal with the reorganization of Stonehouse. While the surveys do not
suggest adding to rural land, this addition increases rural lands substantially

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Stonehouse is already such a large development that it's great to take some of this unused
land out of the PSA to preserve it.

Yes

strongly support this change

Yes

Thank you for seeking to preserve the rural character of our County.

Yes

That is rural area

Yes

Change from county land to low density development assuming county would be a
competent seller

Yes

Makes logical sense, given existing uses in the area.

Yes

Ok for limited residential

Yes

So long as the structures do not become excessive like Monticello in the Williamsburg
City limits and the new apartments there.

Yes

There is a house there now. I don't understand the difference.

Yes

The county should retain many rual lands.

No

Build restaurants and commercial out there. No more homes! Always building everything
in Williamsburg and forgetting about us on the upper county side!

Yes

There isn't enough infrastructure in this part of the county for this development. I agree
with the change.

No

Developing this property transfers value to the government and negatively affects private
property owners who can develop their property

Yes

There's already too much growth in upper JCC, so this is a welcome change!!

No

It should be changed to a business designation.

Yes

No

Not enough land to have a low residential density development. space for one house only

This change would decrease housing density and remove a currently natural area from
future inclusion in the PSA. The proximity of this land to York River State Park makes
conserving as much of it as possible a desirable objective.

No

Stop the growth to avoid ruining the area. People come here for the low density, limited
traffic, etc. Do not ruin the area. If people want all this, there are plenty of other cities
to go to.

Yes

This is OK as long as the land set aside is not just unusable wetlands. If it can really
concentrate the need for infrastructure and preserve a significant amount of land, it is a
good idea.

Yes

Yes! Shrink the PSA. Let's hope this land goes into permanent conservation!

No

Don't build anything. Allow for public hunting land.

No

I can't believe that this property would be available for development! This should be a
continuation of the Ware Creek Wildlife Management Area.

No

James City County's planning commission seems to have ZERO conscience when it
comes to allowing a developer to constantly change promised amenities that are written
into proffers.

No

Need to stop the building of townhome communities. There are a lot of parking
problems and the developers try to cram as many units in as possible which puts people
living to close together. Need to build only single family homes with good sized yards.

No

When the Planning Commission allows a developer to change amenities, people don't
know what to believe. Homes are sold in the Stonehouse area by telling folks, "We're
going to have a huge marina" or "We will have 5 swimming pools & an indoor gym".

Maybe

I don't fully understand what might happen here. I lean toward saying yes to the change.

LU-20-0005: Stonehouse Tract
Support

From LD Residential inside PSA to Rural Lands/Outside PSA
Y = 54 (78%); N = 13 (19%); M = 2 (3%)
Comments

Yes

Approval of this application would be a positive step in preserving more rural lands in the
upper county.

Yes

Do not connect any streets to Sycamore Landing Rd.

Yes

If a property owner wants to lower the designation of their property to Rural lands, it
should be permitted.
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LU-20-0005: Stonehouse Tract

LU-20-0007: Mainland Farm

From LD Residential inside PSA to Rural Lands/Outside PSA
Y = 54 (78%); N = 13 (19%); M = 2 (3%)
Comments

From LD Residential to Community Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation
Y = 57 (83%); N = 8 (12%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

Support

Maybe

Agree with zoning as public lands

Yes

Agree with this usage.

Maybe

insufficient information is provided regarding future planned use of this tract

Yes

Does this mean that it will no longer be farmed?

Yes

Good Idea.

Yes

I support the change from Low Density to Open Space Recreation. We need to preserve
the open space here in JCC!

Yes

I support the change to Open Space Recreation. We need to preserve the open space in
JCC!

Yes

Maintaining sight lines as those traveling from outside of JamesCity County. This area
being near the Jametown interpretive and historic districts should be maintained as
pristine/park view enjoyment for visitors and residents.

LU-20-0006: PSA Adjustment
Support

From Rural Lands & LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA
Y = 42 (78%); N = 8 (15%); O = 4 (7%)
Comments

Yes

Agree with open lands recreation

Yes

Agree with rural lands outside PSA

Yes

I agree with concentrating on a smaller area for the PSA

Yes

More recreational land use is needed

Yes

If this adjustment removes the parcels from the PSA and designates them as rural lands, I
like the proposal since it will preserve the rural character of that area.

Yes

more recreational open areas are a plus to the area

Yes

Need berms and proper landscaping to separate neighborhoods with the public access
areas.

Yes

Please keep this open space as is.

Yes

preserving this space from development is very important. This is a logical use of this land.
But agricultural use should be encouraged

Yes

If this means more protection.

Yes

It would be great to have this outside of the PSA since we already have too much growth
in upper JCC!

Yes

keep it rural

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Recreation will add value the the Jamestown area

Yes

Stonehouse is already such a large development that it's great to take some of this unused
land out of the PSA to preserve it.

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Support open land or recreation use

Yes

strongly support this change to reduce the PSA

Yes

The county should use for recreation space such as rental base horse stabling.

Yes

Yes, shrink the PSA. This land should be in permanent conservation.
Yes

This area seems very well suited for recreation/open space as it connects the trails behind
the highschool and the colonial bike trail - additional residential or industrial development
would have a significant negative impact on this area of the county

Yes

This makes 100% sense!

Yes

We need more designated open/recreation space. This achieves that.

Yes

Yes, if for recreation and open land.

No

Hoping recreation means continued greenspace use and not ball fields or parks. Historic
grounds and greenspace that you dont see elsewhere

No

It's current designation is compatible with surrounding land use. Some day it could and
maybe should be developed as residential. Don't change the designation.

No

K eep it like it is! No building anything on it

No

Please! Leave Mainland Farm alone. It’s beautiful the way it is and it’s supposed to be
protected by the historical society. If the county changes the farm to recreation, it will
bring in too much traffic.

No

Don't change the designation.

No

K eep the existing land use designation.

Maybe

depends wha the landowners in this group think, their voice should matter.

Maybe

I am not sure because I do not feel adequately informed

Maybe

I'm not sure what is being proposed here

LU-20-0007: Mainland Farm
Support
Yes

From LD Residential to Community Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation
Y = 57 (83%); N = 8 (12%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments
Agree with open space recreation
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LU-20-0007: Mainland Farm

LU-20-0008: Powhatan Creek Wetlands

From LD Residential to Community Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation
Y = 57 (83%); N = 8 (12%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

From LD Residential to Community Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation
Y = 57 (90%); N = 2 (3%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

No

The farm and the VA capital trail bring visitors to the area. People enjoy the greenery
that the crops bring every year. Don’t change it.

No

We live within a mile of this site and would be terrible to be developed. We use
greenspring trail often and the quiet beauty of the land must be preserved. There is
enough development nearby and green space brings endless value to our quality of life.

Maybe

I'm not sure that this one matters. It may be too isolated from other agricultural land to
be useful for farming. And I'm not sure what we gain by keeping it undeveloped if it isn't
in active agricultural use.

Maybe

Not enough information.

Maybe

zero development, keep it open as it is!!

Support
Yes

Wetlands must be preserved and this property has no other economically viable use. It
should be protected.

Maybe

Agree with recreation open space

Maybe

keep it undeveloped, no building

Maybe

the residential designation is not a good fit for wetlands!

Maybe

Why was this wetlands zoned B1 and LDR previously? Not enough information given to
make an educated decision.

LU-20-0009: JCSA Tewning Rd. Office & Convenience Center

LU-20-0008: Powhatan Creek Wetlands

From Mixed Use New Town Federal State and County to Federal, State and County
Land
Y = 35 (71%); N = 4 (8%); M = 10 (20%)
Comments

From LD Residential to Community Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation
Y = 57 (90%); N = 2 (3%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

Support
Yes

Agree with federal state

Yes

Yes

A big mistake was made when developers were allowed to buy wetlands, fill them in and
build houses. Then developer bought land in Charles City Co. for "wetlands" done in the
1980s.

Correct location and appropriate use of this land. This would work in terms of keeping
the vision of the county.

No

Not ecological value to County to purchase

Yes

At this point, allowing low density development in a wetland area is just insane. Totally in
favor of this change! We need the wetlands for so many reasons, and development here
would eventually just get flooded.

No

the county just wants to be free to develop its own land while telling private landowners
that they cannot.

Support

Maybe

hard to say; as long as you don't build it up and increase density

Maybe

Not enough information given to make an informed decision. Community chat gave no
more information than this questionnaire.

Yes

Don't think this can be touched anyway as it is wetlands.

Yes

I support the change from Low Density to Open Space Recreation. We need to preserve
the open space here in JCC!

Yes

It is of upmost importance importance that this change is made to the land use map

Yes

K eep as wetlands.

Yes

more recreation, open type areas are a plus for the whole area!

Yes

Necessary open land

Yes

Please save the wetlands.

Yes

Better use of ecological value

Yes

preventing additional development along this crucial watershed seems critical to
preserving the beauty and attraction of this part of the county. Any significant
development would likely have significant environmental impacts.

Yes

convertingthis to REcreational Use is keeping with the compatability with LIttle Creek
Dam Park and enhancing ecoonmoic opportunites for upper county.

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Great place for outdoor recreation such as public fishing and hiking.

Yes

Support open lands and recreation

Yes

Great!

Yes

This area needs to be retained as open space.

Yes

I support the change from Rural Land to Open Space Recreation as long as it does not
bring more traffic to Forge Rd.

LU-20-0010: Brickyard Parcels
Support

From Rural Lands to Community Character Conservation, Open Space, or Recreation
Y = 47 (80%); N = 7 (12%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments
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LU-20-0010: Brickyard Parcels

LU-20-0012: Grove Convenience Center

From Rural Lands to Community Character Conservation, Open Space, or Recreation
Y = 47 (80%); N = 7 (12%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

From Limited Industry to Federal, State, and County Land
Y = 36 (78%); N = 6 (13%); M = 4 (9%)
Comments

Support

Yes

Nice idea.

Yes

Good opportunity for a fire training center.

Yes

open lands/recreation are necessary

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Open space recreation - agree

Yes

this is so needed for the area

Yes

please save for recreation and open land.

No

Not of ecological value for County to purchase

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

this property should keep its current designation and be developed for industry.

No

keep it rural

No

Leave it alone

Maybe

depends on what the final use of the property would be, listening to the county meetings
, the intent was not clear

Maybe

I did not learn anything about this from watching the meeting

Maybe

I’m not sure what a “passive park” is, but it seems self-explanatory. I support the change
from Rural Land to Open Space Recreation as long as it does not become an attraction
site, bringing more traffic to Forge Rd.

Maybe

The area only needs another park if you permit additional housing development on Forge
Road. This by entrenched anti-development interests to establish an elitist enclave on
Forge Road. Halt development, but build pretty parks for the locals.

LU-20-0013: Parcel(s) between Oakland Farms & Richmond Rd.
Support
Yes

anything more than low density could overload current infrastructure and negatively
impact the character of this area

Yes

Consistent with surrounding land use

Yes

do not develop this land at all, and if low density residential helps, then fine. No. More.
Development!!!

Yes

I support any effort to expand RL in upper county and top lace certain RLs outside the
PSA. The upper county is the last opportunity to preserve our RLs and their ecomonic
and historic value.

Yes

I support the change to remove the Moderate density usage in order to curtail the
growth in our area to preserve the rural character.

Yes

I support the change to remove the Moderate density usage in order to curtail the
growth in our area to preserve the rural character.

LU-20-0011: Winston Terrace Stream Restoration
Support

From Community Commercial to LD Residential
Y = 32 (68%); N = 11 (23%); M = 4 (9%)
Comments

PCWG Member recommended: From LD Residential/MD Residential to LD Residential.
Y = 38 (62%); N = 18 (30%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

Yes

as long as it's done right

Yes

Consistent land use with surrounding area

Yes

Initial developer plans was for low density single family. County should keep low density
single family and encourage 3 acre building lot size.

No

I'm all for a stream restoration project, but I'm not sure how that'd be accomplished by
changing the parcel to residential.

Yes

K eep it rual

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

keep it rural

No

Too crowded.

Yes

Maintaining an extension into the residential community with similar parcel sizing would
be in keeping with the county standards and vision.

K eep this commercial, like surrounding

Yes

please designate this property as Rural or low density

Yes

The community character in this part of the county is low density. I agree with this
change.

Yes

This helps protect the rural character of the county along a major rural corridor. It is
also consistent with the development already present..

Yes

This proposal would diminish the chance of overly dense construction (too much sprawl
and traffic).

Maybe

14
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LU-20-0013: Parcel(s) between Oakland Farms & Richmond Rd.

LU-20-0014: Parcel near the NW side of the Croaker

Support

PCWG Member recommended: From LD Residential/MD Residential to LD Residential.
Y = 38 (62%); N = 18 (30%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

Support

PCWG Member recommended: From LD Residential/Mixed Use to LD Residential.
Y = 29 (55%); N = 17 (32%); M = 7 (13%)
Comments

No

Amounts to a down zoning. This should only be considered if thelandowner requests it.

Yes

This proposal is in keeping with rural preservation.

No

DO NOT APPROVE OF DEVELOPMENT OF THIS PARCEL OF LAND FOR LOW
DENSITY HOUSING

No

Can't imagine anyone wanting to live next to a quarry - too industrial

No

I'm not opposed to the combo designation with mixed use the parcel has now.

No

I strongly disagree with intent for any additional housing in that particular area. Traffic is
increasing and homes, even low density, will add to how dangerous that area is.
Furthermore, the schools in this part of JCC are already overcrowded .

No

Leave as low density residential/mixed use. (Luck Stone is nearby)

No

Leave it to be farmed.

No

Let it continue to be farmed and keep with the rural character of that side of the county.

No

needs to stay mixed use. residential would not match with the surrounding industrial

No

PSA corridor is close to main 4 lane highway, keep more dense development inside the
PSA , this land is currently at its optimum designation

No

Residential development in this area would create additional tensions on the commercial
function of the adjacent properties.

No

This seems to be a direct backlash to last year’s Oakland case, and should not be County
initiated

No

No

This strips value from private land owners at the same time, the county is seeking to
increase the value of it's own land. This is a transfer of value from private hands to
government hands.

That side of the road already has Luck Stone and Charley's old place. Lots of trucks
turning off and onto Richmond Road. Home, even low density, increases traffic in that
area.

No

The community needs the benefits of the mix-use development this parcel can deliver.

We should not make this low density residential. I like the idea of more affordable homes
on smaller lots, or even townhouses here.

No

No

This land is potentially beneficial for the further economic development of a community
along a corridor that is designated for this type of development. This change strips value
from private land owners and does nothing for local residents.

No

You people won't stop until you turn this place into Newport News ... Don't you live
here too?

Maybe

Looks like this area can possibly handle a bit of growth as long as low-density.

Maybe

Low density, if any development. The crossover traffic on Route 60 is going to be a
nightmare.

Low density, if any development. Traffic on Route 60 is problematic.

Maybe

No visible map photo/image

Maybe

Ok with low density residential

LU-20-0015: Parcels between Westport Subdivision and Centerville
PCWG Member recommended: From LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA. Y = 42
(81%); N = 9 (17%); M = 1 (2%)

LU-20-0014: Parcel near the NW side of the Croaker
Support

Maybe

PCWG Member recommended: From LD Residential/Mixed Use to LD Residential.
Y = 29 (55%); N = 17 (32%); M = 7 (13%)
Comments

Support

Comments

Yes

additional building in this area would significantly impact current roads, infrastructure and
environment along with shifting the character of this area of the county

Yes

Consistent with surrounding land use

Yes

Yes

I support the change to remove the Mixed Use designation in order to curtail the growth
in our area to preserve the rural character.

Highly support. The change would make those parcels equivalent to rest of Westport, as
originally planned when Westport was developed.

Yes

I support this change in order to help preserve our rural character and curtail growth.

Yes

keep the usage low density

Yes

Yes

K udos to the PCWG in their efforts to preserve RLs. The upper county is our last
opportunity to preserve our RL economic and hisotrical heritage.

K eep as rural thus giving residents of Westport a visual and sound buffer from Centerville
traffic.

Yes

Minimize housing development and density opportunities.

Yes

Please keep us home owner in mind we have work hard to owner our homes

Yes

Permanent conservation

Yes

This is an excellent change that would limit development along a rural corridor. Please
no more apartment complexes.

Yes

should be kept open for nature and environment

Yes

Strongly agree with rural lands outside PSA designation
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Support

LU-20-0015: Parcels between Westport Subdivision and Centerville

LU-20-0016: Croaker Interchange

PCWG Member recommended: From LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA. Y = 42
(81%); N = 9 (17%); M = 1 (2%)

PCWG Member recommended: From Mixed Use to Community Character
Conservation, Open Space or Recreation.
Y = 28 (62%); N = 12 (27%); M = 5 (11%)
Comments

Comments

Yes

strongly support this change to preserve rural character

Yes

The area along Centerville Road where this parcel is located is mostly rural. The
proposed change would help maintain the esthetics of the area and keep a portion of JCC
rural.

Yes

to protect the land

Yes

We need more open and natural space, NOT more development! So, yes, please allow
open space to be designated for the conservancy parcels here.

No

Again, this seems in direct response to a recent development case. It does not seem
appropriate for the County to initiate a down-density LU change on private land.
Unfortunately, this line was drawn. The line should include the rest of the parcel

No

Leave as low density. Ford's Colony is nearby with that huge neighborhood.

No

There is no need for housing in this area and the roads are already too crowded and the
schools are already over capacity. This is NOT needed.

No

This parcel fits in perfectly with surrounding properties as low density residential. It
should have been rezoned several years ago, as the development proposed was
reasonably scaled. Its current designation is appropriate.

Maybe

If rural means no development then I'd approve the change

No

Conservation so near this 4 leaf cloverleaf interstate highway location is a poor land use.
Conservation value is minimal in this location.

No

Interstate interchanges should be developed for services to bring tax revenue into the
county.

No

Mixed use is appropriate land use. Conservation easements don't seem warranted

No

Too many residential designations for that area. Would need to increase the amount of
green space and conservation land and recreational space before it's acceptable.
Roadways and services would buckle under substantial demand as proposed.

Maybe

Prefer as much low residential / recreation / open space as possible

Maybe

What does the owner of the property want to do?

LU-20-0017: Parcels Across from WindsorMeade Marketplace

Support

LU-20-0016: Croaker Interchange
PCWG Member recommended: From Mixed Use to Community Character
Conservation, Open Space or Recreation.
Y = 28 (62%); N = 12 (27%); M = 5 (11%)
Comments

PCWG Member recommended: From Neighborhood Commercial to Community
Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation or LD Residential.
Y = 40 (71%); N = 13 (23%); M = 3 (5%)
Comments

Yes

!

Yes

any additional development in this area would absolutely over-run an already extremely
congested area and negatively impact all

Yes

don't put anything there. leave the space green

Yes

Given how events and decisions have evolved, this parcel is not actually suitable for
commercial development and certainly is not needed for that use in this corridor.

Yes

Building on the barrier of dedicated open space then providing a PSA area North makes
sense in the county vision.

No

Current land use appears appropriate

No

Yes

Given that this interchange is near the upper county where we want to preserve RLs and
their proximity to the K iskiak golf Course, I support retaining thesee parcels as
conservation easements.

I think this parcel would be better for higher density use. Maybe higher density
residential with access from Ironbound? Close to stores and bus routes so very practical
location!

No

Perfect place for original designation.

Yes

I agree that open space would be an appropriate designation for the conservancy parcels.
We need more open and natural space, NOT more development!!!

No

The whole area is already commercial. Why not one more strip mall.

Yes

if it protects land and reduces building and growth, I support it

No

Yes

Please give consideration to property owners value we have work hard to own our
homes. Low density would be best use

There is approximately 3.3 acres comprised of 4 lots in the area. It is the only property
from Monticello Ave and News Road for 2.2 miles that has not already been rezoned and
developed to commercial.

No

This area is overly burdened with existing traffic. Monticello Avenue cannot handle
another commercial property which will require additional light cycles, backing up
through 199 interchange. Not consistent with the "Rural Character".

Yes

We need more open and natural space, NOT more development!! So please do allow
open space to be designated for the conservancy parcels here.
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Support

LU-20-0017: Parcels Across from WindsorMeade Marketplace

LU-20-0018: Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond Rd Intersection

PCWG Member recommended: From Neighborhood Commercial to Community
Character Conservation, Open Space or Recreation or LD Residential.
Y = 40 (71%); N = 13 (23%); M = 3 (5%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: From LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA.
Y = 44 (40%); N = 59 (54%); M = 6 (6%)
Comments

Support
Yes

We’re already experiencing more recent growth on Forge Rd. This property is for sale &
I hope it doesn’t get developed, not even into only 9 lots. We want to preserve its rural
character.

No

As the daughter of a long time landowner of this property, I do not agree with possible
future removal of this 56 acre parcel from the PSA

No

As the economy gets weaker, the county must encourage opportunities for the local
community to grow.

No

This intersection is already too crowded and the building in this area will only make it
worse. We already have empty businesses in the area don't need more new construction.
Use what is already empty.

No

This is already a severely congested area with frequent car accidents. More cars to the
area will bring more congestion and accidents. It's ok to keep some green space left in
our town.

No

This should be maintained as rural residential. Splitting the current parcels further down
would encourage encroachment on the success of the WindsorMarketplace. Why build
smaller when low density residential/rural designation is fitting.

No

By doing this, the county is saying that they don't want Toano to grow with modern
designed housing. I want my home town to grow and not continue its downward slide.

No

Too much congestion as is.

No

Changing the designation of this parcel from "low density" to "rural" is unfair to the
property owners and contrary to the government's mandate to preserve the best interest
of its citizens. The county already has appropriate zoning regulation.

No

LU-20-0018: Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond Rd Intersection

Current designation is appropriate. Close to fire, police, water, sewer, part of Toano
village. Meets all PSA criterion. This tract supports Toano surviving and potentially
thriving.

No

Do not change the Zoning for this parcel of land.

Scenario B difference: From LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA.
Y = 44 (40%); N = 59 (54%); M = 6 (6%)

No

Do not remove this plot from the PSA

Comments

No

Folks like the Friends of Forge Road all have their McMansions and don't give a rip about
the health of Toano. this property is needed for houses that will feed the businesses in
Toano. It should be developed.

No

Generational land development should be the right of the land-owner within the current
policies. Yes keep PSA

No

High density would be a better fit in keeping with the revitalization of Toano

No

i disagree with the change to green made on this area.

No

I do not think you should change this to rural. It will devastate the owners who need to
sell this parcel. Covid 19 has crushed them. No one will buy this land if you change it to
Rural.

No

I don't agree with taking someone's land and not paying fair market price.

No

I don't think that this was done fairly. The owner of the property should have the right
to sell this property as it is. Changing it is unfair to the owner.

No

I feel yet again this is an attempt of our local Government to allow some land owners to
do what they wish while keeping some from using their property if they are not in
alignment with the Government.

No

I hope God makes you all pay for stealing this land. This is wrong and you all know it.
You all should pay fair market value for this land . You all should be ashamed of yourself.

Maybe

Support

The traffic flow in this area is crazy! There is a need for a comprehensive study to
improve the access on and off Monticellow, before making changes.

Yes

Freinds of Forge Road and Toano have lavbored for 16 years to preserve the histoirc and
agri-tourism potential of this area. Return to RL will support this vision.

Yes

I applaud the County's proposal to move this and other parcels outside the PSA.
Preservation of the County's rural character is an extremely important and laudable
objective. Thank you very much for your work in this regard.

Yes

I strongly support this change to preserve rural character

Yes

I support the change of this parcel to “Rural Lands outside the PSA”. We’re already
experiencing more growth on Forge Rd. This property is for sale & I hope it doesn’t get
developed, not even into only 9 lots.

Yes

In keeping with all that is going on near this parcel, ie., the revitalization of Toano, Low
Density Residential appears to be a good fit for this parcel. A sense of community is the
aim of the Toano initiative. Low density housing of provides that.

Yes

K eeping this piece of land outside the PSA is a good idea.

Yes

There is water and sewer there. If you change this it will lower the value of the property.

Yes

This proposal would support the objective of rural preservation.

Yes

We support the change for this parcel to "Rural Lands outside the PSA". Wedo not want
this land to be developed, but rather prefer it to be in continuity with the Rural character
or Forge Road. We don't want to lose the beauty of the area we live in.
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Support

LU-20-0018: Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond Rd Intersection

LU-20-0018: Parcel NE of Forge Rd and Richmond Rd Intersection

Scenario B difference: From LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA.
Y = 44 (40%); N = 59 (54%); M = 6 (6%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: From LD Residential to Rural Lands/Outside PSA.
Y = 44 (40%); N = 59 (54%); M = 6 (6%)
Comments

Support
No

No

I know we are headed to a socilist goverment because of our leaders but this is going to
far We should not take this land that someone has paid for and paid taxes on for many
years. Not to mention not paying them fair maket value for what's theirs.

The Treasurer of the Friends of Forge Road should vote to develop his own community!

No

This action would lower the resale value of this property.

No

It isn't the county's place to decide what someone can do with their private property.
Allow this land to be used for whatever the actual owner wants. Thanks

No

This is not in vision with the county, and negatively affects landowners, and the value of
their property.

No

K eep farm land farm land, no housing

No

Land-owners should be able to retain control of their land and develop within current
guidelines.

No

This is one of the few properties that can support the economic development of Toano.
Further, this is NOT currently designated as rural lands. To change the designation
violate the county's desire to "preserve" rural lands by arbitrarily adding them.

No

No

Let the record show that this would be considered discrimination since the County is
NOT applying the rules to other landowners in the PSA. Not to mention the landowner
should be entitled and compensated for the full asking price of the parcel.

This land is not Rural. It is good for developing the community. It is designated for lowdensity housing and should be permitted to be developed.

No

No

No

This needs to be in line with the adjoining property and not split out as rural. Low
density makes sense here. It is still providing open space with minimal impact of housing,
which is currently along that stretch of Forge Road.

No

Outside PSA development not warranted; connected wooded ecosystem
part of Toano town, needs to be considered for cluster development to support Toano
village, will provide foot traffic for new Toano crosswalk, and bike traffic for expanded
bike path

No

This parcel is integral to the revitalization of Toano. the developemnt of thei parcel will
allow citizens to live within walking distance of the village of Toano which will be crucial
to the success of the revitalization.

No

Please keep zoning as is because it will support the Toano revitalization project, mixed
use would be the best use for this property.

No

this parcel is not designated rural lands and sits adjacent to 20 acre parcel that has a
$500k enterprise zone grant. It makes no sense for the authorities to strip away the
rights from a parcel that ensures the success of economic development near Toano

No

Proposed Land Use is by the county not the land owners --unfair.

No

This property is currently in the PSA and should remain in the PSA as the only realistic
option for high quality residential development to support the Revitalization of Toano by
positive providing population patrons for the businesses in the Village.

No

This property should remain Low Density Residential in the PSA

No

this should be developed into a community of Toano character to support the
revitilization of Toano's historic district

No

No

Residents should be able to sell their property as they see fit with encroachment of state
or government trying to change designation without consulting residents first.

No

Retain the existing land use designation of low density residential or a higher use. Keep in
the PSA.

No

So much Rural land is being used up...this needs to remain as ia

No

The County should provide compensation if they remove land from the Primary Service
Area.

No

The current zoning for the area in question has served this county well. It would be an
injustice to alter it.

No

The land is near Richmond Rd. Houses are near the land already. Fire station is there.
Leave as low density. Let the land owners make the choice.

No

The landowner should decide how best to use their own land. Basic right especially
should be applicable in the JCC where individual rights was born and practiced.

No

The plan is an unconscionable grab by the County.

No

The proposal seems totally contrary to what ANY homeowner of the County would
want imposed upon them, and certainly seems very unethical, especially when an offer to
buy was made earlier, and now attempting to take personal Real Estate by eminent
domain

Maybe

Couldn't find definition of low density for this parcel. If definition is single family with 1
acre minimum lots and common "green" gathering areas, then okay with rural setting and
development.

Maybe

The landowner should be the one making the decision regarding the usage of the land.
Should the county want this land for other purposes, they should provide a fair
compensation to the owner on par with what a private purchaser would offer.

Maybe

This landowner is depending on income from the sale of these parcels of land.

Maybe

This property is private and should be kept that way unless you want to pay for it!!
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LU-20-0019: Anderson Corner Parcels adjacent to existing Mixed Use/
Economic Opportunity
Support

LU-20-0020: Parcels adjacent to Colonial Heritage on Richmond Rd

Scenario B difference: LD Residential/GI to Mixed Use.
Y = 19 (35%); N = 26 (48%); M = 9 (17%)
Comments

Support

Scenario B difference: Community Commercial to Mixed Use.
Y = 24 (56%); N = 10 (23%); M = 9 (21%)
Comments

Yes

Development of mixed use should be concentrated southeast of the Richmond Road and
Croaker Interchange. I agree.

Yes

K eeping family orientated

Yes

I would prefered low density more

Yes

Similar to adjacent land use. Low value to ecosystem

No

Yes

Use for grocery/commerical use for complete neighborhood servicing White Hall and
local communities with local amenities right outside their neighborhood. Set guidlines
that require it have a luxury, but small town or village feel building ordinances.

I think this should not be changed to Mixed Use because it will bring even more
population to the area and more traffic and congestion on Rt 60.

No

Our open space & farmland is disappearing in Upper JCC. Please preserve it!!

No

Absolutely not. I moved here to get away from the businesses.

No

No

further proof of the county's attempt to destroy what little agricultural land still remains.
strongly oppose!

These are already mostly developed and fine as is. Let's leave them as community
commercial.

Maybe

I don't know. What is meant by "mixed use"?

No

I strongly oppose this change to preserve rural character

Maybe

No apartments

No

I think this should not be changed to Mixed Use because it will bring even more
population to the area and more traffic and congestion on Rt 60.

Maybe

Not enough information on what mixed use would be acceptable.

No

If this is changed to Mixed Use it will bring even more population to the area and more
traffic and congestion on Rt 60. It's already got too much!

No

Prefer stay as agriculture

No

The development around neighborhoods like this will cause more traffic, crime and more
opportunity for traffic in the neighborhood making it a more dangerous place to live.

No

This area should be kept rural to support and maintain the reason people have made the
choice to move to this side of town, the areas that surround a neighborhoodare the
reason people live there.

No

No

This proposal would encourage more dense construction on lands that are currently
rural. Rather than encouraging overbuilt sprawl, the County should prioritize rural
preservation and steer construction to areas that are already built up and underused.

Adding a medium to high densiy residential area, in this part of the county, will stress the
roads, schools, emergency services, and municipal services. Too many people will drag
our current situation down. Think of simple mail delivery ..it’s stressed.

No

Choosing to make this moderate to high density will ruin the natural beauty of this area
of the county and greatly increase the traffic and congestion in the area.

No

This was completely discussed when the original designation was given.

No

Definitely do not want these parcels to become high density residential.

No

Definitely not. We should not be switching from low density to med/high density
anywhere in the county unless it is ALL affordable housing (not just the token "affordable"
housing developers often throw in)

No

Good Lord - designating this as high density would be an absolute travesty and mistake
adding substantially to an already high density area - how on earth would the current
county infrastructure even begin to address this!?

No

High value ecosystem; no change warranted

No

keep it low density

No

K eep this land as is. the WISC is a great asset and clogging the roads and taking away the
woodland and marsh will only hurt.

No

Leave as agriculture / low density residential

No

Leave as Low Density

Maybe

I owuld prefer to see some of these parcels remian in zoning A-1. If we are to preserve
the community character corridor from AC thru Toano, I would prefer the LU revert to
RL ouside of PSA.

Maybe

If brought new job opportunities to area and housing for the workers in this area, then
okay. If just 1 or 2 small businesses and lots of small overpriced apartments, then NO!

Maybe

We need Commercial building out here, grocery store! Restaurants, anything but more
homes! Have you ever been to the only grocery store near by? The food lion at any point
in the day will take for ever to get in and out of, maybe attract a K roger here

LU-20-0021: Parcel adjacent to Longhill Rd and Centerville near Warhill
Sports Complex
Support

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 14 (22%); N = 46 (71%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments
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Support

LU-20-0021: Parcel adjacent to Longhill Rd and Centerville near Warhill
Sports Complex

LU-20-0022: Parcels on Olde Towne Rd approximately across from The
Colonies at Williamsburg

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 14 (22%); N = 46 (71%); M = 5 (8%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 15 (29%); N = 30 (58%); M = 7 (13%)
Comments

No

Maintain Low density

No

No more building!!!

No
No

Support
Yes

If another neighborhood is built, I don't know how they will get out onto Olde Towne
Rd.

NO!! We already have TOO MUCH GROWTH in JCC!!!

Yes

It seems to increase housing density, which is important for adding housing to JCC.

Please keep as is for low density/agriculture. This is a marvelous area for JCC Sports
interests.

Yes

Within PSA; low value ecologically; similar land use

No

rural low to moderate density residential

No

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

Development of moderate to high density residential on this large piece of land, across
from the Colonies of Williamsburg, will put a tremendous strain on traffic on Old Towne
Road, as well as on the delivery of County Services.

No

stop the development before we become a large city with large city problems and ruin
the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

No

enough development; stop now before we become a large city with large city problems
and ruin the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

the amount of traffic on long hill rd, and the WISC intersection are over-loaded already,
we don't need high density housing there.

No

Infrastructure cannot support this.

No

No

Low density residential

No

low to moderate density

No

The county is losing it’s opportunity to keep some of it’s rural pockets, and this area
should be maintained to provide for variation to provide the rural complexity amongst
the residential R8/R4 packed housing proposals & offerings already in place/plan

No

No more building!!

No

There is already too much congestion in this area

No

No more on this road!

No

NO!! We already have TOO MUCH GROWTH in JCC!!!

No

There's already too much growth in Upper JCC!! Please stop the growth. There are
other ways to improve the county.

No

No

This area suffers from traffic and over development already. The last thing we need is
high density housing here.

Olde Towne Road cannot support high density residential, especially not at that curve. I
might be able to get on board with medium residential.

No

No

This land use designation will lead to medium to high density residential development,
which in turn will lead to a tremendous impact on the road system and the demand for
public services.

We definitely don't need or want any moderate/high density developments in Upper
JCC!! People are attracted to our open space & rural character. Please preserve it!!

No

Maybe

This not consistent with the parcel down the street at Westport # 15. Both parcel are
currently LDR, the proposal is to downgrade one and upgrade the other. Not equal
treatment to landowners.

Definitely not. We should not be switching from low density to med/high density
anywhere in the county unless it is ALL affordable housing (not just the token "affordable"
housing developers often throw in)

Maybe

It's relatively close to a grocery store on Richmond Rd and bus routes, so not the worst
place for higher density housing

No

traffic concerns

Maybe

No

Will cause a congested area with too much traffic

Only if Olde Towne Rd can handle the traffic. If not, solve the traffic problem prior to
development.

No

You can’t even handle the traffic now! No more on this road!

Maybe

Undeveloped buffer along Rt 199 is highest priority here

Maybe

With walking and biking connectors to the commercial areas on Richmond Road, and to
Lafayette HS, this makes sense for affordable housing!

Maybe

I agree to the proposed changes but only on the basis that it does not interfere with the
nature trail/walking path located around the sports complex

Maybe

Maintain green space.

Maybe

This seems like its in the middle of nowhere for higher density housing. Not in walking
distance to anything.

Maybe

Water quality impacts form development should be the most important concern here.
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Support
Yes

LU-20-0023: Parcel on News Rd

LU-20-0023: Parcel on News Rd

Scenario B difference: LD residential to MD Residential.
Y = 13 (13%); N = 83 (82%); M = 5 (5%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: LD residential to MD Residential.
Y = 13 (13%); N = 83 (82%); M = 5 (5%)
Comments

Support

As this would add additional vehicles onto News Road, a builders proffering should be
added and road should be amended to ensure entry/exit to such homes are taken into
consideration and land used for housing should be used for those exit/entry areas.

No

is the high density due to a potential developer wanting to build an retirement home or
continuing care community?

Yes

This would enable valuable higher-density housing to the area and provide for significant
economic benefits for the community by enabling a more diverse populace.

No

JCC already has huge developer issues (Monticello Woods & The Settlement at
Powhattan) that are taking years to address and not finished, any new developer in this
area can not be trusted to develop properly correctly with all the infrastructure.

No

Against this proposal. Extensive study and mitigation for shifting to mid-high density with
all the water issues already in this area is needed.

No

K eep as low density

No

K eep low density residential

No

Allowing further residential development of this parcel would completely change the
character of ALL of News Road and substantially impact a large section of Centerville
Road. The parcel should be allowed only minimal residential development.

No

K eep these wetlands natural. The schools in this area are already overcrowded.
Monticello Ave already has more traffic than it can handle. Another large housing
community is not needed in this area.

No

Anything above the existing low density for residential would be too much, further
exasterbating the traffic along the Monticello corridor.

No

Larger single family lots as currently zoned is preferred

No

Maintain Low density

No

appropriate low density residential would be supportable by existing roads. Less impact
on fire and police.

No

No

Are you trying to become like Newport News? NO, we do not need more high density
residential areas, please!

my concern here is environmental impact and safety of additional traffic on a very narrow,
already busy road

No

No

Concerns over density in the current area as well as envitomental on the water/low land.

News Rd can not handle any more med/high density developmentDefinitely not. We
should not be switching from low density to med/high density anywhere in the county
unless it is ALL affordable housin

No

Current density level is appropriate.
No

News Road is one of the last of the lovely tree lined country style roads we have in
Williamsburg. This area is still a relatively quiet, peaceful, safe part of JCC for both
humans and wildlife, I implore you to keep it that way, no more development pls

No

News Road is over traveled for the existing roadway. Residential areas entrances can
currently be bound up by traffic for 10-15 minutes. If there is no other point of egress
for the property, News Road traffic study should be done prior to cosideratio

No

NO MORE HOUSING!!!! Keep it as is. Williamsburg is overbuilt !!!!! Toooo much traffic
on news road as it it

No

Not in keeping with the area. Too much development and too much traffic

No

One last comment: affirming the stress this developement would place on the access
roads and close out some of the last wild habitats in this part of the county.

No

High value ecologically outside PSA

No

Housing is already full land use

No

I am AGAINST this proposal. News Road is already over crowded with narrow road and
too much traffic and floods. This would make traffic even worse and dangerous.

No

I believe high density is too much for this area

No

I do not believe that more high density housing is needed or should be allowed in this
area. Low density housing or no development at all would be preferred.

No

I strongly oppose this change to preserve rural character. Also, this focus of this area
should be protecting water quality in Powhatan Creek. This would make an excellent
open space parcel.

No

If parcel is in PSA, changing land use to high density will cause strain on services and also
create traffic nightmare for people who use that narrow two lane corridor. Monticello
Avenue is already burdened beyond capacity. No increase to high density.y

No

One of the pleasures of living in James City County is the open, undeveloped space.
Water flow and soil conservation in this parcel should be studied carefully. Developers
cannot continue to short the community with flooding & poor soil conservation.

No

If the developments keep up, we will lose our special character and become like another
Newport News. Let's preserve our land & character!

No

Only access is along News Rd which has limited bus service. Also too far to walk to
shopping areas on Monticello. So doesn't seem like a very good area for anything with
more than moderately higher density.

No

Increasing the density of the residents on this parcel has several implications: Traffic,
environmental stress for storm water drainage, soil erosion into the Powhatan Creek
ecosystem, destruction of remaining habitats for birds and other wildlife.

No

Please reconsider/remove this application. My family and I have lived in Monticello
Woods for 15 years. A new development on this parcel will no doubt have an impact on
drainage, traffic, and also decrease the amount of land for wildlife.
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Support

LU-20-0023: Parcel on News Rd

LU-20-0023: Parcel on News Rd

Scenario B difference: LD residential to MD Residential.
Y = 13 (13%); N = 83 (82%); M = 5 (5%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: LD residential to MD Residential.
Y = 13 (13%); N = 83 (82%); M = 5 (5%)
Comments

Support
No

This will directly impact the traffic on news road and the current natural wild space in the
area.

No

too much traffic

No

Traffic concerns.

stop the development before we become a large city with large city problems and ruin
the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

No

Traffic hasn’t been addressed

No

Traffic on Monticello is already bad enough.

No

the amount of traffic on monticello and news road should be an immediate "no" on this
project.

No

We need a traffic study first. High density is not appropriate for that parcel.

No

The proposed density for this parcel is out of character for the surrounding
neighborhoods. Additionally, News Rd is narrow, winding and prone to flooding. Lastly,
there are significant wetlands on two sides of this parcel.

No

We never got to say much about the old 2007 proposal, even though even though it
adjoins our subdivision (Monticello Woods). If the current Master plan is Low Density
Residential. A 60 foot maximum height limits is very inappropriate for this parcel.

No

The proposed density is way too high for that property.

No

No

The schools in this area are already at capacity and shifting to mid-high density would
make them even worse so would require new schools to be built and cost lots of money
and increase taxes. I am against it!

What is the purpose? It will totally destroy the look and feel of our neighborhood. This
area was meant for low density. Do a road impact study first! If this is for a continuing
care facility, this will be 4 or 5 in a 5 mile radius.

No

Would have too much of a negative impact on traffic along News Road. Maintain low
density designation.

No

The traffic on News Road is significant and has been increasing over the years as more
homes are built. Adding multi-family units in that section of News will create greater
traffic, more accidents, and more noise for the neighboring communities.

Maybe

If this is only residential and not high rise senior living

Maybe

No

If this were used for a continuous care facility, most of Ford’s Colony would support. I
would not support high density apartments or condominiums.

There is already too much congestion in this area

Maybe

Infrastructure too rural for all this increased traffic

No

There is enough housing and traffic in this area already. The roads are busy enough in this
area and the schools are already at capacity and more homes in this area will only make
everything worse.

Maybe

Traffic needs to be studied for this area prior to any plans and development. News road
is one lane each way and cars pull out from neighborhoods and side roads into news road
traffic all the time.

No

This area should remain undeveloped! It’s home to so much wildlife and enriches the
beauty and biodiversity of the area!!

Maybe

No

This change would really negatively impact this fringe rural area and create an open gate
for future development along News and Centerville Roads.

You need multiple access points to News Road. Having opposed traffic to the Firestone
Gate of Fords Colony is too concentrated and unsafe with the blind curve southbound on
News Rd. K eep a healthy green belt between the development and News Rd.

No

This is a rezoning attempt without anything in detail about the underlying project that
somebody has in mind. There are no nearby high density residential areas.

No

This is not Newport News! Don’t ruin our rural city!

No

This parcel is in an ecologically sensitive area surrounded on 2 sides by Powhatan Creek
wetlands and the proposal change to mid-high density would make a water runoff and
control situation worse than it is today.

Support
Yes

Important to increase housing density.

No

This parcel should be kept UNDEVELOPED to PROTECT POWHATAN CREEK . This is
the WORST possible place for dense development.

Yes

this seems well suited for additional affordable housing as connected to existing resources
and adequate road structure for more traffic

No

This property will be using News Road as its main entrance and exit. News Road has
several areas where the road can’t be widened, it would end up requiring traffic lights to
many community entrances and would disrupt the wildlife in this area .

No

should be kept open for nature

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

Should be maintained with current designation R4 Planned Community (low density
residential)

No

LU-20-0024: Parcels across from Recreation Center on Longhill Rd
Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 17 (31%); N = 35 (65%); M = 2 (4%)
Comments
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Support

LU-20-0024: Parcels across from Recreation Center on Longhill Rd

LU-20-0025: Lake Powell Rd Parcel

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 17 (31%); N = 35 (65%); M = 2 (4%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 12 (18%); N = 50 (76%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

Support

Yes

This would make sense as low residential, compromising of no less than 1/2 acre lot sizes.
This provides the needed addition of residential relief closer into the downtown area
without overpopulation via high residential ‘packing’.

No

I strongly endorse the comments in opposition to this change by my neighbor Reed
Nester, 212 John Pinckney Lane, that were submitted by email to Thomas Wysong on
February 19, 2021. John Watson, 210 John Pinckney Lane.

No

increased traffic

No

K eep as low density residential

No

Land use change not warranted based on surrounding land use

No

Leave as Low Density

No

Not enough infrastructure to support more housing.

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

Stop building !!!

No

stop the development before we become a large city with large city problems and ruin
the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

No

There are already apartments across from here as well as lots of residential areas. Please
keep this low density residential. This is too much growth. We are already overloading
our area, creating a need for more emergency services and schools.

No

There are already apartments across from here as well as lots of residential areas. Please
keep this low density residential. We are already overloading our area causing more
problems with not enough emergency services and crowded schools.

No

There is already too much congestion in this area

No

There is too much development in that area already! This county seems hell-bent on
creating suburban sprawl with congested roads like in Fairfax county where I left as it was
impossible to drive there!

No

This is already a high density area and should not have more in this area.

No

This proposed land use change will have a significant impact on traffic along Longhill Road,
will promote cut-through traffic on the narrow road through the Recreation Center, and
will significantly increase the demand for county services.

No

This will adversely impact the low-density neighborhoods of Skipwith Farms and Piney
Creek in Williamsburg. The existing Low Density Land Use designation is the most
appropriate land use for this property. Additional comments submitted by email.

No

Too crowded in this area.

No

We should not be switching from low density to med/high density anywhere in the
county unless it is ALL affordable housing

Yes

This development appears to be well thought-out, with long-term considerations, and
proper land development. This is the type of new development that should be
encouraged, since it includes a community focus and multiple amenities, not just more
condos

No

There are several reasons this property shouldn’t be able to be rezone for built on. Lake
Powell rd can not handle the increase in traffic and the current water and sewer main
lines can not handle the extra homes. This is just a few reasons.

No

Again, we have too much growth in JCC. Slow it down, please!!! This is a somewhat rural
area. Please keep it that way .

No

Current designation is appropriate for this location.

No

Current land use consistent with surrounding area; no high value ecosystem

No

high density housing in this area of the county is not supported by current infrastructure
and would significantly negatively impact the character of this part of the county

No

I get sick at the thought of adding more daily cars to travel on lake powell rd. It’s already
overcrowded. I have grown up playing in the woods off Waltrip lane, there’s SO MANY
wildlife this would kill it’s not even funny!My grandparents are buried there

No

I own the property at 154 Waltrip LN. I purchased this lang in 2019 for a retirement
home after my military career. It has taken toll on traffic and the quality of life once it was
enjoyed in Williamsburg thanks to irresponsible development.

No

I strongly oppose this change to preserve rural character and the adjacent agricultural
area

No

I think the change to zoning will enable subsequent development that will lead to
excessive traffic on Lake Powell Road

No

I think the zoning change would enable housing development that would cause an
excessive amount of traffic on Lake Powell Road. Both the construction traffic and the
subsequent new residence traffic.

No

I think this a very bad idea ! James City County needs to keep this as is. Lake Powell rd
can not handle the extra on an already very narrow road and not to mention it is only
one way in and one way out.

No

Infrastructure cannot support. The neighboring communities are staunchly against this.

No

K eep as low density residential

No

Lake Powell is a small, quiet road that can not handle any more build up or traffic. K eep
this part of James City County quiet and peaceful!!

No

Lake Powell Road already has several high density residential areas. I would prefer there
weren't anymore to keep the rural character of some places of the road.
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Support

LU-20-0025: Lake Powell Rd Parcel

LU-20-0025: Lake Powell Rd Parcel

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 12 (18%); N = 50 (76%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 12 (18%); N = 50 (76%); M = 4 (6%)
Comments

Support

No

Lake Powell Road is a very small country road. It can't handle high traffic which will
certainly happen if this land use is changed. Please don't turn Williamsburg into another
Newport News

No

Lake powell road not handle the traffic. Preparing the land will be destructive to
surrounding land owners.

No

Moderate to High Density housing would be out of character with the area. It would
look off and add increased traffic to an area that is already a bit too crowded.

No

No more development of Lake Powell. Williamsburg traffic is already out of control and
preservation of the green areas of Lake Powell area is a must. In addition, the road is
already unsafe for pedestrians, increasing traffic will be very dangerouss.

No

Traffic access for this area is already difficult and limited. A change of this nature would
severely affect the current residents along the corridor and the elementary school on
Laurel Lane.

LU-20-0026: Parcels on Ron Springs Drive
Support

Scenario B difference: LD Residential to MD Residential.
Y = 14 (29%); N = 27 (56%); M = 7 (15%)
Comments

Yes

Excellent opportunity for affordable housing!

No

continue with low density residential

No

Current designation is appropriate.

No

Current land use consistent with zoning; moderate ecological value

No

K eep zoned as current. High density along with BG will overwhelm infrastructure.

No

No this would completely alter the nature of this area. Approval of this change would be
proof of JCC utter resolve to destroy all vestiges of rural life in the area. Stop trying to
turn us into NN!

No

only one egress for an already large number of housing units, converting this to high
density would require non-trivial road improvements.

No

Proximity to airport and current level of access is already over taxed

No

NO MORE BUILDING!!! Williamsburg is overbuilt

No

Roads are *not* made for moderate/high density residential.

No

Not a good area for development, isolated no public transit.

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

No

stop the development before we become a large city with large city problems and ruin
the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

Please preserve some land in our county and avoid designating this for moderate/high
density residential.

No

No

The surrounding land will flood worse than it does now if they build this property up.
Road can handle more traffic. Listen to the community NOT the developers!! We don't
want JCC to look like Newport News!!

Please preserve some land in our county and avoid designating this for moderate/high
density residential.

No

Road not designed for that much traffic

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

the vision in its original form makes sense for the area. This new application represents a
danger to current residents as there is only one way in and one way out for the
residents. increase in traffic, the change to landscape is not good for the area

No

stop the development before we become a large city with large city problems and ruin
the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

No

This area should be kept very low density/conservation to protect and enhance the
adjacent active agriculture and conservation lands.

No

We do not need to replace all this forest with a dense residential development.
Additional traffic would reduce the quality of life for those who already live here. The
county should be working to stop this type of land use, not encourage it!

No

This is a somewhat rural area. Please keep it that way by NOT changing it to
moderate/high density housing.

No

We should not be switching from low density to med/high density anywhere in the
county unless it is ALL affordable housing

No

This road can not handle more traffic!! The Winery stated in a letter to the residents
they were putting grapes there. Sounds FRAUDULENT to me! Plus the Winery already
has property on Conservancy listed for condos... build there.

No

This road cannot handle more development and We should not be switching from low
density to med/high density anywhere in the county unless it is ALL affordable housing

No

Too much wildlife calls this land home to develop it. LP is not large enough & as a 1way
in&out adding more homes is not smart.

Maybe

Great consideration of the current residents' opinions, along with the
Williamsburg/Grove Black community would be necessary before making any significant
change to this historic area. Any change would need to be done with their involvement.
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CHARACTER DESIGN GUIDELINE QUESTIONNAIRE COMMENTS

LU-20-0027: Parcels near Colonial Heritage on Richmond Rd
Scenario B difference: MU to MD Residential
Y = 16 (32%); N = 31 (62%); M = 3 (6%)
Comments
No

Colonial heritage is already one of the largest neighborhoods in the county (in terms of
both acreage and volume) and the new K elton Station apartments going in just down the
road, I feel that this area would be negatively impacted additional housing

No

Current Designation is appropriate

No

Current land use consistent with surrounding area

No

Cut back on high density

No

It is already dense enough

No

Leave as mixed use.

No

Mixed use is already going to create more congestion and population here. Part of the
attraction to this area is that it has wide-open spaces and rural character. YOU WILL
RUIN that yet another moderate/high density development. Please stop!!

No

moderate density residential

No

Please stop bringing more growth to Upper James City County! We have too much
happening already. Part of the draw to this area is that it has wide open spaces and rural
character. YOU WILL RUIN that with continued growth!!

No

should be kept open for nature and environment

No

stop the development before we become a large city with large city problems and ruin
the area in so many ways (traffic, crime, etc.)

No

Taking away historical aspects of the "rural view" of Williamsburg and Toano remove the
tourist essence of the area. It might increase some economic growth but adversely over
populate the area. Will more residence impact schools and Jobs? is JCC ready?

No

The current Land Use Designation seems preferable.

No

there is too much residential development in this area already! traffic on rt 60 is getting
heavier every year. with development of a large residential area just across the county
boundary in York county! Do not allow residential development here!

No

We don't need any more commercial space in that area

No

We don't need more residential in that area.

No

We need food out this way. For go the idea that we need more people!

Neighborhoods
Comments made on various neighborhood development types can be found on the following pages. You can use the
legend below to determine the specific type of development.
Low Density - Predominantly single family detached housing
Medium Density - Predominantly row houses, duplexes, and apartments
High Density - Predominantly large apartment buildings
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Comment on Modern Suburb

Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb

Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
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Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb
Comment on Modern Suburb

Comment on Modern Suburb

Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb

140

great for a sense of community but lacks privacy
Parking in the back with access streets are problematic because people always park on the street if they have
more than two vehicles. Most garages nowadays are used for storage and developers build a two vehicle
driveway.
Looks too much like track homes
all you see are cars
When residents have parties or gatherings with people who don't live in the neighborhood, parking will be an
issue. The roads in this picture are too narrow
Looks too crowded
Better spaced out properties.
houses are too large and too close!
These communities tend to have traffic issues. Often many residents per dwelling who need a lot of services.
variety of housing styles but some continuity
This is the way so many modern suburbs are going. It fits for a great number of people who don't care about
yards and their upkeep and like a uniform "little boxes" neighborhood. Not for everyone but is not a drain and
generally draws people who add more to the community's tax base than they take.
The garage in front screams garage and when the doors are down shuts out the world. Not a friendly, open,
welcome.
total destruction of trees which are essential to stopping global warming
Clearcutting removes trees that are essential to reduce global warming
Too cookie cutter
Wide street but sidewalk on only one side. Houses packed together.
Wide street but sidewalk on only one side. Houses packed together. Parking too visible.
looks like northern VA
I don't like shallow setbacks, but at least curved streets help.
Looks too busy and crowded. Better for the urban areas like Hampton and Newport News.
Overall aesthetics are terrible garage is facing the street do not enhance the value of the home
Most efficient use of land for residential lots. Can follow topography and still allow useful back yards by
keeping vehicles in front.
Garages in the front negatively affect the appearance of the rest of the building architecture.
These types of suburbs lack "soul" - communities look cookie cutter and don't age gracefully.
Houses are too big. No sidewalks
lot size too small
Seems less private
Services are expensive,
I don't like front facing garages
where are the trees? there's barely any setback and the driveways are short which means people will park on
the street. it's visually unappealing
Looks too crowded
Curved streets add a layer of appeal, but I wouldn't want a home close to the road or with a front-facing
garage, which means I wouldn't want to see that everywhere either.
The arrangements of these streets sometimes make cycling and walking more difficult, as well as slow police,
fire, and utility vehicle access.
Cookie cutter life, no character or privacy. Probably have an HOA where someone complains about your
Christmas lights up last January 1st and you get a happy NY nasty gram
Suburban spread is the #1 cause of congestion.
Too much impervious area
Garages in the front look terrible. i think garages should be on the side or back of homes
Like a little more yard area in single family living.
Although I am not crazy about the look, it will look better as trees and plants grow. Also, my preferred look
may not be affordable, so there needs to be a balance.
Trees were clear cut
sidewalks are important, curbs are better than ditches,
I don't like the shallow streets of the parking and garages in front
Too much pavement and garages say the car lives here versus the is a place for people
Looks lovely Le Northern Virginia. lol bed there. Gets worse year after year.
The design of modern suburbs is functional in terms of neighborhood continuity, ease and speed of
construction, and floorplan and design elements that appeal to a variety of homeowners. The lack of sidewalks
in some suburbs presents safety considerations for pedestrians and children playing outdoors. Also, unless
careful consideration is given to landscape design and conservation, mature trees are often cleared, making the
neighborhoods more stark and impacting the environment.
When well maintained, traditional suburbs have character and charm. However, aging homes need care and
upkeep. Older homes are subject to neglect and can drive down property values. Where successful efforts are
made to invest in thoughtful revitalization of traditional suburbs, the results can be very attractive to both
homeowners and visitors to the area.
Better set backs. More residential.

James City County

Comment on Traditional Suburb

Walkable, livable for people ...not designed for cars
I don't like the shallow setbacks
"classic" layout, it is ascetically appealing.
Has adequate yard. Not sure that I need the sidewalk. If a culdesac street am OK walking in street
parking on side or back is much more pleasing to the eye
Medium density. Some pervious area. Sidewalk.
Houses have some character and interesting to loo at and live in.
This style has character and would fit nicely with williamsburg.
This idea certainly makes it seem more walkable to me, but gridded streets make me think of cities which is not
JCC.

Comment on Traditional Suburb

These offer great transportation options (bike, car, walk) and access to city services (fire, police, utility)

Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb
Comment on Traditional Suburb

I think we need to cut down on developments and condo/apartments. Our roads & schools can’t take more
houses are varied, further apart.
Ok
neater and less room for street clutter
This type of suburb is walkable and livable, but allows privacy while encouraging neighbor interaction.
The building's pleasing architecture comes to the fore.
Wider lots needed to entire side load garages,
It provides a warmer safer atmosphere and encourages better communication between homeowners
Looks a bit better than the modern suburban and keeps closer to the Williamsburg look.
trees, lot green space, houses further apart
looks more in line with the historic community
grid street is a fair tradeoff for hidden parking. Sidewalk is good. Like distance between houses.
Has a role in creating a traditional small town/village feel
There is much character to these and it is more in line with the traditional appeal of Williamsburg/JCC - it adds
to the character and what makes this area what it is without taking away from what exists.
Looks a little more urban for a small city, i.e. Williamsburg
Traditional style of housing, houses arnt that big , but people still have there space

Comment on Traditional Suburb
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gridded streets also have traffic issues. People use them for shortcuts, there are more accidents involving kids.
Access streets to the rear of properties create problems. Developers put houses as close together as possible.
People use garage for storage. Driveway fits two cars. Excess cars end up on street.
Looks like a real neighborhood but probably can't make this from scratch.
more quaint in keeping with region
This looks in keeping with the areas look and feel
See previous comment about parking and access streets in back.
has the highest charm/value but are often older homes and higher prices
this is ideal but is often too high of a price range for younger homeowners
Looks consistent with the natural area
This image appears to be safe for children and provides plenty of parking
fits the region
Lots of trees
The deep setbacks look more traditional. Whatever is done, developers need to space out homes. All the
townhome communities that are cropping up are crowded. Parking is terrible. Overtime they are going to
become run down.
This helps keep the feel of a rural community, especially in Toano.
Like the green space
Attractive, trees and space are good for environment. Less strain on traffic.
This is what so many people strive for and dream of when they move to Williamsburg/JCC. This is the
appearance that should continue to be upheld.
Shields cars, etc. from public view, conducive to low density
This is my favorite in this group. Spread out with green space.
wooded settings provide nature at our own reach
big lots, greenry
All the features have an appeal for everyone but may be costly. Lots of nature/buffer. Would prefer to have
sidewalks though.
Best for the county to maintain its rual/suburban hybrid feeling.
This takes too much land for each house. Much better to set aside land and put the same number of houses in
a smaller area
This takes too much land for each house. Much better to set aside land and put the same number of houses in
a smaller area.
A more Relaxed social environment at the cost to provide this atmosphere probably out of reach the majority
of citizens
I find curved streets somewhat dangerous to drive. The deep setbacks and wooded setting provides a less
'stressful' appearance.
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Usually found with custom built homes, this type of neighborhood is an ideal "country suburb" - creating
community but providing privacy and conserving wooded areas.
nice estate look
I like the more privacy provided by this layout
lots of trees, houses further apart, longer driveways.
The mature trees are preserved.
Less homes means keeping our rural feel
These lovely neighborhoods often cost a lot but are most beautiful
This is too rural looking and doesn’t have a community feel
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Appreciate the privacy , opportunity for wildlife to continue to thrive as their habitat is still partially intact
Trees help curb global warming
Developments like Colonial Heritage are destroying EPA's.
Lot of trees
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awesome look and feel of Old Colonial Williamsburg. More pleasing to the eye and healthy with all the woods
also a classic layout, appealing.
Nice but most expensive leaving many priced out and uses the most land resources.
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Trees provide shade, cool the area, provide better air quality, break up visual monotony and are soothing.
Aesthetically appealing.
I prefer the wooded lots for a more natural setting.
This is appropriate in more rural settings
These tend to isolate people from each other, don't link sidewalks or trails with other streets or branch arterial
roads.
Cul de sacs good planning.
Preserves the beauty of the natural environment while enhancing property values. Traditional home designs
complement the architectural aesthetic of the Williamburg area.
Too large a footprint and more given the character-bereft McMansions
High ratings near colleges or work centers but no where else
adds to congestion
Not bad looking but these are most city type structures.
More people and vehicles end up in these types of communities than they are designed for. They're too close
together.
I'd rather see these in WBurg, not in JCC.
Have an appearance of a house/home rather than condo unit
To “big city” looking
Too city looking
I think this is a reasonably attrractive way to provide more compact housing options.
in theory would work but often looks terrible in execution
Ugly and outdated unlike colonials that can withstand time.
I grew up in a two-family building that was just a big unattractive rectangular box. If architecturally attractive
they are perfectly acceptable.
Duplexes fit in nicely with traditional single family homes.
only in a mixed use development, not for single family locations
Least appealing visually
Too much development. Too much traffic, schools over crowded now
These seem too Shaker Heights. Duplexes to me are two mirrored units with an attached wall.
Duplexes can be highly social but can also get cluttered with multi-car families. Multi-mode transportation
options would help mitigate the need for multi-car solutions for these structures.
Higher density but without disturbing more area
we need affordable homes nothing over $200,000
Dorm life for under 25 yes. If you have kids they need a place to play
the look is awful and will decline the whole look and feel of the great Colonial Williamsburg Area.
Helps with affordable housing and increases density.
They’re good when we’ll designed and planned.
Duplexes offer the appeal of a single family home while doubling residential capacity. As long as adequate
parking is available and homes are well maintained, this is a good option for the local area.
Front stoops and porches create a welcoming feel for local neighborhoods, especially when sidewalks are
present. As long as the architecture is consistent with the local area (e.g., traditional, Colonial) and there is a
good balance of mature trees/shrubs and complementary landscape, they can provide appealing
neighborhoods.
Good when we’ll planned. Need attractive set backs, sufficient parking, etc.
Good in certain areas. Current example is in New Town
Gives a 'san francisco' look that the area should not be going for. too crowded a look. not pleasing.
too close, not enough light
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classic in-city neighborhood design
Only in San Francisco
affordable
Too dense.
Often these arrangements lack a vehicle storage, so the streets get permanently cluttered with vehicles,
limiting pedestrian, cycling, and utility/EMS traffic.
Traffic/schools too crowded
like the yards
mixed use locations only
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Can be built to be architecturally interesting, and provide neighbors the comfort of a traditional home "feeling"
Front porticos and porches are preferred over plain stoops which are unattractive.
Too close together
Pretty traditional to older cities like DC and Williamsburg.
I think this can work well and look good. The key is managing the street view .... every house can not look
identical... need variety and with some aesthetic standards.
very close together
looks more urban but can also look historic
This is my favorite in this group. Looks nice. safe and neat.
Possibility of varied looks, but unified, and back yard privacy.
Way too urban for WBurg.
attractive for those not wanting yard maintenance.
Should be no shared walls or roofs. Developers must be made to go large on parking and shared green space.
Only single family stand alone units.
Buildings look like sardines-too close together.
High rating near or infill of established neighborhoods
but should only be used in specific areas, like New Town
If the architecture of the "home" is traditional or Colonial, it may have appeal, but in general, doesn't feel like a
good fit for Williamsburg.
Just ok. Need them for folks who can quite afford a house. Must be well designed and planned.
I might like it, but the photos shown are too dissimilar to what we have in much of James City County.
OK however may be impractical price point
Stop all the apartment construction. People live and move here because of the lower population and lower
traffic. all this crazy construction will simple RUIN the area.
High density without disturbing more land
There are few words to describe how ugly this is
As with row houses, I think the owners will end up parking on the street, leading to cluttered streets and not
conducive to walking or bicycling.
Our town is out of control with development
Not sure why, but most appealing
The concept is acceptable but this example is ugly.
just ugly
ugly!
Almost always ugly. They don't fit well into mix use neighborhoods. Less attractive than traditional apartment
buildings.
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In my years I have seen some very attractive apartment buildings in nice mixed neighborhoods, but they
appeared to have only six apartments or less.
Too much.
I find this quite unattractive and can imagine a cheap builder making them even less attractive.
this does not fit our area at all
Too city looking
This can work, with an architectural style suiting our locale. Limit to 2 story.
Square block and hideous color
I'd prefer fewer renters, more homeowners.
No. Does not fit character of community.
Cool looking.
better than large complexes that are ugly
Design features are not consistent with colonial look
privacy
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Looks very much like downtown Portsmouth, VA. There's parking congestion and sidewalks with huge cracks.
Consistent with traditional look
Would want to live in one of these.
This is ideal.
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This is better than the shallow front yards. although the houses seem to close together to me. At lease with
longer drivdways you'll ahve fewer cars on the street. You'll still have traffic issues though with so many
houses.
Nice for in town living and not requiring a lot of yard work. Neighborly feel
This can be very pretty, if all yards contribute to a feeling of “parks & gardens”
looks most in Lin with historic community feel
These look fine. The historic charm of these in the photo helps sell them but I think in general a bit of yard
helps appearance, nature, etc.
Traditional 1900s houses are ok.
Small side yards mean closer neighbors which is undesirable. I once lived in a house where I could reach out a
side window and touch the fence diving the space between the two houses. It was not desirable nor was the
narrow space useful.
a wonderful alternative to row houses.
prefer larger side yard
give a traditional neighborhood feel
Plain appearing but ok
Ok because it gives the rural feel
These at least have a place where the residents can leave their car off the street, making walking and bicycling
more appealing and providing access to Fire/EMS/Utility services.
Dense but retains pervious features
Nope nope nope . Pass the salt at the table should not be heard and provided by your neighbor
This is a nice look, as long as homes have adequate space and not too close together.
I'm a traditionalist and came from this sort of community in Pennsylvania.
Being able to add the landscaping on the side to improves appeal
Yes. Good planning.
Traditional-style homes with large front yards and small side yards offer a sense of home and community
without taking up a large footprint. If well maintained with adequate sidewalks, these homes tend to have a
unique charm, visual interest and a welcoming feel for passersby. The traditional architecture also
Assuming the architectural design is in keeping with the traditional local area, this can be appealing. However,
parking can become an issue, especially where there are multi-unit dwellings.
Tough to do right. Might look great initially. Ten years later, they’re a mess with cars double parked, and
homes in disrepair. Just my experience from NoVa.
I like the small community feel to this.
I like different color and style fronts to break up street view.
Too much impervious features
More affordable generally
Not appealing and can get overwhelming (look at Jefferson Ave in Newport News - too much!)
Great for demerit loving or a village in Switzerland
Great for senior living , camp resort or a village in Switzerland
no HOA
Visitor access and places for the vehicle would be highly restricted, as well as Fire/EMS/Utility access.
Parking is a nightmare with these!
Traffic/schools too crowed. Development out of control
Seems cluttered
I would like this better if there were more landscaping/greenery
only in mixed use areas
Too close to be "real single family houses" and too big to get the affordability of row houses or set back houses.
Encourages neighborliness and cooperation. The negative aspect is tight street parking.
I think it looks bad even as new construction and will only look worse as it ages. Packed like sardines. Just one
bad or unkempt house or car and it really pulls down the aesthetics of the neighborhood.
Too busy
family friendly
Clusters, with a community public feature bring people together.
no continuity of design and appears not adequate parking by cars on street
I like the court concept but not the multi unit buildings.
Too crowded. The more compacted areas become, the more the character of community is diminished. New
high capacity apartment buildings being built in Williamsburg over by Marshall's look so out of place. They
have an industrial look that looks more European than Williamsburg.
Too close, too clustered, not a good look.
congested
High rating if these are small developments
Only near mass transit or retail settings
Adds visual interest
if you must have vertical then this is at least more attractive
doesn't fit with our rural setting
No. Awful. Looks industrial and crowded together. Shops will mostly be empty due to online shopping.
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Too busy and colors have no continuity
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no.level
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urbanhousing
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will move
if JCC starts
Hate it.
There
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density
JCC. ItWe
negatively
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everybuilding
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the community.

When these are focused around lifestyle centers they are destined to fail. Mixed use in the area was ilconceived and not planned with any thought to longevity. As a result New Town is essentially dead. Mid Town
Row will be a general failure in the way High Street was - a blight for years and a drag on community resources.
The only good place for more developments like this is outside of JCC.
This part of Virginia does not have an urban feeling. Tradition, and I DO strongly believe in the local tradition,
would have one and two story buildings. Especially in residential areas.
Would like this if it were well done and colonial in nature like merchants square, but it looks like an awful
pastiche if done like Williamsburg Pottery Factory
can be designed to look like historic, but can also look like shipping containers
I think this can work in the right (downtown) area. Good balance of a lot things. Have quality
design/architecture is key... and some trees along the street would be nice.
Not right for the County. The ones in Williamsburg look horrible.
Not right for the County.
Where it's needed I guess it's OK.
Allows for visual interest when create large spaces.
OK in a commercial setting only
Absolutely hate this. Monticello is awful by looks and so close to road
This design reminds me of small inner business districts with homes above retail and other business. They tend
to be loud, in my experience, but offer easy access to shopping, retail, and services if designed correctly.
Only on or very close to campus
Has more of a small town feel than some other apartments. I like Art deco, but maybe not in Williamsburg
area. It has to fit the aesthetic .
totally not in the concept of the area. Looks like a small hick town.
Like the concept for high density but the multi-colored and varied look is not keeping with the colonial
atmosphere. Needed to be brick or similar
Perhaps in a few selected areas near commercial districts, but not widespread.
Fine when properly planned.
If this design could be rendered in a more traditional way in keeping with the local architectural aesthetic, it
might be practical for certain areas in the county beyond the historic corridor.
destroys the character of a given neighborhood, for instance the new complex in Williamsburg at the corner of
Richmond and Monticello which is totally out of character with colonial Williamsburg
Looks Scandinavian
Doesn't fit our area.
Again, way too urban for our area.
Interesting looking, aesthetically pleasing contrast to traditional
This breaks the horizon - buildings that jut into the sky - and following the horizon gives one a feeling of peace
and calm.
I think this is the concept at Midtown Row, and it looks like shipping containers. Too modern for this historic
town.
This looks nice for the younger crowd.
Looks nice, but a little out of place. Might be good near public transportation areas or closer to the college.
A bit too compressed/cheap looking and will get worse with age. Let's not go down this path.
Great for urban areas, but not here.
That certainly helps break up the unattractiveness of large buildings.
Visual interest - creates a focal point for the building.
this reminds me of the ugly development going up in Williamsburg at Monticello & Richmond Rd
ugly
These modern designs fit well in newer big cities like in Northern Virginia, but would not go well amidst
Williamsburg's colonial and Victorian building areas
Too many people which crowd everything
Looks like shipping containers stacked on top of each other . JCC doesn't need skyscrapers
Only in big cities. This looks like a small town trying to squeeze in people for the money only. Quality of life isn’t
important
Better esthetics with the higher density
Too modern for our area
Looks like new york city = definitely not a look we want
No, it is too urban. This does not the James City County look to it.
Fine when properly planned.
This design is too contemporary for the traditional architectural aesthetic of the local area.
This design feels too industrial; more in line with a major city.
Nope. Looks like another hotel.
No way! A terrible idea and look for James City County. If I wanted this I would move to a big city.
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Like the huge windows, but the façade is too industrial and boring
too industrial - not the look we want
if it's a converted factory, sure, but to build it like one, no.

Comment on Plaza Apartments
Comment on Row House Articulation

Looks like a university admin building. No thanks
Looks like a hospital
Too industrial for area; potential bird strikes
While lovely inside, the outside reminds me of re-purposed warehouses that belong in industrial areas.
These are all the same, think about our town and how crowded it has become with traffic & need of more
schools
would be ok in a commercial or industrial area or for rehab of factory
Big windows are nice for the residents but it needs more landscaping/greenspace
Wonderful on the inside, but most don;t have balconies, making it a less "human" experience for living..
architecturally boring unless being done to make use of existing unused commercial/industrial spaces
Totally uninteresting and unattractive,
Too industrial
Looks like what it is... maximum units for smallest footprint. It might work in the right area when brandnew
but it will be a hideous beast as it ages.
this looks like Richmond, not like Williamsburg
Not in keeping with county character y
g
g
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When these are focused around lifestyle centers they are destined to fail. Mixed use in the area was ilconceived and not planned with any thought to longevity. As a result New Town is essentially dead. Mid Town
Row will be a general failure in the way High Street was - a blight for years and a drag on community resources.
The only good place for more developments like this is outside of JCC.
This is a great style for a re-purposed mill or factory. None of which draw people to James City County.
Again, too urban for our area.
Looks like a 19th century factory. Is cool when it was actually one and its converted to lofts. Not cool when
something is built to look like something it's not.
It is trying to look like a historic building. there is no problem with new looking new.
out of character unless they are in southern JCC
doesn't fit with our rural setting
Inconsistent in both design and density
Just too dense should be a limit on the number of stories
congestion, parking and overcrowding
Looks too fancy pants. Mansard roof is out of place and looks like it was picked for no good design reason.
Looks like a building that would be in an old southern city in the early 20th century. Developer must be held
accountable for plenty of parking and really good landscaping and green space. Must be on one large piece of
property and not crammed in somewhere.
Too urban for our area.
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When these are focused around lifestyle centers they are destined to fail. Mixed use in the area was ilconceived and not planned with any thought to longevity. As a result New Town is essentially dead. Mid Town
Row will be a general failure in the way High Street was - a blight for years and a drag on community resources.
The only good place for more developments like this is outside of JCC.
This fits in a US city, maybe in rural China but definitely not JCC. Keep to the two-story, or work a third story
down a hillside.
Generic looking
open spaces are needed for families and access to nature, especially in apartments
Too high, too many units. I do like the incorporated green space though.
Overwhelming
Landscaped green space with trees around any multi-story building is a must.
Best of apartment living with additional outdoor spaces for residents.
It's the open space that makes the difference.
open space
not in favor of more than 4 floors in Williamsburg
Plaza apartments design goes well with the Williamsburg colonial and 19th century styles, so long as they
aren't too tall (maximum of 7 stories).
High density but with some pervious area; nice esthetics
JCC doesn't need skyscrapers
Stop all the apartment construction. people move here for the lower population, lower traffic, etc. This
construction will ruin the area.
Love open sapce
Absolutely not. This is D.C., not James City County.
Fine if we’ll designed and planned. Great living for retirees.
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In areas where there is ample space and surrounding open land, this could be an attractive option if there
could be a limit on the number of floors (more garden apartment vs. highrise).
This style is too contemporary for the area and doesn't offer much charm or sense of community.
This particular image doesn’t portray more traditional/federalist/classic/craftsman vibes, but row houses can
be better suited to matching surrounding architecture and character—they’ve been used for centuries to do so.
Stop trying to make the county look like a large urban area.
absolutely not; looks like the bronx, not a good look at all for the area
I fail to grasp the concept for a building to appear to be townhomes but not be townhomes?
Looks like shipping containers stacked on top of each other
This design may be a decent compromise between plaza apartments and vertical articulation. These would fit
better in newer business and housing centers.
ugly
This is not what I visualize for Williamsburg. This looks like Hampton or Newport News.
Less visually interesting
Good idea for attached townhomes, but not with a uniform pattern like in the picture. Each home section
should be distinct and different.
These are OK, but not soo tall. Takes too much attention from everything else.
If you've got to have apartments, this might be the best way to go. Keep design simple so that it ages well.
Include some trees. Restrict residents from altering appearance from the street or else it will look like a college
dormitory.
row houses have an urban feel and can also look like shipping containers
ugly
Looks somehow repetitive
People are drawn to James City County for a rural feel, not city modernism.
When these are focused around lifestyle centers they are destined to fail. Mixed use in the area was ilconceived and not planned with any thought to longevity. As a result New Town is essentially dead. Mid Town
Row will be a general failure in the way High Street was - a blight for years and a drag on community resources.
The only good place for more developments like this is outside of JCC.
Too urban for our area
Too modern looking. Belongs in europe where people don't really have cars. Part of the American spirit is the
freedom of having an automobile.
Looks like shoe boxes stood up on the short end.
OK as long as far away from CW
Inconsistent design elements
Doesn't fit with the character of the county
High rating if in existing neighborhoods as fill in projects
Blends in, looks normal
Looks like it's in Philly.
in keeping with local neighborhoods
We are not Richmond. We can not become Richmond.
We do not want to be Richmond.
You cannot create this type of atmosphere out of thin air. These areas you are posting are recently gentrified
areas that were previously higher density and were derelict for decades. It is cute, hip, quaint even now. But
10 years ago the average JCC resident would not have felt safe even walking by Lamplighter let alone living
there. Any attempt to try to create this experience in a suburb like JCC is destined to fail. It will only benefit
the people who develop and construct and JCC residents and tax payers are left holding the bag. Do not do
this.
I don't know that JCC needs more shop at the moment, considering vacancies, but these at least look more like
a small town.
Absolutely! Bringing modern convenience, with calm, interesting, integrated design. Modern interiors,
traditional experiors work as well. Bring on the brick and clapboard... with wiFi and sound structures.
Maintains character of area
feels too urban
I like that this can add "convenience" (store) or other where it goes. Design/architecture are key.
Absolutely yes! Even ground floor stores with living units above is acceptable if the architecture is good.
Better walkability for neighborhoods
quaint with character
Some of these make sense in historical areas, but they must blend in well.
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
Not bad has some character and interest. Doesn’t block the view of nature and skyline
Consistent with the character of the surrounding area
Cute and professional and in line with the culture
In the right location near existing commercial areas.
I would love to have affordable housing within walking distance of any stores and employers I need to interact
with.
integrated shops and residence allows people to walk and cycle to amenities this cuts down on traffic.
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Comment on Integrated Shops

Comment on Integrated Shops
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
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Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub
Comment on Community Hub

Seriously?
Integrated shops provide a welcoming sense of community and can help maximize use of existing buildings and
spaces, reducing the need for start-up builds. There is an overabundance of vacant storefronts already, so this
is a good alternative.
This type of hub has appeal for a variety of consumers, especially when executed with a warm but upscale vibe,
providing a popular destination for residents and visitors.
Moderately ok. Charlottesville?
Again, in a few locations integral to existing or new commercial areas.
Nice look but keep guidelines on the construction concept
Super Ugly and boring
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
Having this option would help give access to more vendors in more areas of Williamsburg without
compromising local atmosphere and ambiance.
Better community walkability
I have no opinion of this one. I'm not against it if it's done right.
Best looking, subtle and fits in to JCC
Got to have places like this. I just wish they could be grouped together and parking could somehow be
managed so it is all attractive.
Doesn’t detract from neighbourhood character
seems like fun when we are allowed to use stuff again. otherwise it is a waste of investment.
Yes!! Two story - commercial and public meeting spaces. Bricks fit well with traditional local architecture.

Comment on Neighborhood Anchor
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Comment on Neighborhood Anchor

We are not Richmond. We can not become Richmond.
We do not want to be Richmond.
You cannot create this type of atmosphere out of thin air. These areas you are posting are recently gentrified
areas that were previously higher density and were derelict for decades. It is cute, hip. But any attempt to try
to create this experience in a suburb like JCC is destined to fail. It will only benefit the people who develop and
construct and JCC residents and tax payers are left holding the bag. Do not do this.
Now this would be an asset.
Something new trying to look old.
Awkward looking
Inconsistent design does not match colonial design
High rating for outdoor gatherings with food and retail
Like concept but this particular building is not the attractive.
Repurposing existing landmarks and buildings adds or maintains character.
Out door dining is good for covid and also adds neighborly "Parisian" feeling.
We are not Richmond. We can not become Richmond.
We do not want to be Richmond.
You cannot create this type of atmosphere out of thin air. These areas you are posting are recently gentrified
areas that were previously higher density and were derelict for decades. It is cute, hip, quaint even now. But
10 years ago the average JCC resident would not have felt safe even walking by Lamplighter let alone living
there. Any attempt to try to create this experience in a suburb like JCC is destined to fail. It will only benefit
the people who develop and construct and JCC residents and tax payers are left holding the bag. Do not do
this.
Yes, but, with a cautionary - how much noise near residences?
This reflects merchants square and there is a reason people go there
If used in pedestrian areas creates a sense of liveliness to area
Gathering spaces builds community. Outdoor spaces may inspire more interest in taking care of the
environment
Like the outdoor dining and social options; community building (socially) type feel.
This type is good for the community as a whole
If done in an attractive way this is what brings a neighborhood together.
Creates a strong sense of community
don't care for "street" dining in such an open area. Needs a courtyard

Comment on Neighborhood Anchor

Yes! More local and fun outdoor dining locations are a must. These kinds of places really give a community feel.
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These offer the best community center of attraction and keep noise and crowds separate from residences.
Will encourage tourism and places for residents to gather
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
Great in a boho type neighborhood. Looks like a gas station turned coffee shop
all the concept today - nice
I like the idea, but this is photo is particularly unattractive.
Yes, but with a much better design than the one in this photo.
This feels more appropriate to a major city with a high density of residents.
Branding is important, but corporate "boxes" take away from the unique character of the local area.
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Comment on Corporate Styles
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Only in a few commercial areas where we already have similar buildings. Not the typical James City County
look.
not unique enough, too mainstream
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
Never. To commercial. All about lining the corporate pockets
These belong in corporate commercial centers and away from colonial and historical neighborhoods and
commercial centers. They are designed to get attention and as such would be distracting in other quant
Williamsburg/James City County locations.
Useful as anchors, but neighborhood "mom and pops" create a more vibrant community
open street dining unattractive
no uniqueness/character
OK so long as their in a commercial area. Their familiar appearance is helpful for customers.
as long as not too outstanding
Got to have these but let's not string these along major cooridors. Let's put them somewhat close to one
another (this helps appearance, keeps traffic in one area, etc.)
Makes area look like the strip
Meh. Yes, familiar is good, bricks make it acceptable, but don’t go too industrial on it.
this style helps visitors and tourists
No - just no more mall-i-fication of our county. Just no. Focus on making the existing spaces work. Focus on
getting occupancy of New Town back to where it should be. Focus on finding ways to account for its increased
traffic. Adding more areas like this is just absolutely un-necessary. It is a bad idea.
Easily identifiable would be good for our seniors
Corporate trying to market community. Community needs to be built around something unique and existing.
Boring typical corridor looking commercial box.
too commercial looking and depending on where located not in keeping with local character. Use Hilton Head
Island as an example
Inconsistent design for colonial architecture
lacks the charm and uniqueness that williamsburg is known for
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Commercial

Comment on Commercial Corridor

Comments made on various commercial development types can be found on the following pages. You can use the legend
below to determine the specific type of development.

Comment on Commercial Corridor
Comment on Commercial Corridor

Local Commercial - Medium-sized shopping destinations

Comment on Commercial Corridor

Regional Commercial - Large shopping destinations

Comment on Commercial Corridor

Commercial/Residential Mixed Use - Areas where people live above or beside businesses
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Commercial/Industrial Mixed Use - Areas where businesses make and sell goods
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Promotes home town feel
Nice look but needs trees otherwise it will look like New Town which looks like a giant parking
area.
Hometown feel.
Attractive, but not really in the style of JCC. Not a fan of on street parking, as it can be a traffic
issue.
These are quaint. But the question again is "where". Repurposing existing spaces to this use
makes sense. BUILDING/DEVELOPING NEW spaces like this does not.
Very nice alternative, and, if the parking can occasionally be used for outdoor markets or
festivals - are alternative parking areas with a shuttle bus available?
nice community feel
on street parking allows for more trees
cute, lots of options in small area. I think this draws people in and adds a social dimension to
shopping. I like the trees and benches.
nice looking, inviting
Multi-business assembly together with porches, awnings or permanent overhangs, and large
trees makes an inviting appearance.
Traditional and fits JCC
Love small shopping
only works if you have sufficient parking like premium outlets
Young people do not know how to park much less Seniors
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
never enough parking if only on street. Don't want to look like every other town in the usa,
stay unique
looks like the small town I came from.
If the architecture is complementary to the traditional local area, parking is adequate and
there are trees and green spaces, this has appeal to residents and visitors, provided there are
good shops and dining options.
It’s all about the car and doesn’t create a sense of community
This type of design is outdated, unattractive and uninspiring. Strip malls quickly lose appeal
and become home to vacant storefronts.
Terrible!
No more please!
strip malls are ugh. too many vacant stores or churn in the stores
Never an attractive look
parking good, but place looks so marginal. can it be nicer?
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
Please use what empty building we have with incentives before building new ones
only works with enough parking
Traditional strip malls feel bland and uniteresting (even when the shops in them are
wonderful). Architectural appeal of strip malls should be enhanced to create a "small town"
feel rather than a "concrete utilitarian" function
Keeps traffic contained and can be designed to fit in.
No character
Functional but unattractive and unappealing. Also, all that auto traffic creates safety concerns
for pedestrians.
ugly, not pleasant
looks like Northern Virginia
Hide the parking. (and of course get a more attractive building)
Too many abandoned strip malls already
strip mall no community feel or character
Just another strip mall. We have plenty. Lots of empty store fronts. Focus on filling those
before building any more.
Lacks character, and begs for frustrated parking.
We have plenty of these and they seem to work well. I could live with having more.
Industrial and cold.
Already have too many of these. They are ugly.
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Comment on Pedestrian Mall
Comment on Pedestrian Mall
Comment on Pedestrian Mall
Comment on Pedestrian Mall

Small amount okay otherwise looks disjointed and looks too much like California
High rating as long as adequate parking
Walk Ability promotes more engagement.
informal and casual look much like DOG STREET
Ok but why try to compete with DOG Street?

Comment on Pedestrian Mall

Relaxing and community vibe. Looks alot like current merchant's square that is so popular.
These are pretty, but Newtown isn't thriving so maybe not the best idea for JCC. Senior like to
park in front of a store, even if parking lots aren;t the prettiest things.
Access to commercial areas, but, with convenient parking is important. A walking street lends
itsself to multiuses through the year.

Comment on Pedestrian Mall
Comment on Pedestrian Mall

I fully support this idea WHERE THERE IS AN EXISTING STRUCTURE TO DO SO. Again, we are
not Charlottesville. You cannot create the Downtown Mall experience out of thin are - it is
again from a re-vamping of a long neglected area.
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A perfect place to do this is in Williamsburg proper - closing down Prince George street to
traffic and making it pedestrian only. That would be an organic step. But that's not JCC I get it
- JCC should not try to create its own little DoG St or Downtown Mall - it just won't work.
high density shopping with community character
Contributes to sense of community and creates event space alongside retail
allows for more walking, like Merchants Square
Parking is hidden. Walking area is a plus. Trees are a plus. Lots of smaller shops versus big
box.
Everything is good about this because it's for the people and businesses, not just for autos.
Yes, this fits JCC
Makes shopping, dining, and errands feel like a special moment - as long as parking deck
spaces are plentiful
keep traffic out and encourages pedestrian access
very attractive but need to accommodate people with mobility issues
Nice but again we have so many empty shops
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
great look and brings locals and others to the area. fresh look and unique
Most pleasant shopping experience but more difficult for those with disabilities or the elderly
to access
The photo depicts a nice pedestrian friendly appearance that I like
see charlottesville - it's beautiful..
Yes, if limited to a few areas.
If designed with traditional architecture in keeping with the community, this is a very
appealing choice. (Reminiscent of Merchant's Square). Trees, benches, good restaurants and
shops, as well as accessible parking and places to stroll are attractive to locals and visitors.
being able to walk from business to business makes shopping less stressful than driving from
one strip mall to another.
Pedestrian malls are beautiful when on the inside, but encourage lots of corridor-facing
parking (like New Town), which can be a drag.
Town Centers are question marks in our area. The main street of New Town has a great
number of vacancies and it seems many newcomers can't get traction. Would be cautious
about investing in more of this type of commercial offering.
frequently these have poor parking and not enough. pretty much need to drive car from place
to place. JCC does not need this urban style shopping!
This works when done right. City Center is not a successful example.
Not in "my" James City County. Too city-like!
can quickly turn into a ghost town, however.
The rounded building corner in the foreground is appealing
maybe one or two of these but no more. stay smaller and unique

James City County

Comment on Town Center

Modern Malls and Town Center's are nearly the same to me, with the difference mostly in
parking and how roads interact. Town Center offer a lot of walking and biking, but may be too
much for some people.
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
These work well - not as "cozy" feeling but convenient and still attractive.
Is ok, as long as keeps in its boundries
Again, everything is good about this if there is centralized parking conveniently located.
I'm not sure if we can support this in the areas I am thinking but if so, let's start by replacing
failed areas (such as near Big Lots across from Sentara)
Looks like Northern Virginia or Short Pump
big area designated for shopping with out any direct attachment to community
A town center is great, if you have a town identity. A main street for parades and civic events,
.... but, do we have a “town center” or do we need one in JCC? We have many clusters
centers through the county, each with a reason for being. This may not be what our county
needs.

Comment on Town Center
Comment on Town Center

A town center is great, if you have a town identity. A main street for parades and civic events,
.... but, do we have a “town center” or do we need one in JCC? We have many clusters
centers through the county, each with a reason for being. This may not be what our county
needs, especially if it pushes upward on the skyline. We don’t need buildings that break the
skyline (like the new apartments on the corner of Richmond Rd & Monticello Ave)
Visually interesting and contributes to a pedestrian feel
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No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
The one we have is struggling, we don't need more.
Will eventually end up empty and underused.
Nice but need trees.
JUST NOT ON EVERY CORNER
Inconsistent with colonial architecture
Inconsistent with smal town feel
go out of business too easily and become nuisances, look at Jefferson Ave
No, they are dinosaurs.
These are already closing.
These are all failing, don't need more.

Comment on Traditional Mall

No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
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We can get to large malls easily, and they are fading, empty store, behemouths.
save it for a big city
A dying concept
Don't do this. Hideous. Dated.
Indoor malls are useful where the climate dictates, but cultureally I think they have gone out
of style.
waste of money
Outdated and too big with a lot of wasted space taken up
The indoor mall concept is no longer appealing (especially in the age of Covid).
allows for shopping in any type of weather and plenty of parking
Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
With weather in the area it is nice to get out of extreme cold/hot weather to shop
I don't think this is appropriate for JCC
Least favorite mostly due to bad experiences with groups of kids using the area as a social
center.
so 70's and now out of date. stay away from!
Like the appeal of all weather accessibility to various shopping opportunities
malls are dying/dead.
This is Newport News, not James City County.
No. No. No. please!!!!!!
too many of these in JCC already mostly vacant!
Traditional malls take up valuable land space, are costly to maintain, and often have trouble
maintaining consistent renters. These "dinosaurs" have lost appeal with many shoppers/diners
and aren't a fit with our local area.
While more appealing than big-box malls, these open malls take up a lot of land, are costly to
maintain and aren't in keeping with the small-town vibe of the local area.
suitable only for over-crowded congested suburbs like Short Pump. people drive from
congested nieghborhoods to congested malls. God forbid JCC becomes that!
Don't let it happen. If I want this I'll drive over to Short Pump.
still dying/dead
Like the central pedestrian look. It is practical to keep parking and easy on shoppers to keep
the parking on perimeter
we dont need more shopping use the empty storefronts we already have
okay but limit how many
Having open and inviting spaces is important to me, and I would be more drawn to this design
than older Mall designs.
Not appropriate for JCC
Save trees and the Earth. Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
all pedestrian with parking outside
Anchoring large stores with boutique shops and restaurants in an outdoor setting is a much
more appealing way to approach big store shopping.
very nice and more subtle
Just doesn't fit our area style
This is an outdoor mall with set back parking. This can be architecturally attractive and seems
to be preferred by people.
Outdoor mall is better than an indoor mall but overall I think a Newtown type area is
preferable to this arrangement.
Where is the community in this arrangement. It is more like a campus.
This is better than a traditional mall, in that the spaces lend themselves to varied uses from
music/seasonal display/entertainers/public events.
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No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
I like the concept, but does JCC really need something this big?
Looks like a failed Disney tomorrow land.
Too busy
Inconsistent with small town feel
Centralized being key
No, already have enough.
We don't need another outlet mall. The pottery is closing. There's a lot of closing and empty
retail. Online shopping and Amazon type delivery is the wave of the future.
Realistically, this is the best fit for a community of our size.
This is just another strip mall!! We have so many - so many empty storefronts. Work to fill
them DON"T BUILD MORE
This satisfies the shoppers from both worlds: 1 destination/in and out AND the browser who
wants to shop intensely.
strip mall
Settlers Market is very popular and looks nice
Looks like the outlets. It is what it is. Lots of stores (revenue but also traffic congestion). I
prefer to drive a short distance for such things rather than have it in sight on a daily basis (I live
in Toano so can avoid the outlets unless needed).
This manner of parking is almost a necessity for strip malls. It's best if the first row of parking
is set back away from the building entrances.
These take the strip mall to the appropriate level of attractiveness - combing convenience and
utilitarian function with aesthetically appealing architecture.
inconvenient when there is inclement weather
None of these. Use the empty shop spaces that are already built
Please use empty stores before granting new permits
These offer ease of access while still encouraging walking and openness, which is very
important to me.
We already have an outlet mall. Again this is not the reason I moved to this area. Local family
owned shops and businesses are what has been a keystone of this area and is sufficient. Easy
access to Newport News or Richmond if you wanted to hit a mall.
hell no looks like everywhere usa
no improvement over strip mall
Yes, if they have a pleasing facade like the one shown; not the low flat building type.
No more please.
in moderation these are suitable to JCC. But we have too many of these already and they are
mostly vacant
If done on the scale of Prime Outlets, looking at the number of empty parking spaces most
times of of the year, this is a wasteful use of space and doesn't add value to the local area.
This has charm and appeal in character with our local community.
for those who wish to live in-town these are nice. You can live within walking distance of the
places you use.
Okay in commercial areas.
I hate the New Town approach. NO IDEA whats in there
okay but ensure kept unique
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Comment on Virginia Main Street 1
Comment on Virginia Main Street 1

works if you have a central area like Colonial Williamsburg
Very appealing mixed use neighborhood concept
In a downtown type setting, that would be nice
A main street such as defined in the picture is desirable, but would be even better if the
parking areas were somewhat away from the buildings,
cute, nice walkways, parking is subtle or hidden, trees are nice.
Looks more like downtown Williamsburg, keeps historic feel
character and community spirit
The esthetic makes perfect sense, in allowing a modern version of what has been here for
centuries.
Village feel
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No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
Not really a JCC style.
Ok but looks like Main Street 2
Only way it will work is if it's an actual old mainstreet.
This image has a nice historic feel
High ratings as long as meets colonial architecture
local flavor
Looks like Charleston, SC not Williamsburg, VA
Nice-Looks like Main Street 1
A little bit better than the previous slide, but still, not really JCC style.
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Comment on Virginia Main Street 2

No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
Village feel
This also can work, with some guidelines on architectural style - keep one street in the same
period style - and materials and colors.
looks like a small town, but not our small town
I like this if we were to ever develop a downtown area more.. lots of stuff in a small space. I
would think it would attract young people (to live and work).

Comment on Virginia Main Street 2
Comment on Virginia Main Street 2
Comment on Virginia Main Street 2

I don't think that ground floor residential would go over too well mixed in with commercial,
Prefer to "know" that shops are below rather than interspersed with home entrances
okay but watch because cam get ugly very quick

Comment on Virginia Main Street 2
Comment on Virginia Main Street 2
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Comment on Virginia Main Street 2
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Comment on Planned Town 1

I don't find a ground level residence next to a shop to be very appealing for a home owner or
helpful to a shop owner. Very careful selection of shops would be needed in this arrangement.
JCC doesn't need more buildings. Schools are too crowded and many buildings are vacant.
Safe the Earth. Keep the trees.
In commercial areas.
l like Newtown area, but we don't need more of these. Stop building them!
This has charm and appeal in keeping with our local community, assuming the architecture is
traditional vs. contemporary.
well-suited to urban areas like Hampton and Norfolk. We don't need or want this here!
With a more heterogeneous facade.
Don't build more homes or shopping. Keep the land open and green.
This design may work well in James City County in many late 19th century sections of the
county.
ugly stay away from
Too many people
Less visually appealing
boring
I'm not in favor of the uniformity, but the residential over ground floor businesses is OK.
Too boring in appearance for me.
looks awful
The facade in this example sets me back, because it is stark. The features are repetitive from
one section to the next and it’s boring. It would not incite me to live here.

Comment on Planned Town 1
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Comment on Planned Town 2

No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
Too urban for JCC
People living above empty shops.
Looks fake.
Ok but facades need to be better designed than one in this picture.
Does not fit the area. We need to avoid anything that injects more unused retail.
just keep it to certain areas like New Town ie
Too urban for JCC

Comment on Planned Town 2
Comment on Planned Town 2
Comment on Planned Town 2

No more mixed use. No more malls. No more lifestyle centers. Why is this even in
discussion? Malls are dead weight on communities where they already exist. Research has
shown that lifestyle centers with anchors like stores, movie theaters or entertainment venues
are destined to fail (look at New Town now that Regal is closed). This is not what JCC
residents want. This is not what JCC residents need. And tourists that come to this area do
not need a mall and we don't need them to. JCC should take time and effort to support our
existing businesses, local shops and eateries that are the lifeblood of the community.
Additionally we have New Town. Why not focus on getting it to work? Down the street we
have the semi failure of High Street (again, anchored by a movie theater that is closed). And
soon enough we'll have High Street... it was ill advised for Williamsburg to proceed with that
development. It would be insanity for JCC to follow in its footsteps by adding a mall, more
lifestyle centers ("malls" that go under the guise of "mixed use"). Just no.
It’s getting too “suburban, with too manyfloors and towers)
already did this, try something different
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Comment on Flexible Strip
Comment on Flexible Strip
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This reminds me of Newtown and I think Newtown works for what it is. I would not let
buildings go over 3-4 stories though... 4 is pushing it. Prefer 3.
As my comments have shown, I'm against architectural uniformity and mixing ground floor
residential with commercial
Too uniform - less visually interesting
Too expensive. Schools are already too crowded. Keep the land open
ugly stay away from
This design may be efficient but lacks the atmosphere of James City County and Williamsburg
Keep it limited to places like New Town.
in a large town, sure, in JCC, NO! we don't have any large towns, in areas of the county next to
the City of Williamsburg this might be acceptable.
Has appeal if architecture is in keeping with local area, such as in this example.
butt ugly
Inconsistent with colonial architecture
Uses existing older buildings to maximum extent. Has character and is diverse.
Like the spare aesthetic
Too urban for JCC
Again - you are taking the ideas from other areas that have only worked to varying degrees but
these places (Richmond, Newport News) are NOT JCC. JCC should not strive to be more like
these areas. Moreover the county should realize attempts to make JCC more like those areas
is misguided. You cannot create a location like Forrest Hill or Scott's Addition out of thin air.
Now, if we are talking about taking vacant buildings and storefronts like we have plenty of and
repurposing them to this end? That I would support! But do I want to be driving down
Monticello, look over and see one of these monstrosities between the post office and
courthouse? Big nope.
ugly
A stark appearance - but, may be reflective of the industry within. Off a main road like
Merrimack Trail - maybe it works.
probably works better in an urban setting
just don't like the look. I think it looks old and worn even when new. It would be really ugly
in a decade.
There's a place for industrial, but it's away from commercial and residential. That said, spicing
up industrial storefronts with differing architecture is definitely a plus.
I can see this in an industrial park but not near a residential area
I can see this in an industrial park but not near a residential or mixed use area
ugly stay away from
In edge districts this makes a very strong and unique neighborhood feel
lack of cohesive design
Ugly. Keep the trees. Don't build more.
Please, never let this happen in James City County!
Feels too urban for this area.
To replace the failed retail outlets and malls, yes, if they have manufacturing capability and
would hire co. residents. But not if the employees have to commute from NN.
Functional but not attractive.
No!
Please no.
Ugly. Trees are needed to save the Earth.
ugly stay away from
works in an industrial park environment
so ugly
I've seen many of these buildings and although not in favor of this uniformity I understand its
value to the commercial sector,
ugly and boring
I'd give this a zero stars if possible. This is as ugly as it gets. We have at least a few of these in
JCC and they are hideous. If we've got to do it for jobs or offices, let's put them down an offstreet (like Industrial Blvd) instead of along Route 60.
looks like Northern Virginia

James City County
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Bland and very 60’s. Set away from view, it may have a place for the economical design and
use.
Seems fine office building or other medical offices
OK if we have tenants for something like this. I'd like to see spaces for more local businesses,
but do we have any call for it?
Okay this, like we have plenty of whether it's in McLaws Circle, up off Mooretown Road great. Revamp them to house more attractive businesses not solely based on manufacturing?
I'm all for it. Adding in those areas where this is basically already the aesthetic - I say go for it.
No more of these please
everything looks like doctors office
1970s style.
Inconsistent with colonial architecture
hideous
High ratings only in small amounts
Old and new structures gathered together in innovative ways.
Like the facade variety
Too urban for JCC
Again - you are taking the ideas from other areas that have only worked to varying degrees but
these places (Richmond, Newport News) are NOT JCC. JCC should not strive to be more like
these areas. Moreover the county should realize attempts to make JCC more like those areas
is misguided. You cannot create a location like Forrest Hill or Scott's Addition out of thin air.
Now, if we are talking about taking vacant buildings and storefronts like we have plenty of and
repurposing them to this end? That I would support! But do I want to be driving down
Monticello, look over and see one of these monstrosities between the post office and
courthouse? Big nope.
ok for this setting
If I want to go to a city, there are several cities nearby. We don’t have this level of urban
structures to re-use. BUT, if it is a question of re-purposing abandoned properties, this has a
place.
looks urban but might be ok here
A bit too cramped. Add some trees and set-back from the street. The image description says
"active area"... so maybe mix this into a newtown type area. (but Newtown is done better)
I prefer a bit of green space and larger walking spaces
I'm not in favor of any building coming right up to its property lines, but I understand why the
owners have a financial reason for using every square foot of their business space.
makes the best use of particular situation
Stop building. Ugly. Hot. No trees to keep the Earth cooler.
Building with zero lot line is pedestrian friendly and allows the property owners top finance
each parcel separately allowing more business opportunities
can get ugly real quick
If wanted to live in a large city I wouldn't have come to James City County more than 20 years
ago.
maybe replacing failed and vacant retail space.
maybe replacing existing failed and vacant retail space.
Provides an interesting alternative to more industrial looking areas. Would want to see more
traditional architecture in keeping with the local area.
Interesting design, offers flexibility in use of space and provides parking. Would want to see
more traditional architecture versus a warehouse (flat-roofed) look.
How many times do I need to tell you these are not the sorts of clusters we want here.
like the other craft themed concept, only to revitalize the existing vacant retail spaces. not to
replace rural space!
nice but regulate the motif
Have you seen the ugly "new" Pottery? It sits empty. Don't build more.
Its usually the parking that I find the most detracting from the image. I think it should be
tucked behind or to the side.... or we have more bike paths, etc.
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Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster

Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster
Comment on Craft Cluster
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this type of architecture works, but the large parking lots distract - parking decks have a
smaller footprint and more spaces available
clusters seem to look better in this community
Most in keeping with character of JCC, interesting and attractive
Yes, if the businesses within are compatible, this cluster building makes sense. The
appearance of this facade does not draw me in, but that’s superficial.
Again - you are taking the ideas from other areas that have only worked to varying degrees but
these places (Richmond, Newport News) are NOT JCC. JCC should not strive to be more like
these areas. Moreover the county should realize attempts to make JCC more like those areas
is misguided. You cannot create a location like Forrest Hill or Scott's Addition out of thin air.
Now, if we are talking about taking vacant buildings and storefronts like we have plenty of and
repurposing them to this end? That I would support! But do I want to be driving down
Monticello, look over and see one of these monstrosities between the post office and
courthouse? Big nope.
Really depends on the design. This particular slide looks Too urban for JCC
Too hipster for JCC
Out of place. Looks like old buildings in France.
High rating if meets colonial architecture

James City County

Rural and Other
Comments made on various rural and other development types can be found on the following pages. You
legend below to determine the specific type of development.

can use the

Rural Residential - Homes built in rural areas
Recreation and Open Space - Open land in the public realm
Screening - Methods to protect scenic character
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Comment on Large Lots 20 Acres

Small farms are much better for the environment than larger
corporate farms. (At least with how their practices currently
stand.) Smaller farms would promote smaller businesses that
truly compete with each other and support local families. Their
products would be more environmentally friendly and keep
money in the community.
Yes. Les development. I really think we have more than enough in
JCC.

Comment on Large Lots 20 Acres
Comment on Large Lots 20 Acres

These areas produce useful and needed resources. We cannot
afford to depend entirely on imported food products from other
states. But small farmers need as much help as the county can
provide to assist them in sustaining profitable farming!
Helps maintain are rapidly diminishing rural charter.
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Good layout for those recreational farmers who want a rural life
where they do not have to depend on the land for substances
Like the rural character; traditional
The area of Forge rd should be preserved and not over
developed.
JCC doesn't need more homes. Just let the farmers use the land.
Or better yet, leave the land alone.
do not want livestock near residential development clusters
Preserving small farms is so important
This is only good if there is a mechanism to keep the open area
farmed. Otherwise you get empty fields if the owners of the big
houses on the land don't like the smell of manure or the use of
pesticides.
Wish I owned one of those.
We should strive at turns here to not try to fix what is not
broken. This is a perfect example of how we can continue to
preserve the more rural aspects of our area - everything else
proposed is to the detriment long term.
Traditional farms may have had only one house, or a family
compound. For tax purposes, one home generates more County
income and relieves the farmer of that tax burden.
This is how JCC is right now, and we like it. Question, of course, is
can the small farms stay in business.
lacks "community"
Big wide open space but in use for agriculture (not abandoned
and not over-grown with Kudzu (like those areas along
Rochambeau near Stonehouse Elementary or behind the former
Snowmania))
this is what rural means
Room to breathe. Relaxing views.
Fewer houses, more farmland, yes please
maintain some rural flavor
James City County
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Maintains rural feel
High rating if developed areas do not have too many homes
These are my least favorite types of developments. They use up
too much land.
Doesn't seem most effective way of preserving open space while
permitting development.
More open feeling. Less congestion. Seems like they would be of
more of a permanent nature.
Desirable, as long as economically sustainable.
This looks very much like a scematic of a Levittown.... a cookie
cutter response to huge housing demand.
this looks semi-rural, good for those who want space but don't
want to farm
These are pretty. I'm happy for the residents. Plenty of green
space (though I lament the view of what must have previously
been pristine rolling hills.. or a forest).
requires enourmous amount of infrastructure to service few
houses, but all land ends up developed. Absolute worst case!!!!
It seems like the best way to protect the land in the future. I fear
farms would later be sold to business developers.
We have to do something to stop housing development
encroachment on rural land,
While I realize that it is less "green" - space between rural homes
"feels" more appropriate
do not want livestock near pud residential
does not preserve any rural appearance
Doesn't preserve open space, had to serve with transport and
utilities
This is really pushing it. Residents of this area do not want this
type of develop!
No more houses
these tend to be awful mcmansion houses, AWFUL design.
3 acreas provides a rural atmosphere but probably little
opportunity for farming opportunities. There is a need for this
and it is a viable housing alternative.
Let's keep the farms whenever and wherever we can.
Wasteful of valuable land! These are normally used to replace
valuable agricultural space with sprawled pretentious large and
expensive housing.
If we really need more residential areas, which we really don't, at
least these are relatively low impact.
Keep the farms.
Why bother? Who maintains the rural land?
We need to preserve farm land and natural open land.
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Comment on Passive Recreation
Comment on Passive Recreation

I like these, but then 5 years later, the "preserved farmland" is
bulldozed and a massive new development is put in. The land is
NEVER preserved.
No more houses. Schools are already over crowded.
Weird mix of do you want neighbors or privacy?
This area has a great deal of wild life that would be pushed out.
The roads are not equipped for such high volume and will also
take away from the history of the area.
allows development while preserving rural appearance
do not want livestock near pud residential
Not my favorite, but if the lots are at least 1 acre each, with .5
acre limits on house footprint, it can be nice.
We need to leave farms, open space and forests for future
generations. It's OK to say to developers that our county is full.
In theory, this is great. Worried about how it actually gets
applied. The open space that is set aside is often land that was
unbuildable anyway, so the end result is just higher density on
the buildable land.
To me these look like sprawl... like a single farmer sold out
amongst many and then a development pops up in the middle.
Does not look attractive in my view.
small lots in a rural area looks weird
Allowing agriculture to continue, and forming traditional clusters
of homes is a good response to demand and increases the tax
base for JCC.
More affordable, kids have neighbors nearby to play with, yet still
plenty of open space and greenery.
Developers try to cram too much stuff in a small area. Starting to
happen in western end of county. Whitehall, New stonehouse
developments. Take a ride thru these after work hours with the
parking problems on display and they feel so congested.
Developers trying to cram as much in as possible.
Do not support this configuration outside PSA.
I live in this type of development. The beauty of the farm and its
rotating crops each season add so much green space that it
attracts visitors. Plus, the local wildlife depend on the farm and
the screening the crops provide.
High ratings if not too many developments
Connects people to nature as well as maintaining rural aspect
who doesn't like parks
Absolutely, would get used a lot, low cost to maintain.
Needs to have a lot of acreage where people can spread out.
Yes yes yes. The more park space with walking trails, the better.
Wish we also had places to walk along some of the roads (News
Road, for example).
would love more gardens
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I greatly support turning more public ground into nice, well
maintained public spaces open to everyone! This helps drive
quality and more equity in our community. High reward at low
cost. Where adding more strip malls or (please no) lifestyles
centers perpetuate the negative aspects of things like inequity
and fiscal drag on the community, not to mention eyesores,
traffic, noise... Public park space where people can simply be
outside without being affronted by some business needing them
to buy something is ideal. It's perfect - and encouraging healthy
lifestyles with outdoor activities, outdoor exercise options - bring
them on.
Yes, we need more of this in JCC. Hope someone starts to focus
on Upper County Park. Fix it up! And maybe annex some of the
nearby Hazelwood farm to make it bigger/nicer like the other
county parks.
Public areas are OK provided we're now creating such at the
expense of active farmland,
We need to preserve and designate more open spaces as we
develop our communities
These are my favorite parks, offer multiple opportunities for
group or individual recreation (walk, bike, bird watch, etc.)
Will save a rural feel and provide families with activities
I like all types of recreation and outdoor space.
Yes, this is what we need!
Important for all ages of people as it supports an active lifestyle
JCC probably has enough of these, but I'm in favor of them if they
feel we need more.
Needs to have really nice playground for families with young children.
we have lots of these already
Cool but we seem like we already have enough of these in JCC
I greatly support turning more public ground into nice, well
maintained public spaces open to everyone! This helps drive
quality and more equity in our community. High reward at low
cost. Where adding more strip malls or (please no) lifestyles
centers perpetuate the negative aspects of things like inequity
and fiscal drag on the community, not to mention eyesores,
traffic, noise... Public park space where people can simply be
outside without being affronted by some business needing them
to buy something is ideal. It's perfect - and encouraging healthy
lifestyles with outdoor activities, outdoor exercise options - bring
them on.
I'm not into sports but this is a major positive for a young vibrant
community. We need something like this.
Such facilities should be limited to non-farmland and nonundeveloped open rural land.
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Comment on Recreational Pocket

Having access to fitness and recreation areas create a stronger,
healthier community
large areas dedicated to indoor/outdoor sports with ample
parking
A few of these should exist, but placed where the most citizens
can access by any mode.
Like this, but it needs continual re-evaluation fort what
fields/courts are being use (and how they are used) and if they
should be turned into different courts/fields.
Need, but not at the expense of natural areas.
no need for more in my opinion, I don't use them and they are
often sitting un-used. A public shooting range would however be
very welcome. Not everyone wants to play tennis.
While these are important to have, there are sports complexes
that go unused. Best if scaled to the needs of the surrounding
community.
Small green spaces are welcome additions to the community as
long as they are well maintained.
I like it; attractive and functional.
Important if housing in clustered.
Only encourages huge developments. More people-more
crowded schools and roads

Comment on Recreational Pocket

if the su rrounding community pays for the maintenance, how do
you keep non community members out?
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Every new development (and established developments) should
have open areas that are accessible to their communities.
adds greenscape to buildings
Cute but as the description explains, it serves just a small nearby
population. If we have these, let (or force) the developers build
them into their developments.
I greatly support turning more public ground into nice, well
maintained public spaces open to everyone! This helps drive
quality and more equity in our community. High reward at low
cost. Where adding more strip malls or (please no) lifestyles
centers perpetuate the negative aspects of things like inequity
and fiscal drag on the community, not to mention eyesores,
traffic, noise... Public park space where people can simply be
outside without being affronted by some business needing them
to buy something is ideal. It's perfect - and encouraging healthy
walkable and has access to the outdoors without having to drive
Seems like an area people would primarily use to walk dogs.
Needs to reflect this. It's not going to be somewhere people will
want to picnic.
Love this idea.
High ratings as they enhance neighborhoods
James City County
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Serves only a few people
community feel
The aesthetic is in keeping with the historic section and adjacent
areas.
Yes, but limited.
Works well however need to insure that the pedestrian plan
p[provides for good access.
We have enough. Stop building more.
these tend to be by-pass/cut throughs and nothing else.
Creating large gather spots for community events is an important
part of maintaining the larger sense of community
No
For me, I prefer green social space that is vibrant (with people)
versus a place that comes to life just periodically.
Except this - this reads like "big open areas to walk between
these two new aWeSoMe MaLls". No thanks.
Jamestown Beach fills this need, not sure we need more.
This would be a good way to connect different areas.
Landscaping must be kept nice.
will we ever be allowed to have large gatherings again? seems
like a waste now
A public, outdoor, amphitheater/concert venue would be terrific!
These type of spaces can be underutilized unless they are in the
right spot and well designed.
High ratings in limited number
I really enjoy the Kiwanis park with its fitness course. It's great to
use while my kids play.
Supports active lifestyle
These don't get used much.
Always seems to be unused. People prefer going to gym.
we have a few but I never see anyone using them
I like the idea but they tend to get rundown over time and I don't
see people using them that much.
I greatly support turning more public ground into nice, well
maintained public spaces open to everyone! This helps drive
quality and more equity in our community. High reward at low
cost. Where adding more strip malls or (please no) lifestyles
centers perpetuate the negative aspects of things like inequity
and fiscal drag on the community, not to mention eyesores,
traffic, noise... Public park space where people can simply be
outside without being affronted by some business needing them
to buy something is ideal. It's perfect - and encouraging healthy
I don't use these, rarely see others use them... if you are going to
maintain such places, build playgrounds which are used (because
kids make their parents take them there).
Helpful, but only if well-maintained.
OK if within current boundaries of residential limits
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I don't see the need
cannot maintain maintenance control in an outdoor location with
no restrictions
These can fit inside many of the other open areas and add a lot of
value for outside recreation.
No one uses the equipment at the Kiwanis park even though it is
nice.
Most people never use these
Already have. Don't need more.
Promotes a healthy life style.
These seem to never be in use and seem a waste of land.
Looks colonial.
If attractive
most unfriendly
Classic - in keeping with local aesthetic. High quality, high
durability, low maintenance.
, p

issues and maybe some other issues (for example, around
memory care facilities). Can hide parking lots. They need
maintenance, though.
I can't imagine this in JCC. Maybe a different image would
convey the potential better.
This is Ok in more urban areas to provide privacy. Looks very nice
around WM campus for example. But if more space is available, I
would rather see trees.
This should certainly be the right of private and public property
owners, provided the structures are not eyesores or of low
quality materials.
why?
only when the walls are uniform throughout - not a mixture of
brick and wood and metal.
It makes a closed in feeling, large city feel
Highly depends on the wall! I love the colonial brick shown, but
would not like many more modern alternatives.
Important that structural elements are appropriately landscaped.
In the photo attached the element needs better landscaping due
to length and height of hard (brick wall) element
when they are serving a purpose other than to keep residents of
one area out of the more privileged neighborhood, shopping area
or park.
Only where absolutely necessary and with a more tradition look
as with this photo.
If well built with pleasing architectural detail, walls are useful
structures that can add to the character of the landscape.
While low maintenance and useful, can become overgrown and
unsightly.
Everywhere we candors it.
James City County

Comment on Native Species

Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Native Species
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Wooded
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
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Like that landscaping is performing two task. Breaking up hard
parking elements and improving water quality.
good in theory, messy in practice, and it requires a TON of
upkeep
MUST have pervious surfaces and areas for wildlife
So important to the health of our landscape
Absolutely yes! Let's revert to natural surroundings wherever
possible.
I like the idea as the description reads but it says to rank the
"image" and this image looks overgrown and unkempt.
Definitely like this idea
native species are good to have around
People will walk thru it and there will be cigarette butts and trash
in it.
Nice hardwood trees add shade and character.
looks the most natural
Trees provide a lot of benefits, especially shade during hot
summer months.
If you've got to have parking (and we've got to have parking),
then make it pretty.
Shade is so needed in the summer!
Trees wherever possible. Let's reinvigorate Arbor Day to
encourage more tree planting.
Trees and plantings create a much more livable and healthier
experience
helpful to woldlife.
in the summer here, yes, park in the shade
Everywhere we can do it.
Trees add valuable and necessary shade in this climate and
preserve an important natural resource.
Practical and low maintenance in borders
As long as we do not encroach on natural a
area.
as much as I love boulders they are not native to this county for
the most part, and they cannot be inexpensive to import.
works well in high traffic commercial areas.
Not a Williamsburg feel
Better than all hard surface but prefer more green
Useful in marshy areas, but reflects too much heat in the
environment
What with paved roads and all we already have too much
hardscape which causes too much harmful runoff.
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Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape

Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Hardscape
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping

Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
Comment on Landscaping
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Rocks and boulders work well in my opinion if they have some
water and/or other signs of life nearby. Otherwise too sterile
Upkeep is key and I don't know how easy it is to keep the weeds
out, etc.
Rocks and stones are almost a theme here. Definitely fits with the
community and works well for water issues.
become overgrown and ugly in a season. Based on how poorly
JCC maintains things like the grass on medians on major
roadways (like Monticello) I don't trust the county to keep these
up. They will get ugly fast and stay that way.
save on maintenance cost
We don't have this type of terrain. Belongs in mountains.
Looks like it belongs in Florida.
so costly to maintain, but it is beautiful
Who doesn't love these? Assuming, that is, that they are
maintained. All for it if maintained but again - JCC struggles
greatly in this area.
attractive, good for environment, needs maintenance though.
I applaud the "bang" of some outdoor landscaping to show effort
and appreciation for appearance.
Lots of maintenance and needs to be watered.
Landscaping is beneficial (i.e. easy on the eye; relieves stress,
inhibits runoff, etc.)
creating and maintaining beauty in natural form in important in
all aspects of community development
these usually require lots of maintenance and chemicals

Engage 2045 Website Comments
Throughout public engagement Rounds 1-3 of the Engage 2045 planning process, residents were encouraged to submit
general comments and ideas about the future of James City County through the project website. The website provided
two opportunities for comment: 1) an online survey form that allowed respondents to select the top three planning
topics of most interest to them and provide an explanation of why those topics were of most interest, and 2) a Share Your
Thoughts comment form where respondents could write in comments that would like to share with the Project Team.
The comments provided through both forms are included in the following tables. These are the original verbatim
comments provided by respondents. These comments have been reviewed and complement the public input findings
gathered during Rounds 1, 2, and 3 of the public engagement process. Round 1 comments were included in the Round 1
Public Engagement Summary Report. Comments provided during Rounds 2 and 3 are documented here. For ease of viewing, the Rounds 2 and 3 comments are highlighted in green.

Round 1 comments

Rounds 2 and 3 comments

very attractive but can increase the rental rates for maintenance
if maintained
Love it, but with more discrete signage.
Probably the environmental impact should be the first
consideration and the visual impact second.
Only if native species
Flowers, bushes and trees make spaces look more inviting and
enliven hardscape and pavement.
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#

I think the county needs to think about building another high school with so many communities opening up. I think it needs
to do more to encourage and engage cultural diversity. I also believe we need to have more opportunities for children and
places for them to play during the colder months besides the bounce house. Where are the arcades, the skating rinks, more
art areas, science activities, skate parks? Where are the free places for kids to be besides the neighborhood park?
There arent a lot of areas to throw birthday parties and the public pools aren't known. We have a large military community
due to being close to several bases but do we hold community events honoring veterans. If we do, that information isnt
know. We need to do a better job of letting people know what is going on in this community and engage and discourage
bullying in schools.
How can I sign up for future notices about the JCC Comprehensive Plan?
I don't see it on the web page...jamescitycountyva.gov/engage2045
The parks are really nice-Kidsburg is great for little ones. We should have more walking and bike trails. Less bike lanes on the
road, but more trails just for cyclists adjacent. Can 199 accommodate all of the residents? It seems like its been filling up and
there is more traffic than ever before. Is there a traffic congestion plan? We need to deal with that. Is there a plan to have
another New Town? New Town is great and would be nicer than having a bunch of town homes plopped down randomly in
the outskirts of the County. Overall the County is very nice looking with all the trees. Glad we don't have ugly signs-100 foot
McDonalds signs comes to mind. We have a great library but we need one near where the people live. Expand
recycling/recycle more things Need Fios instead of Cox.
Connecting the Jamestown Settlement to Williamsburg with a paved trail would be a wonderful asset not only to the
immediate community, but also the region. This goes beyond cycling, other forms of physical activity can benefit from a
paved path.
Hi, Please include greenway links from Jamestown to Williamsburg. After we ride 52 miles on the Capital Trail, we're hungry,
thirsty, and need a place to stay. All 3 of our needs contribute to the local economy. Thanks! Dave Connelly, Durham NC.
Expansion of the VA Capital Trail into Williamsburg and William & Mary
Would love to see the Virginia Capital Trail expand all the way to Williamsburg. We are frequent riders on the trail. You just
can't beat all the sunshine, exercise, beautiful views of all the history along the trail, etc. Please give us even more
wonderful cycling trail. Thank you for your consideration. G. Talbot
Please provide - better detached bike ways that are separated from the road. Having an elevated fly over over Route 60
somewhere would be prudent money spent. In addition having a separated bike path from Jamestown to the colonial
Williamsburg would be great .Also having a separated bike path along Riverview Road in the upper county area headed to
York “state park would be a great amenity. And doing all this planning please try to connect to existing pass they’re already
developed there seems to be a lot of disjointed areas better cohesive connectivity would make logical sense
Any and all bike trails must be able to connect in to the VA capital trail. Make james city county a place where LGBTQA++
folks are free to be themselves and are welcome
The county should prioritize protecting and enhancing the natural and historic elements of the area. Despite what some of
our political representatives may think, after the constant residential building over the past decades, the majority of people
enjoying this area year=round are actually residents and not tourists. Several areas enjoyed by the people who pay taxes
here have fallen into disrepair, such as the JCC marina. It is very encouraging to hear that there is a plan to revitalize the
marina this year and I hope the county continues to make worthwhile efforts like this. Other beautification efforts would be
welcomed, as it is sad to see the litter brought in by tourists. Colonial Williamsburg is also a huge asset to our area, and
while many people feel they do not deserve our financial help, we shouldn't be so naive as to think the area would be so
nice if they weren't here. Besides, I would prefer the type of tourists who come for Colonial Williamsburg over Busch
Gardens or Great Wolf Lodge any day! Finally, quality education should be emphasized, as more and more families with
children come to the area. Raising good citizens who can give back to our community is always a smart move. I don't think
there needs to be as much emphasis on driving business in the area anymore as there are new stores and restaurants
opening almost monthly. Businesses are coming here because people with disposable incomes are moving here. So focus on
the reasons why people are moving here - the natural and historic beauty of the county.
Many roads need widening so that non-motorized vehicles can travel safely along with cars and trucks. Some examples
include Route 612, Longholl Road, west of Humelsime Parkway, and News Road.
JCC (Williamsburg) is a wonderful place to live. This is not by accident. It is through planning. One area I don't see mentioned
and I believe is a significant planning oversight in a 25 year plan is the future if transportation, autonomous vehicles, the
need for BEV charging facilities, the significant reduction in the need for parking lots. JCC has done nothing in this area and
there is enormous potential advantage of included in your future planning.
Please don’t make us into another Newport News Denbigh area. We love the rural charm and beauty of JCC. You are already
over building and have more home construction going on then our roads can support. We also have an abundance of empty
buildings for our size community. You are destroying what brought folks here to begin with. Soon we will be way over
populated and folks will be moving on to New Kent or somewhere else for the rural charm they’ve lost here.
Preserve our rural farmland. Stop allowing developers to build giant housing developments on every square inch of the
county!!! our schools are already crowded- Building am elementary school will not address crowding at the high schools.
Our county is desirable because of its rural nature.
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Share Your Thoughts
Too many empty shopping/retail centers already. Instead of allowing new retail areas, how about we fill up the ones we
have that sit empty!?!!
I moved here from Northern Virginia. Northern Virginia would be a nice place if it weren't for all the traffic! I enjoy the
Williamsburg area very much, but I am afraid that there is too much sprawl and this will lead to bad traffic and high
infrastructure costs in the future. I would like the comprehensive plan to focus on creating communities that are walkable
and have lots of space for people to meet and mingle. I would especially like to see affordable passenger rail service to
Richmond and Washington and to Virginia Beach. I love all the parks and recreational opportunities here and I hope the
county will continue to support those. Thanks for the opportunity to provide input.
Over-development is a huge threat to the tranquility of our area. I would like to see priorities that include limiting
development, and preservation of green space. We love the small town feel of our community and do not want it to become
like northern Virginia (i.e., traffic, congestion).
please sign me up for emails
I am writing to advocate against building on the area of land On Monticello Avenue across from Wendys and adjacent to the
shopping center with the Duck Donuts. With so many commercial storefronts that are empty currently, I do not understand
why more greenspace needs to be destroyed, especially in an area where traffic can at time be precarious. The merge from
199 to Monticello towards News Road can be horrendous, especially mid morning and early evening. If there is to be more
retail space erected, please consider infrastructure modifications to accommodate for the increased vehicular traffic.
Thank you,
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Round 1

Round 1

Adam Otstot
WATER QUAILITY AND ACCESS TO THE JAMES RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES
My name is Barry Marten. My wife and I live in Powhatan Shores with access to the James River from our back yard via
Powhatan Creek. Good water quality and public access to the James River and its tributaries provide recreational
opportunities that have a positive impact on the quality of life of County citizens as well as the county’s economy.
I think that any future decisions on environmental and land use issues in the updated comprehensive plan must include
efforts to improve water quality and increase public access to this important local natural resource.
Why we need a new Library
My name is Barry Marten. I am a 40-year plus resident of the county and have had a library card for many years.
I see the Williamsburg Regional Library as a valuable resource on which the intellectual and economic health of our
community has depended and will continue to depend on going forward.
The Williamsburg and James City County library buildings just do not offer sufficient open, flexible public spaces to
accommodate 21st century library functions that are expected to provide greater access to more programs, services and
hands-on learning experiences for ever increasing numbers of diverse users in all age groups.
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Round 1
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Round 1
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Round 1
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Round 1

That is why I think a new library must be an integral part of the County’s updated Comprehensive Plan.
STOP the retail shopping centers. There are so many vacant storefronts as it is. We moved here for the quiet, smaller town
feel and it’s losing that charm. More parks and green space!
Retail Development - Current, ongoing construction and future retail infrastructure growth exceeds supportable needs.
Vacant store fronts is excessive. Retail per square foot rental rates appear to be excessive for small town USA. While it's
impractical to pause new retail space expansion under construction or contracted to be constructed, there should be a
multi-year pause on approving additional construction. Let population growth continue and reduce retail vacancies for
several years before considering new retail space approvals. Supply exceeds supportable demand.
I share the concerns of other County residents about the preservation of rural land. While some growth and construction
are inevitable and desirable, it is important that it not be runaway growth that harms the beauty and rural character of
James City County. I very much appreciate the extensive farmland and forest in James City County and I believe we should
conserve them.
Hello. Thanks for listening! I may be in the minority in not having a problem (or at least feeling ambivalent) about the
recent quick growth in JCC. However, I do worry whether we have the infrastructure to continue to support this growth and
additional growth! It seems like traffic is getting worse in many places (esp. Monticello Ave and parts of 199) and I'm
especially worried about this given that there are no easy ways for most people to commute other ways such as by bike. For
example, I live about five miles from campus (where I work) and I'd love to bike, but I don't feel there is any safe way to do
so. I'd love to see greenways put along major roads (such as John Tyler and Ironbound between John Tyler and Monticello)
and also a safe way for bikers and walkers to cross 199. (It feels like taking your life into your own hands to try to cross on
the North side of Monticello even though there's technically a sidewalk there!!) I'm not sure what happened to the
Greenways Master Plan, but I think we need to make it a priority to update and execute this plan ASAP. Ideally, we'd also be
able to connect additional neighborhoods to existing parks and trails (such as Powhatan Creek trail and the Capital Trail) and
consider the best places for crosswalks at intersections. I'd also love to see more resources going to parks and recreation
more generally. I'm not sure what (if any) options we have given all of the private development in the area, but I'd love for
citizens to have more access/walking trails along the rivers than we do now. And, given how hot it gets in the summer, I'd
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#

love for one of our parks or plazas to have a (free) splash fountain for kids to play in. Not all residents are able to live in
neighborhoods with pools and trails, etc. and I think it should be a priority to ensure that all of our residents can have access
to this type of recreation. Also, I'm not sure what we see as the central hub of JCC but I think we could beautify our area a
bit by thinking more about public meeting places and fountains, flowers, etc. Again, I may be in the minority here but I'd be
willing to pay a bit more in taxes to have more public amenities and to create more "community character" as you say. I
frankly feel we're lacking in that when I compare JCC to other communities, say, Williamsburg proper or Yorktown. Finally,
in terms of economic development, I'd like the county to find a way to encourage not only "big box stores" but also more
small, independent businesses, including indepedent food vendors. Thank you for your time and efforts! Erin Hendrickson
Reduce school central office staff. Put money into classrooms.
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I consider our Parks and the VA Capital Trail as two of the bigger assets in our community. Both promote enhanced quality
of life for our residents and they promote JCC as a community that embraces Health & Wellness ideals.
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As an avid bicyclist, I urge the local jurisdictions to propose and work with the National Park Service and VDOT to design and
build a paved walking/jogging/biking trail parallel to the Colonial Parkway, for its entire 23-mile length.
I would like to see the former CW Country Road to Carter's Grove be reopened as a bike/hike trail, and connected to the
Colonial Parkway. I would also like to see a bike trail alongside the Colonial Parkway,
Also, in general, more bike trails.
We need to reduce growth outside of the PSA as much as possible, and bring active transportation solutions within the PSA,
such as bike lanes, multi-purpose paths/trails, and vertical (not horizontal) growth. The county's economy is not driven by
franchised business, it's driven by tourists. Tourists come here and do not want to see over-development, they want to see
the beautiful rural areas mixed with smartly planned urban areas. If we start to look like Anytown, USA, tourists will stop
coming here. Active transportation growth and reduction of development outside the PSA will make our communities
healthier, more attractive for tourists, and probably produce better economic results.
interested esp in housing, transportation, environmental issues, population needs
We need to stop cutting down so many trees. One of the things that makes JCC so great is how forested it still is.
Need more affordable housing. Too many expensive developments exist and are being added. There should be homes
available for individuals and small families that are less than $1,000/month.
Also, we have a lot of green spaces, let's add more and connect them with bike lanes.
Education, education and education. Provide students with rich spectrum of extracurricular activities. Attract experienced
STEM teachers (school and College instructors with deep knowledge and passion for advancing science) to organize Math,
Physics, Chemistry, Chess, and Robotics clubs. To make it more efficient, combine clubs from different schools into one, thus
creating more populous, powerful and diverse communities. Revive passion for science. Collaborate with W&M, TNCC, etc.
Prepare kids for serious national and international competitions. Turn it into town's signature, put WJCC schools on the
national and world map.
I attempted to fill out your citizen questionnaire but it will not let me proceed past affordable housing.

Keep the green space
More parks
No more hotels or restaurants!! No strip malls
We have enough retail
Hello,
I live on Jamestown Road, and I've noticed there are no bus shelters at any of the bus stops west of the SR 199. Most of the
incidents I've witnessed have mainly been on Jamestown road, there are many bus stops all over the county that have the
same resemblance. While driving home one night, I watched a WATA bus drive past a women waiting at the stop. When the
driver realized they missed someone, they slammed on the breaks so the woman could board the bus. Not only was it dark
outside, it was raining too.
I've seen employees of the White Oaks assisted living facility waiting for the bus in inclement weather with no shelter, and a
man using a flashlight to catch the attention of the bus.

Prior to the COVID 19 outbreak both our parks and the VA Capital Trail had been highly utilized and now in this new era usage/demand for outdoor recreational facilities in particular has skyrocketed. It has been reported that usage of the VA
Capital Trail in has seen an increase of 65%.
Consequently - because of these factors, I recommend that we consider the construction of a spur/connector from the VA
Capital Trail into Williamsburg City Limits and William & Mary's campus. It is my belief that this would be wise investment
for the following reasons - 1. having such a spur/connector will capitalize on an already immensely popular trail which will
encourage even more usage, 2. such a trail spur/connector will promote another means to accesses amenities/services that
Williamsburg and William & Mary has without the use of car, 3. having such a spur/connector will likely spur more economic
growth of our local businesses, 4. it will enhance the property values of homes and business that the trail runs near, 5. it will
support the growth of recreation based tourism, and 6. it would further promote JCC as a community that embraces Health
& Wellness.
The Colonial Parkway, from Jamestown to Yorktown, is one of our region's primary cultural and recreational assets. But
unfortunately, the Colonial Parkway is a deathtrap for walkers, joggers and bicyclists.

Share Your Thoughts

In the city of Williamsburg, I've noticed there are far more bus shelters than in James City County.
I'm concerned about the message it sends to our residents who don't have a car or cannot drive. The message I perceive is
that our county doesn't care about these people, especially when some bus stops are posted in the dirt.
I hope through this initiative that James City County will install lighted bus shelters at every bus stop for the safety of our
residents who use public transportation.
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Thanks for your consideration.
Nohea Lloyd
My husband and I have lived on Forge Road in Toano for over 40 years. I continue to promote the importance of
preserving the rural lands in the upper county for several reasons. The area has a rich historical heritage, with being the site
of the Revolutionary War shipyard, and numerous Civil War skirmishes. The upper county also has a rich agricultural heritage
which is still evidenced by the number of horse farms, commercial horse stables, and working crop farms. This area provides
the ambience that many people seek when they move to JCC. Importantly, the rural lands are an economic driver for eco or
agri-tourism. It is also an area where Little Creek Dam Park and Brickyard fit well with these RLs. Further with the
designation of Toano as a historic site it is even more important to have the preservation of RLs complement this setting..
This area is a treasure for all JCC residents.
The landowner should be the one making the decision regarding the usage of the land. Should the county want this land for
other purposes, they should provide a fair compensation to the owner on par with what a private purchaser would offer.
My wife and I are new residents to Williamsburg / James City County. we are building a home in Westport and currently
renting off Longhill Road.
i just wanted to compliment the planning thus far regarding green space, water drainage, and care of the parks.
We lived in Sandbridge, Virginia Beach the last 13 years and in Ghent, Norfolk the prior 23 years.
I would just offer a warning re overdevelopment as we saw first hand the issue with taking over the marsh / wetlands with
housing and changing the absorbing areas for drainage of water to concrete / asphalt / swimming pools in yards and the
worsening of runoff and flooding as a result in both Norfolk and Virginia Beach.
Elevations higher here, but we need to beware of the future issues if open areas not maintained for beauty but also for
practical issues. I completed the survey you sent.
Great job, Ed Robey

Please reconsider the zoning designation for the WindsorMeade / Monticello Avenue area. As anyone who drives through
that part of the county will tell you, there is a high volume of traffic and significant travel delay as it stands today. Adding
more shops and creating a new flow of traffic that includes an altered stop light pattern to allow for entry into a new
shopping area will be detrimental for those who travel that road daily. That area also boasts one of the highest incidents of
car crashes in the county. The goal of the Comprehensive Plan was to keep Monticello Avenue a green corridor to the city.
Keeping the small strip of residential land in its current state would be a perfect opportunity to do so while greatly improving
the lives of those who have to travel there daily.
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Topics (top 3 interests)
Community character,Growth and
development
Growth and development,Community
character,Public safety
Growth and development,Other,Housing
and neighborhoods

Growth and development,Community
character,Other

5

Growth and development,Rural area
protection,Jobs and businesses

6

Growth and development,Public
safety,Jobs and businesses
Rural area protection,Community character

7
8

9
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Rural area protection,Jobs and
businesses,Water resources

Growth and development,Other,Housing
and neighborhoods

Why
Growing and development of the community is vital in just that - growth and prosperity.
Without that, none of the other topics listed can happen.
These are more the proper role of a democratic government than providing housing and
social services and other topics.
This community's growth is not being planned in a way that maintains its character and
quality of life. The lack of planning is already obvious and abundant (empty store fronts,
constant school rezoning, stagnant real estate while multiple massive apartments abound
etc.). While there have been some obvious positive improvements, the aspects of
Williamsburg that make it special and appealing are consistently being stripped away in favor
of creating more lifestyle centers while others stagnate, adding apartments to bring in the
lowest income transplants to drain services while providing the least resources, and basic
common sense infrastructure planning (schools, roads, water services) are being neglected in
favor of what I'm not sure. Growth should be organic, not forced and subsidized by the tax
payers. Without the proper planning and funding for common services already in need
(roadside care, police force for road/community safety, planning growth in existing school
districts that can are not at/near full capacity without constant redistricting/busing of
students) - this community is fated to lose everything that made it a special place to live. In
short, less "growth" of population is more. It will reap the rewards that I believe are
ultimately being sought - but organically, and for all, at a slower pace but surely lower cost
and not to the detriment of the way of life of the people who have helped make this
community the great place that it is. I look forward to these open meetings!
As a fairly new (within five years) James City County resident, I love this community and have
a great interest in supporting it while preserving its natural beauty. As a Dominion Energy
employee, I am also curious to see if you would be interested in having a representative from
the electric utility supplier to be a part of the Comprehensive Plan Team. If the plan is to grow
the county, meaning adding additional housing and businesses, having the perspective of
Dominion Energy would be important. We could share how we can best support your
mission.
I have lived in regions that rural areas have just about disappeared, leaving the community
with little to no outdoor natural space. Growth and development are important but let’s start
with remodeling what already exists as opposed to building new and taking over what little
land and nature remains. Jobs and businesses are at the heart of any thriving community,
without them, growth comes to a stand still.
To protect local businesses but also encourage new businesses to consider our community for
jobs
We moved here for the rural and relaxed feel and very much hope it can be preserved. We
are particularly keen to see the area around I-64 exit 277 remain rural —- please don’t overdevelop the area.
James City County is a beautiful place and I want to see it retain it's beauty and rural areas
while also offering opportunities for some small businesses and jobs.
In the next 20 years I would like to see James City County have it's own water resources and
not rely on others.
Growth and Development: Over the last 20 years, the population of James City County has
doubled. According to the previous county administrator, under existing zoning an additional
15,000 new homes can be constructed. This would generate at least another 20,000 cars on
our roads. Is this the future we desire? Do we want to live in just another suburb with
subdivision after subdivision filling in our farms, open spaces and woods?
Housing and Neighborhoods: As stated above, I fear we will see one subdivision after another
filing in every available space, first in the Primary Development Area and then in the more
rural areas of the county. This is not the quality of life we desire. Runaway development does
not create a quality community. Just look at Newport News and Hampton.
Other - Tourism - A large part of the charm of our community is the history, restaurants,
shops and stores that contribute to our community. These are popular with tourists and it
was this tourist environment that many residents enjoy or find their jobs and income source.
I have spoken to dozens of tourists to the Williamsburg area, both here in town and while
visiting other locations around the country. As soon as I mention where I am from, they weigh
in with their opinions of our community, both pro and con. But the most frequent concern I
hear is that the community is getting too overcrowded and is turning into a suburb. Several
people have said something to the effect of "Why come here on vacation when I can visit a
(suburb) where I live." So while Colonial Williamsburg and Merchants Square businesses are
concerned with parking, marketing the area and ticket sales, tourists are disturbed by the
surrounding community and its uninviting traffic and loss of tourist friendly facilities. Even
Richmond Road, once reserved for tourist-oriented services, is now dotted with automobile-
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Topics (top 3 interests)

10

Parks, recreation and
greenways,Transportation,Growth and
development

11

Parks, recreation and greenways,Water
resources,Transportation

12

Growth and development,Housing and
neighborhoods,Jobs and businesses

13

Growth and development,Parks, recreation
and greenways,Housing and
neighborhoods
Housing and neighborhoods

14
15

Growth and development,Housing and
neighborhoods,Water resources

16

Rural area protection,Parks, recreation and
greenways,Other

17

Growth and development,Water
resources,Jobs and businesses
Community character,Water
resources,Rural area protection

18

19

Rural area protection,Water
resources,Housing and neighborhoods

20

Growth and development,Community
character,Rural area protection

21

Rural area protection,Jobs and
businesses,Housing and neighborhoods
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Why
oriented services. Some may say that is a concern of the City of Williamsburg. But James City
County is not an island. We are part of a market area that includes three different
municipalities. And we are all tied together as one community that is historic, attractive and
popular to visitors from around the country.
I would love to see more bike routes in James City County. At a minimum, there should be an
extension of the Virginia Capital Trail that currently dead ends at Jamestown Settlment to
both Williamsburg & Yorktown. I have ridden on the Colonial Parkway several times and on
weekends it can be very dangerous. There is also no easy or safe way to cycle to the train
station in Williamsburg. That is a huge problem as far as getting to or from the Historic
Triangle area by bike. Thank you!
I have seen many positive outcomes of the VA Capital Trail for our community. It has
increased my quality of life and has brought vitality to our region. I know once it is connected
to Williamsburg via the Birthplace of America Trail it will benefit business (and future)
businesses along the Monticello Corridor. Amenities like trail systems also support concepts
of Recreation Destination Tourism & Wellness Based Communities which makes it more
desirable in JCC
Because I believe there's been so much growth here in the past 8 years that schools arent
keeping up, businesses are shutting down yet more buildings get built. With tons of stores
already empty, why tear down trees & make traffic worse when stores already sit empty?
Maybe make tax & rent more affordable for businesses to actually stick around? Tons of
apartments & housing communities have been built also, yet only 1 new school, a middle
school. Crowding is becoming a problem, especially in the elementary schools. Just one of the
reasons I now homeschool my youngest child. I still have one in high school though...
The area will grow and there should be a comprehensive plan in place to manage it, including
housing and recreational green spaces.
The county should plan to expand options for special needs populations, affordable housing,
and those who are homeless.
The topics above are important to me because I want to see JCC continue to grow and be a
welcoming and exciting place to live. I want this to be a place that young families can come to
and thrive. I am definitely pro-development and growth, I want to see JCC use more common
sense development. I also want to see JCC take control of their water supply in the future.
Without necessary water there will not be any growth.
We moved to JCC for the rural and natural land. We like the small town feel. We don’t want
it overdeveloped or to become a long barren, strip mall. I also want special emphasis placed
on increasing the quality of the public schools and libraries, which oddly wasn’t a choice.
I believe we need to continue to grow and not go stagnant. We just need to manage that
growth
JCC is rapidly succumbing to for profit development and too much concrete. Water has
become frightfully expensive and is not regarded as the precious resource that it is. Once the
rural greenways are lost to yet more development, there is a high ecological price to pay. We
are not taking the needs of future generations into account in the decision making.
Protecting and securing water resources can be important to growth. Since so many people
come here from higher population areas, protecting rural areas , the reason many people
come here is important. It can also go back to protecting water resources since ground water
in areas that are rural are important to protect!
Safe clean AFFORDABLE housing will help keep the character of the community as well as help
with the safety of the community. By affordable, I believe we need housing for people and
families who earn only $20,000-$30,000. a year. These people work in fast food, clean our
hotels, and may work with landscapers, etc.
If we want a safe healthy community, where the current character of the area is preserved,
we need to have housing that will allow low income people to have dignity without taking all
of their pay to live.
While basic services will always be important, they also tend to receive steady policy and
financial support. Preservation of community character and open space/ rural lands
preservation can too easily be neglected unless steady community and organizational support
is put in place and maintained. Once community character and open spaces are lost, they
cannot be recovered. The County organisation needs to assign steady and consistent funding
and staff support to drive programs to address these issues. Inconsistent, on and off support
is not effective.
New businesses and thus jobs should be created, especially in Upper James City County,
before government starts approving new housing. Without the businesses, you just have
workers commuting to Newport News or Richmond,
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22
23
24

25

Topics (top 3 interests)

Growth and development,Rural area
protection,Water resources
Growth and development,Community
character,Parks, recreation and greenways
Rural area protection,Transportation,Water
resources

Growth and development,Social
services,Housing and neighborhoods
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#

Topics (top 3 interests)

When rezoning and approving new housing; rural lands should be protected as much as
possible. Too much quick development approved for eager landowners should coincide with
the development of new businesses and job creation.

30

Community character,Parks, recreation and
greenways,Water resources

The recycling debacle is proof of poor government foresight. Will our taxes decrease
because recycling is no longer in the budget?

31

Growth and development,Public
safety,Jobs and businesses
Growth and development,Rural area
protection,Parks, recreation and greenways

Less government is always better. Stop approving tax hikes for poorly run enterprises and
let's get input from the public in the future.
Growth and development in our area has taken precedence over wise use of land and natural
habitat. We are loosing pollinators, wildflowers, trees, and not protecting the watershed.
growth should be regulated in order to preserve the charming character of williamsburg.
One of the reasons we were attracted to James City County was the rural lands close to a
small town. I am concerned that there is too much development of lands for retail businesses
when there are plenty of commercial vacancies. Perhaps a tax incentive to encourage
developers to repurpose existing commercial buildings can help preserve the green space
that is important to quality of living.
I think you've chosen eleven really significant topics. Supporting our seniors with high quality
residential facilities and outstanding medical facilities is key to our continued growth. The
aging population will help drive out local economy.

32
33

Community character,Parks, recreation and
greenways,Rural area protection

34

Rural area protection,Parks, recreation and
greenways,Water resources

35

Rural area protection,Water
resources,Transportation

36

Parks, recreation and
greenways,Transportation

37

Parks, recreation and greenways,Water
resources,Jobs and businesses

38

Parks, recreation and
greenways,Transportation,Jobs and
businesses

Connections with the leadership and expertise of our local military installations and
connecting W&M with the military and vice versa is key to our local success.
CW will have a hard time being viable without new programs that attract visitors. They'll need
to develop large annual events to bolster the revenue loss from lagging ticket sales. They
need to bring in international conferences, tap into the $8 billion kids travel sports, the
recreation vacations that include road races, and they need to re-invent themselves as young
adults no longer admire the story of the Colonial life.
Our K-12 public schools are average. They do not offer to specialties, opportunities, tracks
that are offered in Richmond and Northern Virginia. This deters talented professionals from
living in Williamsburg and keeps tech companies from investing. We have to invest in the
content in our schools. We cannot afford a 4th high school or new middle and elementary
schools. Brick and mortar will continue to be a big price ticket as building costs skyrocket.
Spend money on hybrid classes, online classes, experiences beyond Williamsburg.
JCC is a microcosm of America's widening income gap between working poor and upper class.
Where some own multiple million dollar homes, others just a mile away struggle to pay to
keep the heat on in a 100 sq foot home. Local tax incentives for improvements to homes
under 2000 sq feet would boost economy, build equity in a similar way that wealthy citizens
do.

26
27

28
29
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Water resources,Rural area
protection,Community character
Growth and development,Community
character,Water resources
Growth and development,Housing and
neighborhoods,Jobs and businesses
Growth and development

W&M will be the largest driver of success unless CW makes major changes as described or a
new business moves in. W&M needs to grow with more students taking hybrid and online
classes, studying away from campus but paying tuition to main campus.
to maintain what is the character of Williamsburg and James city county that made us move
here plus water is important to life
These are all important and should be addressed, but overall growth could threaten what's
special about JCC, and protecting community character is one good way to control growth.
Water resources especially need to be planned for, far into the future, or everything else
becomes irrelevant.
The three I chose impact each other. With growth and development housing has to be
considered specifically affordable housing. One barrier to each is job opportunities in the
area.
If you look at the passed uncontrolled growth in the Hampton Roads area you will see one
immediate impact: TRAFFIC ... everywhere!! The uncontrolled, irresponsible spread of
housing developments with little regard to the impact on infrastructure, traffic, schools,
crime, and general enjoyment of those given areas has been irreparably changed. Is that
what we want for Williamsburg??! This type of urban sprawl will lead to an ‘ants on a hill’
community which will set in motion the destruction of Williamsburg’s charm and beauty.

James City County
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Why
Please ... take steps to ensure this does not happen. Once the damage is done, there will be
no going back.
Williamsburg is a beautiful relaxing fun place to live and has character. It is time to slow
down development, if I wanted over crowding, traffic congestion, unengaged neighbors and
community I would have stayed in Northern Virginia.
We need controlled growth. The roads cannot handle the trffic now. Safety of residents is
always important. And folks need jobs to earn money and feed their families.
We need to preserve our farm lands and encourage more local growers. The Williamsburg
Farmers Market is such an amazing event in our town. It would be a shame to see that
disappear due to the over development of our rural areas.
Because in my life time (b. 2002) the place I call home has been overly developed where the
county thinks has the most potential, designating places like Grove and Norge to either fall
apart or be torn down and rebuilt. We don't want more cookie-cutter shopping centers, we
don't have the capacity in our already entirely huge school system to accommodate more
pop-up instant neighborhoods. Just fight to make what we already have nicer. Renovate the
old Brass shop shopping center. (Also, somebody at the top should have offered to help the
old lady who owns the place after it burned down.)
Nature is the best medicine for our mental and physical well-being. Our county has already
approved too many developments and when we are built out, the traffic will be more
insufferable than it already is. Our water table is dangerously low. We should buy more
development rights before it is too late.
I live right at the edge of Norge and Toano. I enjoy having the rural areas like the Forge Road
corridor readily available, but also be fairly close to the more built up areas of the county for
shopping and entertainment, yet I find it always difficult to bring myself to go "further into
town" than the Lightfoot area since the New Town/Settler's Market area is so overwhelmed
with traffic. Water resources are hugely important as this area's depletion of the aquifer puts
us in imminent danger of exhausting this precious and very necessary resource. As such, I
believe we need to start moving away from allowing additional housing to be built in the
further Western parts of the county. While these areas are now mostly not within the PSA, as
we've continued to build out West, we have continued to add these more rural areas to the
PSA. Having said this though, the one thing I'd like to advocate for in terms of additional
building/attraction is for a movie theater in the Western part of the county. As I said, I find it
frustrating to go down to the current theaters, even though they're not that far. Public
transport is also quite terrible. I was shocked when I came to live in this area almost 15 years
ago and discovered the bus lines only run in one direction, most lines take at least an hour to
run the circuit, and transfers can only occur in very limited locations. As far as I can tell, this
has hardly improved in all that time. Additionally, this would have to be a serious regional
approach, but a high-speed commuter train line, much like The Pulse rapid transit line in
Richmond or The Tide light rail system in Norfolk, running from Hampton up the Peninsula
through Richmond and on to Charlottesville would be so helpful for traffic on 64. I work in
downtown Richmond, with people who come from all over the state, and this would be such
a boon, considering most cooperative commuter traffic into Richmond is designed for the 95
corridor. JCC also has so many residents than work to the east in Newport News and
Hampton, the train could be another avenue for commuters to get to work in that direction
as well.
I consider the best amenities of JCC is having access our quality parks and bike trails. The VA
Capital Trail in particular enhances the quality of life of our residents and promotes James
City County as a Health & Wellness community and destination. I urge for further trail
enhancements and the development of a spur/connector of the VA Capital Trail into
Williamsburg City limits in particular. Having such spur/connector into Williamsburg will
undoubtedly benefit out local business, foster tourism, increase property values, and
promote alternative forms of transportation.
Provides local communities with nearby activities without having to travel distances. Creates
a possibility of more family friendly opportunities to gather and connect. Job and business
are important for retaining existing residents and variety for a diverse community.
I'd like to first addressthat I think James City County should be planning for a future that is not
dependent on automobiles for transportation. A great addition would be planning for building
more trails, sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit accessibility. The COVID-19 crisis has highlighted
the need and desire for residents in JCC to be able to spend more time out of doors. Since
March, the use of existing Capital Trail segments has increased by over 65%. In James City
County specifically, that usage increase is close to 80%. Given the community's connection
with existing trails, James City County has an opportunity to become a leader in the state and
nation in regards to public transit alternatives. It will also provide opportunities for jobs and
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39

40
41

Topics (top 3 interests)

Parks, recreation and
greenways,Transportation,Social services

Growth and development,Community
character,Parks, recreation and greenways
Parks, recreation and greenways,Rural area
protection,Water resources

42

Transportation,Parks, recreation and
greenways

43

Transportation,Social services

44

Parks, recreation and greenways,Growth
and development

45

Parks, recreation and
greenways,Transportation,Growth and
development

46

Parks, recreation and
greenways,Other,Rural area protection

Why
economic development-- as businesses continue to spring up around the trail and cater to the
cycling community.
Currently I live 5 miles from my place of employment and, as an avid cyclist, I would love to
bike there. However, no safe/car-free route exists. After almost two accidents, I have
determined it would be unsafe for me to continue to attempt to bike until a separate path is
built.
I believe that William and Mary students could best benefit from increased connectivity
through sidewalks, greenways and trails. Most students do not have cars, so connecting them
to the Virginia Capital Trail would provide an incredible opportunity for improved mental and
physical health and recreation outdoors. The benefits would not just extend to students
however, because trails bring economic development in the form of bike tourism and trail
related businesses. James City County is poised to take advantage of this if they better
connect Williamsburg/the College of W&M to the VA Capital Trail.
I think james county should work to update and expand the development of road and
walkways designed for pedestrian use in order to encourage interest in sustainability and the
outdoors.
Open space is good. Green space is great. Watershed protection by keeping rural areas
undeveloped is important. As a biker, I like the Capital Trail but hesitate to bike there on JCC
roads. A bike trail spur into W'burg would be dandy, or continuous bike lanes leading from
W'burg to Capital Trail.
I think having the availability of non-car transportation would be excellent for both the county
and the environment. As a student at William and Mary, I know new trails would come to
great use. A future where people can use sustainable transportation is one we definitely
should work towards as it will benefit both people's body's and our environment.
I wanted to let you know that I think James City County should be planning for a future that is
not dependent on the automobile for transportation and should begin the process of
planning and building more trails, sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit accessibility. This is in the
best interest of the residents of the county.
I wanted to let you know that I think James City County should be planning for a future that is
not dependent on the automobile for transportation and should begin the process of
planning and building more trails, sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit accessibility. This is in the
best interest of the residents of the county.
As a student at William and Mary, I often wished there were more accessible bike trails going
to and from the campus to the rest of the Williamsburg area. Lacking a car and wanting to
support sustainable ways of transportation, I would have used the trails very frequently. I
believe if you expand your trails to include the college campus, you would not only help the
environment by encouraging biking over driving but also bring more student business to the
outer Williamsburg area.
we need areas that are safe, beautiful, environmentally friendly, and encourage exercise
I wanted to let you know that I think James City County should be planning for a future that is
not dependent on the automobile for transportation and should begin the process of
planning and building more trails, sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit accessibility. This is in the
best interest of the residents of the county."
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Topics (top 3 interests)
Public safety,Social services,Jobs and
businesses

52

Transportation,Public safety,Parks,
recreation and greenways

53

Growth and development,Parks, recreation
and greenways,Water resources

54

Social services,Water
resources,Transportation
Water resources,Rural area
protection,Parks, recreation and greenways
Social services,Jobs and businesses,Water
resources

55
56

57

Rural area protection,Growth and
development,Parks, recreation and
greenways

58

Rural area protection,Growth and
development,Community character

59

Community character,Jobs and
businesses,Public safety

60

Growth and development,Parks, recreation
and greenways,Community character
Parks, recreation and
greenways,Transportation

Thank you for helping to advocate for Trail expansion and connection in James City County!
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Public safety,Transportation,Parks,
recreation and greenways
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Growth and development,Housing and
neighborhoods,Rural area protection
Growth and development,Rural area
protection,Community character
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Transportation,Housing and
neighborhoods,Growth and development

With much gratitude,
I would love to access the area by bike now that the Cap Trail is part of us, but there aren’t
places I feel that I can safely access in the towns that the trail connects.
We often speak of riding to Williamsburg and spending the night, but I wouldn’t know how to
safely navigate around Williamsburg on a bike.
These are the areas that, if not managed carefully, will lead to over development. We see
this beginning already, with many large housing projects already approved.
James City county is a special place because of its history, natural beauty and rural lands. My
greatest concern is the uncontrolled growth in both residential and retail development which
has caused crowded roads, loss of green space and endless empty retail locations. Without a
better plan that considers the additive growth vs an eye on only individual projects we will
end up with the same issues we are now experiencing on Monticello, Longhill Road and soon
Lightfoot Road/Richmond Road intersection.
We need to integrate WJCC into the greater Coastal Virginia area. The entire metro area
needs to start working together with a unified vision. There is no reason we shouldn't have
mass transit that goes from the ocean front to Busch Gardens..

James City County
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Other,Parks, recreation and
greenways,Community character
Parks, recreation and
greenways,Community character,Public
safety
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Why
With the predicted rise in population size and increase in age, I am concerned with 1) public
safety (more people will naturally correlate to more crime), 2) social services (instead of only
increasing policing to combat item 1) I would like to see greater access to continuing
education/vocational training, health care (especially for our aging population), and more
community programs like youth and adult sports, clubs, etc.), and 3) Jobs and businesses
(sufficiently compensated residents are happy, productive citizens - JCC must cultivate
rewarding, healthy, and resilient business growth). Thank you to the county government for
their transparency and openness to communal feedback
I think James City County should be planning for a future that is not dependent on the
automobile for transportation and should begin the process of planning and building more
trails, sidewalks, bike lanes, and transit accessibility. This is in the best interests of the
residents of the county. Thank you for your consideration of my suggestions. Ms. Talbot
The water has many contaminants that need to be dealt with, as soon as possible.
I think that the area has been stuck in a rut of the past and focused on tourism for too long of
a time, and parks and new businesses are the surest way to fix that.
Support of low income people and their ability to live here and get to work affordably is very
important.
We must protect our water and tree/open space resources in order to maintain life on earth.
Humans need an open and clean green environment in order to thrive.
As a mid-Atlantic transplant, the success of the area will be moving away from traditional
sources of interest (W&M alum and CW) and toward more traditional and affordable
midAtlantic tourism (boating, sailing, trails, relaxation, traditional craft building, bird
sanctuary.) But as a homeowner, I am concerned about the longevity of structures and
community sustainability.
I am concerned in preserving green space in considering growth and development in the
county. I see York County developing/ rezoning arable land to housing along the border with
JCC, and am concerned that development in JCC be conducted in manner that preserves the
existing rural/agricultural nature of the county.
When we moved to the county 10 years ago, we were enticed by the gentle balance of
respect for history, natural beauty and growth and development of housing and business.
Our fear is that the natural areas have become prime locations for affluent suburban
development, causing stress on roads, water run-off and natural spaces like parks and
greenways to be absorbed. Our road, once "walkable" has become a speedway for new
home owners and Amazon trucks, landscape trucks and all the people who are not sensitive
to the impact of their living patterns on the environment beyond their subdivision. Our rural
designation has been impacted by this change tremendously, and we have experienced a
diminished quality of life (particularly wild life) on what was once a calmer road. We are not
opposed to sensitive and thoughtful development. We'd like to be a part of the conversation
about a balance between history, green space and development as it relates to the quality of
life for more than just people of means who can afford to influence the decisions of
development.
The way JCC grows will define its character and principles. That character should include, but
not be limited to promoting an environment friendly to all business opportunities that
promote financial stability and growth, with a tax structure and budget that is financially
sound and attractive to new residents. This "character" should draw families who look to
balance productivity, quiet home lives, and a confidence in public safety & services.
I am interested in contributing and supporting the continued growth and relevance of
Williamsburg, VA.
It is my opinion that James City County has the capacity to be recognized as one the top
livable and wellness based communities in the State of Virginia and the Mid=Atlantic. To
achieve this goal, I would love to see the county to continue to invest in infrastructure
projects like the VA Capital Trail and the Birthplace of America Trail. With the adoption of
such a philosophy to promote active living and alternative forms of transportation, it is my
belief that JCC can rival communities such as Greenville, SC that have already capitalized on
these concepts years ago.
Art and public music making venues
1. Character: I see this as the look and feel of a place. We need an image. Who are we? The
way JCC/YC/Wbg intertwine we have a chance to build on that and be special. I feel that we
should enhance JCC with a park-like feel of a planned community while allowing the "countrylike" part stay green with development only if greenspace is set aside and made to enhance
the space. We can build on the colonial area look without the restrictions that Williamsburg
has. Make JCC the place people want to stay while visiitng "Williamsburg." Being active is very
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important and brings in people! Make JCC walkable/bikeable! Bring the idea of the Capitol
Trail throughout! The lifespan of shopping might be short - but people will want ways to
exercise and play sports even as we go to a very online world.
James City County is lucky to have continued to have a good image that make visitors and
residents enjoy being here. I have seen the image of Hampton > Newport News > York Co
change over the years and not be a place that people want to shop and live like they used to.
JCC needs to get ahead of this and preserve what we have and look for ways to enhance the
good! The walkways around the rec center carried throughout (as they have done on part of
Longhill) would give a nice park-like feel. Our area of Richmond Road could have a park-like
feel as well.
Do not fall to the idea that more development is better! The playground changes have been
great - Kidsburg and Kiwanis Park are wonderful. The Warhill Rec Area is also great for locals
and guests - It is a shame we do not have good tracks for track/field event or an Olympic size
pool. People spend money on sports events and then stay to go to Busch and shop at the
outlets without putting strain on schools and such.
We should be seen as a great welcomers to visitors because we love living in a safe park-like
freindly place with high standards of living quality.
2. Parks, rec, greenways go hand-in-hand with the above. People see JCC as different because
it is a County and not a city and we have trees and are not over built. It is worth it to really
decide on an image and then carry it through. While doing that, a focus on these areas will
also help increase the health and well-being of the citizens and encourage a high quality of
living that will reflect outward towards visitors.

64

Rural area protection

65

Transportation,Housing and
neighborhoods,Growth and development

66

Rural area protection,Transportation,Jobs
and businesses
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3. Public Safety is of the utmost importance! We need to support our police officers and give
them the respect they deserve to ensure that our streets and homes are safe. We need to
have a culture that helps make the area safe. Good lighting and nice walkways would help as
well. The downfall of other areas has been when people stop feeling as safe because that is
when others start having a negative feeling towards a place.
The rural character is why many of us love this county. From Croaker Rd to Anderson's
Corner should remain as rural as possible. We live in Oakland Subdivision and would love for
the rural character to remain with the beautiful fields out front. If it cant be changed to Rural
Land's outside the PSA we definitely rather low density than what it is zoned for now. Thank
you for listening to the citizens of the county and allowing us to participate.
Forms of transportation and necessary infrastucture is determining the growth and
development of a community and also define the quality of housing and neighborhoods (i.e.
noise emittants, well designed bike paths).
I moved to JCC for the best of both worlds: rural feeling and access to arts, culture, and
history. I moved from NoVa to escape the horrible traffic and acres and acres of clear cut
development and apartment buildings.

James City County

